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Preface
October 2004 The Mextram bipolar transistor model has been put in the public domain
in Januari 1994. At that time level 503, version 1 of Mextram was used within Koninklijke
Philips Electronics N.V. In June 1995 version 503.2 was released which contained some
improvements.
Mextram level 504 contains a complete review of the Mextram model. This document
gives its physical background. This document was first released in March 2002. The
current document corresponds to the October 2004 model definition.
October 2004, J.P.
March 2005 In the fall of 2004, Mextram was elected as a world standard transistor
model by the Compact Model Council (CMC), a consortium of representatives from over
20 major semiconductor manufacturers.
The current document corresponds to the model definition of March 2005.
RvdT.
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– Change in temperature scaling of diffusion voltages
– Change in neutral base recombination current
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September 2001 : Release of Mextram 504, version 1 (504.1)
Lower bound on Rth is now 0◦ C/W
Small changes in Fex and Q B1 B2 to enhance robustness
March 2002

: Release of Mextram 504, version 2 (504.2)
Numerical stability improvement of xi /Wepi at small V C1 C2
Numerical stability improvement of p0∗

October 2003

: Release of Mextram 504, version 3 (504.3)
MULT has been moved in list of parameters
Lower clipping value of Tref changed to −273◦C
Added IC , I B and βdc to operating point information
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April 2004

: Release of Mextram 504, version 4 (504.4)
Noise of collector epilayer has been removed.

October 2004

: Release of Mextram 504, version 5 (504.5)
Addition of temperature dependence of thermal resistance
Addition of noise due to avalanche current

March 2005

: Release of Mextram 504, version 6 (504.6)
Added parameter dAIs for fine tuning of temp. dep. of IsT ; eqn. (7.24b)
“G EM = 0”, in reverse and fully saturated operation
Upper clipping value 1.0 of Kavl introduced
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1 Introduction
Mextram [3] is a compact model for vertical bipolar transistors. A compact transistor
model tries to describe the I -V characteristics of a transistor in a compact way, such that
the model equations can be implemented in a circuit simulator. In principle Mextram is
the same kind of model as the well known Ebers-Moll [4] and (Spice)-Gummel-Poon [5]
models, described for instance in the texts about general semiconductor physics, Refs. [6,
7], or in the texts dedicated to compact device modelling [8, 9, 10] or high-frequency
bipolar transistors [11]. These two models are, however, not capable of describing many
of the features of modern down-scaled transistors. Therefore one has extended these
models to include more effects. One of these more extended models is Mextram, which
in its earlier versions has already been discussed in for instance Refs. [9, 12].
The complete model definition of Mextram, level 504, can be found on the web-site [3],
for instance in the report [1]. In that report, however, only a small introduction is given
into the physical basics of all the equations. This report tries to give a more complete
description of the physics behind the Mextram model. In our description we will try to
keep as close as possible to the notation and description of Ref. [1]. We will, however,
try to explain all the equations in a logical order. Since the bipolar transistor model of
Gummel and Poon [5] (or its Spice-implementation) is so well-known, we will start with
those equations of the Mextram model that are closest to the Gummel-Poon model and
work our way from there.
This report discusses the equations of Mextram, level 504. Now and then we will refer to
the previous version, level 503, for which documentation can be found in Refs. [3, 13, 14,
15]. A large part of the physical background of Mextram, and of some other models, has
also been published in the books by Berkner [10] (in German) and Reisch [11].

1.1 Explanation of the equivalent circuit
1.1.1 General nature of the equivalent model
The description of a compact bipolar transistor model is based on the physics of a bipolar
transistor. An important part of this is realizing that a bipolar transistor contains various
regions, all with different doping levels. Schematically this is shown in Fig. 1. (In this
report we will base our description on a NPN transistor. It might be clear that the same
model can be used for PNP transistors, using equivalent formulations.) One can discern
the emitter, the base, collector and substrate regions, as well as an intrinsic part and an
extrinsic part of the transistor.
One of the steps in developing a compact model of a bipolar transistor is the creation of
an equivalent circuit. In such a circuit the different regions of the transistor are modelled
with their own elements. In Fig. 1 we have shown a simplified version of the Mextram
equivalent circuit, in which we only show the intrinsic part of the transistor, as well as
the resistances to the contacts. This simplified circuit is comparable to the Gummel-Poon
equivalent circuit.
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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Figure 1: A schematic cross-section of a bipolar transistor is shown, consisting of the
emitter, base, collector and substrate. Over this cross-section we have given a simplified
equivalent circuit representation of the Mextram model, which doesn’t have the parasitics
like the parasitic PNP, the base-emitter sidewall components, and the overlap capacitances. We did show the resistances from the intrinsic transistor to the external contacts.
The current I B1 B2 describes the variable base resistance and is therefore sometimes called
R Bv . The current IC1 C2 describes the variable collector resistance (or epilayer resistance)
and is therefore sometimes called R Cv . This equivalent circuit is similar to that of the
Gummel-Poon model, although we have split the base and collector resistance into two
parts.
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The circuit has a number of internal nodes and some external nodes. The external nodes
are the points where the transistor is connected to the rest of the world. In our case these
are the collector node C, the base node B and the emitter node E. The substrate node S
is not shown yet since it is only connected to the intrinsic transistor via parasitics which
we will discuss later. Also five internal nodes are shown. These internal nodes are used
to define the internal state of the transistor, via the local biases. The various elements that
connect the internal and external nodes can then describe the currents and charges in the
corresponding regions. These elements are shown as resistances, capacitances, diodes and
current sources. It is, however, important to note that most of these elementary elements
are not the normal linear elements one is used to. In a compact model they describe in
general non-linear resistances, non-linear charges and non-linear current sources (diodes
are of course non-linear also). Furthermore, elements can depend on voltages on other
nodes than those to which they are connected.
For the description of all the elements we use equations. Together all these equations give
a set of non-linear equations which will be solved by the simulator. In the equations a
number of parameters are used. The value of these parameters will depend on the specific
transistor being modelled. The equations are the same for all transistors. We will give an
overview of these parameters in the next section. For a compact model it is important that
these parameters can be extracted from measurements on real transistors. For Mextram
504 this is described in a separate report [2]. This means that the number of parameters
can not be too large. On the other hand, many parameters are needed to describe the many
different transistors in all regimes of operation.
1.1.2 Intrinsic transistor and resistances
Let us now discuss the various elements in the simplified circuit. The precise expressions
will be given in the following chapters. Here we will only give a basic idea of the various
elements in the Mextram model. Let us start with the resistances. Node E 1 corresponds
to the emitter of the intrinsic transistor. It is connected to the external emitter node via
the emitter resistor R E . Both the collector node C and the base node B are connected to
their respective internal nodes B2 and C2 via two resistances. For the base these are the
constant resistor R Bc and the variable resistor R Bv . This latter resistor, or rather this nonlinear current source, describes DC current crowding under the emitter. Between these
two base resistors an extra internal node is present: B1 . The collector also has a constant
resistor RCc connected to the external collector node C. Furthermore, since the epilayer
is lightly doped it has its own ‘resistance’. For low currents this resistance is RCv . For
higher currents many extra effects take place in the epilayer. In Mextram the epilayer is
modelled by a controlled current source IC1 C2 .
Next we discuss the currents present in the model. First of all the main current I N gives
the basic transistor current. In Mextram the description of this current is based on the
Gummel’s charge control relation (see Section 1.3.3). This means that the deviations
from an ideal transistor current are given in terms of the charges in the intrinsic transistor.
The main current depends (even in the ideal case) on the voltages of the internal nodes
E 1 , B2 and C2 .
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Apart from the main current we also have base currents. In the forward mode these are
the ideal base current I B1 and the non-ideal base current I B2 . Since these base currents
are basically diode currents they are represented by a diode in the equivalent circuit.
In reverse mode Mextram also has an ideal and a non-ideal base current. However, these
are mainly determined by the extrinsic base-collector pn-junction. Hence they are not
included in the intrinsic transistor. The last current source in the intrinsic transistor is the
avalanche current. This current describes the generation of electrons and holes in the collector epi-layer due to impact ionisation, and is therefore proportional to the current IC1 C2 .
We only take weak avalanche into account.
At last the intrinsic transistor shows some charges. These are represented in the circuit
by capacitances. The charges Q t E and Q tC are almost ideal depletion charges resulting
from the base-emitter and base-collector pn-junctions. The extrinsic regions will have
similar depletion capacitances. The two diffusion charges Q BE and Q BC are related to
the built-up of charge in the base due to the main current: the main current consists of
mainly electrons traversing the base and hence adding to the total charge. Q BE is related
to forward operation and Q BC to reverse operation. In hard saturation both are present.
The charge Q E is related to the built-up of holes in the emitter. Its bias dependence is
similar to that of Q BE . The charge Q epi describes the built-up of charge in the collector
epilayer.

1.1.3 Extrinsic transistor and parasitics
After the description of the intrinsic transistor we now turn to the extrinsic PNP-region
and the parasitics. In Fig. 2 we have added some extra elements: a base-emitter side-wall
parasitic, the extrinsic base-collector regions, the substrate and the overlap capacitances.
Note that Mextram has a few flags that turn a part of the modelling on or off. In Fig. 34
on page 142, where it is easily found for reference, the full Mextram equivalent circuit
is shown which also includes elements only present when all the extended modelling is
used.
Let us start with the base-emitter sidewall parasitic. Since the pn-junction between base
and emitter is not only present in the intrinsic region below the emitter, a part of the ideal
base current will flow through the sidewall. This part is given by I BS1 . Similarly, the
sidewall has a depletion capacitance given by the charge Q tSE .
The extrinsic base-collector region has the same elements as the intrinsic transistor. We
already mentioned the base currents. For the base-collector region these are the ideal base
current Iex and the non-ideal base current I B3 . Directly connected to these currents is the
diffusion charge Q ex . The depletion capacitance between the base and the collector is
split up in three parts. We have already seen the charge Q tC of the intrinsic transistor. The
charge Q tex is the junction charge between the base and the epilayer. Mextram models
also the charge XQ tex between the outer part of the base and the collector plug.
Then we have the substrate. The collector-substrate junction has, as any pn-junction,
a depletion capacitance given by the charge Q t S . Furthermore, the base, collector and
4
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Figure 2: Shown is the Mextram equivalent circuit for the vertical NPN transistor, without
extra modelling (i.e. EXMOD = 0 and EXPHI = 0). As in Fig. 1 we have schematically
shown the different regions of the physical transistor.
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substrate together form a parasitic PNP transistor. This transistor has a main current of
itself, given by Isub . This current runs from the base to the substrate. The reverse mode
of this parasitic transistor is not really modelled, since it is assumed that the potential of
the substrate is the lowest in the whole circuit. However, to give a signal when this is no
longer true a substrate failure current ISf is included that has no other function than to
warn a designer that the substrate is at a wrong potential.
Finally the overlap capacitances CBEO and CBCO are shown that model the constant capacitances between base and emitter or base and collector, due to for instance overlapping
metal layers (this should not include the interconnect capacitances).
1.1.4 Extended modelling
In Mextram two flags can introduce extra elements in the equivalent circuit (see Fig. 34 on
page 142). When EXPHI = 1 the charge due to AC-current crowding in the pinched base
(i.e. under the emitter) is modelled with Q B1 B2 . (Also another non-quasi-static effect,
base-charge partitioning, is then modelled.) When EXMOD = 1 the external region is
modelled in some more detail (at the cost of some loss in the convergence properties
in a circuit simulator). The currents Iex and Isub and the charge Q ex are split in two
parts, similar to the splitting of Q tex . The newly introduced elements are parallel to the
charge Q tex .

1.2 Overview of parameters
In this section we will give an overview of the parameters used in Mextram. These parameters can be divided into different categories. In the formal description these parameters
are given by a letter combination, e.g. IS. In equations however we will use a different
notation for clarity, e.g. Is . Note that we used a sans-serif font for this. Using this notation
it is always clear in an equation which quantities are parameters, and which are not. Many
of the parameters are dependent on temperature. For this dependence the model contains
som extra parameters. When the parameter is corrected for temperature it is denoted by an
index T, e.g. IsT . In the formal documentation [3, 1] the difference between the parameter
at reference temperature Is and the parameter after temperature scaling IsT is made in a
very stringent way. In this report however we don’t add the temperature subscript, unless
it is needed.
First of all we have some general parameters. Flags are either 0 when the extra modelling
is not used, or 1 when it is.
LEVEL LEVEL
EXMODEXMOD
EXPHI EXPHI
EXAVL EXAVL
MULT MULT

6

Model level, here always 504
Flag for EXtended MODelling of the external regions
Flag for extended modelling of distributed HF effects in transients
Flag for EXtended modelling of AVaLanche currents
Number of parallel transistors modelled together
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As mentioned in the description of the equivalent circuit some currents and charges are
split, e.g. in an intrinsic part and an extrinsic part. Such a splitting needs a parameter.
There are 2 for the side-wall of the base-emitter junction. Then the collector-base region
is split into 3 parts, using 2 parameters.
XIB1
XCjE

XIBI
XCJE

XCjC

XCJC

Xext

XEXT

Fraction of the ideal base current that goes through the sidewall
Fraction of the emitter-base depletion capacitance that belongs to
the sidewall
Fraction of the collector-base depletion capacitance that is under
the emitter
Fraction of external charges/currents between B and C1 instead
of B1 and C1

A transistor model must in the first place describe the currents, and we use some parameters for this. The main currents of both the intrinsic and parasitic transistors are described
by a saturation current and a high-injection knee current. We also have two Early voltages for the Early effect in the intrinsic transistor. The two ideal base currents are related
to the main currents by a current gain factor. The non-ideal base currents are described
by a saturation current and non-ideality factor or a cross-over voltage (due to a kind of
high-injection effect). The avalanche current is described by three parameters.
Is
Ik
ISs
Iks
Vef
Ver
βf
βri
IBf
mLf
IBr
VLr
Wavl
Vavl
Sfh

IS
IK
ISS
IKS
VEF
VER
BF
BRI
IBF
MLF
IBR
VLR
WAVL
VAVL
SFH

Saturation current for intrinsic transistor
High-injection knee current for intrinsic transistor
Saturation current for parasitic PNP transistor
High-injection knee current for parasitic PNP transistor
Forward Early voltage of the intrinsic transistor
Reverse Early voltage of the intrinsic transistor
Current gain of ideal forward base current
Current gain of ideal reverse base current
Saturation current of the non-ideal forward base current
Non-ideality factor of the non-ideal forward base current
Saturation current of the non-ideal reverse base current
Cross-over voltage of the non-ideal reverse base current
Effective width of the epilayer for the avalanche current
Voltage describing the curvature of the avalanche current
Spreading factor for the avalanche current

Mextram contains both constant and variable resistances. For variable resistances the
resistance for low currents is used as a parameter. The epilayer resistance has two extra
parameters related to velocity saturation and one smoothing parameter.
RE
RBc

RE
RBC

Constant resistance at the external emitter
Constant resistance at the external base
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Low current resistance of the pinched base (i.e. under the emitter)
Constant resistance at the external collector
Low current resistance of the epilayer
Space charge resistance of the epilayer
Critical current for hot carriers in the epilayer
Smoothing parameter for the epilayer model

All depletion capacitances are given in terms of the capacitance at zero bias, a built-in or
diffusion voltage and a grading coefficient (typically between the theoretical values 1/2
for an abrupt junction and 1/3 for a graded junction). The collector depletion capacitance is limited by the width of the epilayer region. Its intrinsic part also has a current
modulation parameter.
Cj E
pE
VdE
Cj C
pC
VdC
Xp

CJE
PE
VDE
CJC
PC
VDC
XP

mC
Cj S
pS

MC
CJS
PS

VdS

VDS

Depletion capacitance at zero bias for emitter-base junction
Grading coefficient of the emitter-base depletion capacitance
Built-in diffusion voltage emitter-base
Depletion capacitance at zero bias for collector-base junction
Grading coefficient of the collector-base depletion capacitance
Built-in diffusion voltage collector-base
Fraction of the collector-base depletion capacitance that is
constant
Current modulation factor for the collector depletion charge
Depletion capacitance at zero bias for collector-substrate junction
Grading coefficient of the collector-substrate depletion
capacitance
Built-in diffusion voltage collector-substrate

New in Mextram 504 are two constant overlap capacitances.
CBEO
CBCO

CBEO
CBCO

Base-emitter overlap capacitance
Base-collector overlap capacitance

Most of the diffusion charges can be given in terms of the DC parameters. For accurate AC-modelling, however, it is better that DC effects and AC effects have their own
parameters, which in this case are transit time parameters.
τE
mτ
τB
τepi
τR

8

TAUE
MTAU
TAUB
TEPI
TAUR

(Minimum) transit time of the emitter charge
Non-ideality factor of the emitter charge
Transit time of the base
Transit time of the collector epilayer
Reverse transit time
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Noise in the transistor is modelled by using only three extra parameters for flickernoise
and one extra for the noise due to avalanche.
Kf
KfN
Af
Kavl

KF
KFN
AF
KAVL

Flicker-noise coefficient of the ideal base current
Flicker-noise coefficient of the non-ideal base current
Flicker-noise exponent
Switch for white noise contribution due to avalanche

Then we have the temperature parameters. First of all two parameters describe the temperature itself. Next we have some temperature coefficients, that are related to the mobility
exponents in the various regions. We also need some band-gap voltages to describe the
temperature dependence of some parameters.
Tref
dTa
AQB0
AE
AB
Aepi
Aex
AC
AS

TREF
DTA
AQBO
AE
AB
AEPI
AEX
AC
AS

dVgββ f
dVgββ r
VgB
VgC
VgS
Vgj
dVgττE

DVGBF
DVGBR
VGB
VGC
VGS
VGJ
DVGTE

Reference temperature
Difference between device and ambient temperatures
Temperature coefficient of zero bias base charge
Temperature coefficient of RE
Temperature coefficient of RBv
Temperature coefficient of RCv
Temperature coefficient of RBc
Temperature coefficient of RCc
Temperature coefficient of the mobility related to the substrate
currents
Difference in band-gap voltage for forward current gain
Difference in band-gap voltage for reverse current gain
Band-gap voltage of the base
Band-gap voltage of the collector
Band-gap voltage of the substrate
Band-gap voltage of base-emitter junction recombination
Difference in band-gap voltage for emitter charge

New in Mextram 504 are two formulations that are dedicated to SiGe modelling. For a
graded Ge content we have a bandgap difference. For recombination in the base we have
another parameter.
dEg
Xrec

DEG
XREC

Bandgap difference over the base
Pre-factor for the amount of base recombination

Also new in Mextram 504 is the description of self-heating, for which we have the two
standard parameters and a temperature coefficient.
Rth
Cth
Ath

RTH
CTH
ATH

Thermal resistance
Thermal capacitance
Temperature coefficient of the thermal resistance
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1.3 Physical basis
Mextram is a compact model that is based on a physical description of the different transistor regions. These descriptions are discussed in various texts, e.g. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12].
It is therefore not our goal to repeat all of the derivations here. However, to understand
some parts of Mextram it is necessary to review some general results from semiconductor
physics.
1.3.1 Basic semiconductor physics equations
For the description of the main current and the base charges as well as the description
of the epilayer in principle a 1-dimensional transistor model is used. In this model we
describe the hole and electron densities ( p and n), together with the currents. In general
we can describe the densities in terms of quasi-Fermi levels ϕn and ϕ p .
n = n i exp[(ψ − ϕn )/ VT ],
p = n i exp[(ϕ p − ψ)/ VT ].

(1.1a)
(1.1b)

The thermal voltage VT = kT /q is given in terms of the unit-charge q, the Boltzmann
constant k and the absolute temperature T . Both densities depend on the intrinsic carrier
density n i and the electrostatic potential ψ.
The total charge density is given by
ρ = q( p − n + N D − N A ),

(1.2)

where N D is the density of (ionised) donor-impurities (in the emitter and collector) and
N A the density of (ionised) acceptor impurities (in the base). We will also use the notation
Nepi for the donor density in the epilayer of the collector. Poisson’s equation relates the
electric field to the charge density
ρ
dE
= ,
dx
ε

(1.3)

where ε is the dielectric constant of the medium. The electrostatic potential is directly
related to the electric field
E=−

dψ
.
dx

(1.4)

Apart from the carrier densities we will also need the electron and hole current densities.
These consist of a drift current due to an applied electric field and a diffusion current due
to a gradient in the density :

10

dϕn
dn
= qµn n E + q Dn ,
dx
dx
dϕ p
dp
= qµ p pE − q D p .
= −qµ p p
dx
dx

Jn = −qµn n

(1.5a)

Jp

(1.5b)
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The diffusion coefficient D and the mobility µ are related by Einstein’s relation (for both
electrons and holes)
D = VT µ.

(1.6)

For a complete description one also needs the continuity equations
1 ∂ Jn
∂n
=
+ RG-terms,
∂t
q ∂x
1 ∂ Jp
∂p
= −
+ RG-terms.
∂t
q ∂x

(1.7a)
(1.7b)

With ‘RG-terms’ we mean recombination-generation terms. These equations will however not be directly used in the derivation of Mextram model equations.
At this point it is important to note that the quasi-Fermi levels are important in analytical
models of a transistor. However, they are not always well defined without calculating a
full solution based on the continuity equations. In practice we can say that at the points
where the base, emitter and collector-voltages are applied the majority quasi-Fermi level
equals the applied voltage.
1.3.2 PN-junctions
In a pn-junction we can distinguish three regions: a p-region, a depletion region and a
n-region. Consider now the hole quasi-Fermi level. At the start of the p-region it has the
value of the applied bias at that point (more or less by definition, since holes are majority
over there). When the current density is not too large (i.e. when we can neglect resistive
effects) the derivative of the hole quasi-Fermi level must be small, as long as the hole
density is appreciable. This is in the whole p-region, but also in the depletion region. In
the latter region the number of holes is much smaller than the background doping, but it
is still much larger than in the n-region. For the same reason is the electron quasi-Fermi
level nearly constant in the depletion region and in the n-region.
If we now look at the expressions for the electron and hole density, and when we multiply
them, we get
np = n i2 exp[(ϕ p − ϕn )/ VT ].

(1.8)

We have seen that especially in the depletion region both quasi-Fermi levels are constant.
Their difference equals the bias applied over the junction. Hence in, and on both sides of
the depletion region, we have the very important relation
np = n i2 e V /VT .

(1.9)

It is important to realise that in many places within compact models the potential V is
used. In almost all cases the difference between quasi-Fermi levels is meant, V = ϕ p −ϕn ,
and not the electrostatic potential ψ.
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1.3.3 Gummel’s charge control relation
Maybe the most important equation for the description of bipolar transistors is Gummel’s
charge control relation [16] for the main current1

q Dn n 2 Aem  VB E /VT
e 2 1
I N = R xC i0
− eVB2 C2 /VT .
2
x E p(x)dx

(1.10)

1

For low biases this is the same as the Moll-Ross relation [17]. Equation (1.10) is often
called the Integral-Charge-Control Relation (ICCR) [18]. It is used in all modern bipolar
compact models. Due to its importance we will repeat a derivation here.
For our derivation we will follow Ref. [12]. We can rewrite the equation for the electron
current (1.5) as
e[ϕ p (x B )−ϕn (x)]/VT dϕn = −

Jn (x)
e[ϕ p (x B )−ψ(x)]/VT dx,
qµn (x)n i (x)

(1.11)

where we multiplied by exp[ϕ p (x B )/ VT ]. The first assumption now is that the hole quasiFermi level is constant in the region of interest, where the hole charge is non-negligible
(i.e. the base and possibly the epilayer). This assumption is based on the fact that the
hole current is small. Looking at the hole current density in Eq. (1.5) we see that for a
small hole current and a large hole density (i.e. in the base and possibly in a part of the
epilayer) the derivative of the hole quasi-Fermi level must be negligibly small. A constant
hole quasi-Fermi level is confirmed by device simulations [19]. The hole quasi-Fermi
level equals the base potential VB2 . Using Eq. (1.1) we can then express the exponent of
the electrostatic potential in terms of the hole density p(x). We integrate from position
x = x1 to x = x2 and find
e

[VB2 −ϕn (x2 )]/VT

−e

[VB2 −ϕn (x1 )]/VT

Z
=

x2
x1

Jn (x) p(x)
dx,
q Dn (x)n i2 (x)

(1.12)

where we used the Einstein relation. The boundaries x1 and x2 used in Eq. (1.12) are still
arbitrary. For use in a compact model we must make a choice.
First we consider the case of low injection. The main contribution to the integral in
Eq. (1.12) will come from the region where the hole density is appreciable. This means
the neutral base. When we choose x1 and x2 outside this neutral base, it is no longer
important where they are exactly. We will choose x1 = x E 1 , the position of the internal
emitter node, and x2 = xC2 , the position of the internal collector node. Both of these can
be considered to be at the actual junctions, which, under normal forward operation, will
lie in the depletion region. The electron quasi-Fermi level at the points E 1 and C2 are
equal to the corresponding node voltage.
1 Here

we already use the fact that in Mextram the intrinsic transistor is connected to the nodes B2 , E 1
and C2 . In this way we will not get confused as to which exact node potential has to be used.
12
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Under high-injection conditions holes will also be present in the emitter or in the epilayer.
We will not change the position of x1 and x2 depending on the injection level. The epilayer
model (both current and charge description) will take care of the high-injection effects for
x > x2 (see below), and Eq. (1.12) will be used to calculate the charge. In a sense, the
epilayer model will take care that the node potential VC2 gets the correct value, once the
external collector potential VC (or VC1 for that matter) is given.
The charge in the emitter is also part of Mextram. This charge, however, does not influence the current model, but is kept independent. The node voltage at E 1 is determined by
the ohmic voltage drop in the emitter.
The next assumption in the derivation is that there is no recombination in the regions
where p(x) is appreciable, so the electron current density is constant. Since we take the
positive x-direction from emitter to collector the current density is negative for the normal
forward mode of operation. Hence we define the main current as
I N = − Aem Jn ,

(1.13)

where Aem is the surface of the emitter. Taking all terms together we find
e

VB2 E1 /VT

−e

VB2 C2 /VT

IN
=
2
q Aem n i0

Z

2
p(x)n i0

x C2
x E1

Dn (x)n i2 (x)

dx ≡

IN
G B . (1.14)
2
q Aem n i0

The last part defines the base Gummel number G B .
In Mextram we now assume that the diffusion constant and the intrinsic carrier density
are constant. (For SiGe transistors this is no longer true, see Chapter 6.) The Gummel
number is then proportional to the total base charge
Z
Q B = q Aem

x C2

p(x) dx.

(1.15)

x E1

The expression for the main current then becomes
IN =

2 A2


q 2 Dn n i0
em
eVB2 E1 /VT − eVB2 C2 /VT .
QB

(1.16)

The reason why the main current is inversely proportional to the base charge can be explained as follows. First of all, as is generally known, the current through a diffusive
region is inversely proportional to the width of this region. In the base this width is the
distance between the two depletion regions. For low injection this width is directly proportional to the charge Q B , which is a sum of the base charge at zero bias Q B0 and the
extra charge due to the change in depletion region width (see also Section 2.3). These two
extra charges at the emitter side and at the collector side are given by the two depletion
charges Q t E and Q tC . The variation of the current due to this variation in base width is
called the Early effect.
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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For higher injection not only the width is important, but also the number of carriers, in
this case electrons. The more carriers, the lower the resistance. The electron density is
proportional to n i2 / p, see Eq. (1.9). The resistance is then proportional to p/n i2 and also
to Dn−1 . For a varying density of holes, we need to take the integral over the whole base
width to determine the total resistance. The current is then proportional to the inverse of
the resistance, or the inverse of the Gummel number (or base charge). Since the number of
electrons is also inversely proportional to the exponent of the electron quasi-Fermi level,
we get the equation for the main current as above.
When high-injection effects play a role, the hole density in the epilayer will no longer be
negligible. We can follow the same line of reasoning as above, but now using x1 = xC2
and x2 = xC1 . We then get the relation between the charge Q epi and the current IC1 C2 in
the epilayer
IC1 C2 =

2 A2


q 2 Dn n i0
em
eVB2 C2 /VT − eVB2 C1 /VT .
Q epi

(1.17)

Implicitly we have made the assumption that the diffusion constant in the epilayer equals
that in the base. When the doping levels are very different this is no longer true. Therefore,
when we use Eq. (1.17) to calculate the charge Q epi , we will introduce a parameter as prefactor that can take the difference of diffusion constant into account. At the same time a
difference in intrinsic carrier concentration between base and epilayer (e.g. due to Ge in
the base) can be taken into account.
We mentioned before that xC2 is at the physical base-collector junction and that VC2 equals
the electron quasi-Fermi level at x = xC2 . It is important to realise that under highinjection conditions the electron and hole concentrations do not vary as abruptly as in
our model. This means that it is not possible to define in the same way as in the model
where the base ends and where the epilayer starts: the position xC2 becomes somewhat
undefined. The value VC2 will, therefore, not necessarily be equal to the quasi-Fermi level
at the exact physical junction.
In Mextram we will use Eq. (1.16) to determine the main current in terms of charges,
whereas Eq. (1.17) is used to determine Q epi in terms of the current through the epilayer.
From Eqs. (1.16) and (1.17) it seems logical to make a description where the main current is given in terms of the biases VB2 E1 and VB2 C1 and the total hole charge Q B + Q epi .
There are three reasons why we prefer not to do this. First, we now have a current model
independent of the epilayer charge model. This means that the parameter τepi can be used
freely to get a better description of the cut-off frequency, without influencing the DC behaviour. Second, Eqs. (1.16) and (1.17) hold for a one-dimensional transistor. They do
not include current spreading effects, which can be very important in the epilayer. By
having a parameter available for the epilayer charge that has no influence on the currents
we can keep these effects separated. Third, by describing the base and the collector epilayer separately, we have a more natural description of SiGe-base/Si-collector transistors.
We do not need to include extra charge enhancement factors [20] to be able to use an
equation like Eq. (1.16) simultaneously in the base and in the epilayer. Instead, we use it
twice, once for each region, with separated parameters.
14
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Figure 3: A schematic cross-section of the intrinsic transistor, under high-injection conditions, showing the doping levels (thin), the hole density (thick) and the electron density (dashed). The various contributions to the hole charge Q B are shown. Note that
Q BE + Q BC is equal to the electron charge in the base layer, and that the hole charge in
the epilayer is almost equal to the electron charge in the epilayer.

1.3.4 Charges, capacitances and transit times
We have seen above that the charges play an important role in the description of the main
DC current. The charges also have to be modelled to be able to describe the currents as
function of time or frequency. We will now discuss the charges in a bit more detail.
The total base charge Q B has different contributions. Schematically this is shown in
Fig. 3, for high injection conditions, neglecting the depletion charges. All of the charges
we will describe are given in terms of the holes present. We now briefly describe where all
the charge contributions are located. For zero bias the amount of holes in the base is given
by the quantity Q B0 . This charge equals the integral over the dope N A (x) in the base from
the base-emitter depletion region to the base-collector depletion region. When the bias
over one of these junctions increases, the depletion layer thickness becomes smaller. This
means that in the region which has become un-depleted an amount of holes is gathered.
This charge is the depletion charge. Note that on the other side of the junction an equal
amount of electron charge will be added. (We will see in Section 3.5 that the depletion
charge of the base-epilayer junction can best be calculated by considering the change in
electron charge in the epilayer).
When the bias of a normal pn-junction is changed three (hole) charges will change. We
have already seen that the depletion charge is one of them. From the p-region (say the
base) holes will be injected into the n-region (say the emitter). In the emitter these holes
will either recombine somewhere with electrons (creating the ideal base current) or remain
fixed in a stationary distribution. We assume neutrality in the emitter so the number of
electrons must also increase. These, however, we do not model directly. The hole-charge
in the neutral emitter is denoted by Q E . The equivalent charge in the epilayer is denoted
by Q epi . This last charge is mainly a high-injection charge. The third charge present is
due to the current. In the p-region (the base) an electron current will flow. These electrons
have a total charge basically given by the transit time times the current. Due to neutrality
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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also an extra number of holes must be present. These are again stationary. This total
diffusion charge is split up between a part depending on the base-emitter voltage Q BE and
a part depending on the base-collector voltage Q BC .
In our compact model the charges are shown as capacitances between two nodes in the
equivalent circuit. Most of the charges are expressed as function of the applied voltages.
Sometimes, however, the charge depends also on the current running through that specific
part of the transistor. In the first case we associate the charge with a capacitance C (e.g.
Q = C V ). In the second case we associate it with a transit time τ (e.g. Q = τ I ). We can
then write for an infinitesimal increment of a charge Q = Q(V, I ):
dQ = CdV + τ dI,

(1.18)

where the capacitance and the transit time are given by

C=

∂Q
∂V




;

I

τ =

∂Q
∂I


.

(1.19)

V

The distinction between a capacitive part and a transit time part of a charge is rather
arbitrary. In a compact model the currents are again a function of bias. Hence in all cases
the charges are ultimately a function of bias. In Mextram we therefore prefer to express
most charges directly as function of the biases.

16
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2 The intrinsic transistor
In this chapter we will give the model equations of Mextram for those elements that can
be readily understood, without many extra derivations. Those elements that need some
extra explanation are handled in the next chapters. In all chapters we use the convention
that when a certain quantity is mentioned in the margin (like next to the equation below),
then this quantity can be found in the equivalent circuit, and its corresponding equation
is also given in the model definition of Mextram [1]. In other words, the quantities in the
margin give the places where the actually implemented equations are given, and not just
preliminary results.

2.1 Main current
The description of the main current is based on the ICCR (1.16). In Mextram it is given
IN
by2
I f = Is exp(VB2 E1 / VT ),
Ir = Is exp(VB2 C2 / VT ),
I f − Ir
IN =
.
qB

(2.1a)
(2.1b)
(2.1c)

The parameter we introduced is Is , the saturation current of the main transistor. The base
charge Q B , normalised to the base charge at zero bias Q B0 is denoted by q B 3 . From the
ICCR (1.16) we see that the product of the saturation current and the zero bias base charge
is
Is Q B0 = q 2 Dn A2em n i2 .

(2.2)

(In Appendix F we show a list of parameters and model quantities like Q B0 , and give their
relation to basic physical quantities.) As discussed in Section 1.3 the total base charge
has a number of contributions. In principle these contributions for a one-dimensional
transistor are:
Q B = Q B0 + Q t E + Q tC + Q BE + Q BC .

(2.3)

Note that, as discussed in Section 1.3.3, we do not include the emitter charge and epilayer
charge in the description of the main current. We will now discuss the various charge
contributions.
2 Note that in the official documentation V ∗
B2 C 2

is used, instead of VB2 C2 . The difference between the two
is not important here, but will be discussed in Chapter 3.
3 When heterojunction effects play a role, one might need to distinguish between q as needed in current
B
formulations and q B as needed in charge formulations. This will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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2.2 Depletion charges
2.2.1 General expression for depletion charges
The depletion charges are directly related to the well-known junction capacitances. The
basic model for these capacitances [6, 7, 8] is
C=

C0
,
(1 − V / Vd ) p

(2.4)

with V the applied bias, Vd the diffusion voltage, p the grading coefficient. The grading
coefficient has a theoretical value of 1/2 for an abrupt junction and 1/3 for a graded
junction. In practice the parameter may have other values after parameter extraction. The
pre-factor in the capacitance formula is the capacitance for zero bias: C0 = C(V =0).
The charge, corresponding to the ideal depletion capacitance is
Q=

i
C0 Vd h
1 − (1 − V / Vd )1− p ,
1− p

(2.5)

where we added a constant term such that Q(V =0) = 0. The latter is needed to make
sure that at zero bias we have indeed Q B = Q B0 in Eq. (2.3).
Clearly, the ideal capacitance has a singularity for V = Vd . This makes the formula
inappropriate to use in a compact model. We need a continuous and smooth equation.
(Smooth means that the first and higher order derivatives are continuous.) How this is
done is discussed in Appendix A. The result is that we write the depletion charge as
Q = C0 · Vdepletion (V |Vd , p|a).

(2.6)

Here Vdepletion is a function with the following properties
V,
Vdepletion (V |Vd , p|a) '
C0
dQ
'
,
C=
dV
(1 − V / Vd ) p
dQ
'
a C0 ,
C=
dV

for small |V |,

(2.7a)

for V <
∼ Vd ,

(2.7b)

for V >
∼ Vd .

(2.7c)

The quantity a is a Mextram constant, different for each of the depletion capacitances:
a j E = 3, a jC = 2, and a j S = 2. In Fig. 4 we show an example of a depletion capacitance.
2.2.2 Substrate depletion charge

Q tS

The total depletion charge Q t S between collector and substrate is given using the parameters CjS , pS and VdS and the potential VSC1 :
Q t S = CjS Vdepletion (VSC1 |VdS , pS |a j S ).
18

(2.8)
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Figure 4: An example of the capacitance formula. The markers are measurements. The
lines is the model. When the junction is in forward, the diffusion capacitance dominates
the depletion capacitance and we can safely make the depletion capacitance constant.
2.2.3 Emitter depletion charge
The depletion charge between base and emitter is split into two parts, an intrinsic one and
one belonging to the side-wall. Both are given using the parameters CjE , pE , VdE and
Q tE
XCjE and the potentials VB2 E1 , resp. VB1 E1 :
Q t E = (1 − XCjE ) CjE Vdepletion (VB2 E1 |VdE , pE |a j E ),

(2.9a)

Q tSE =

(2.9b)

XCjE CjE Vdepletion (VB1 E1 |VdE , pE |a j E ).

2.2.4 Collector depletion charges
The basic formula for the total collector depletion charge is that of a junction given above.
However, we will split the total charge into three parts. First we have the intrinsic charge
Q tC , which is beneath the emitter and hence between the nodes B2 and C2 . This charge
is important in for instance the Early effect. The external charges are split in a part (Q tex ,
fraction 1 − Xext ) between the nodes B1 and C1 , and a part (XQ tex , fraction Xext ) between
the nodes B and C1 . The fraction of the total capacitance below the emitter is given
by XCjC .
For all three of these capacitances we must take the finite thickness of the epilayer into
account. For zero junction voltage the capacitance equals in principle C j 0 = εSi /xd0 (per
unit surface). Here xd0 is the width of the depletion region in the epilayer at zero bias
(assuming a negligible width in the base). When the junction becomes strongly reverse
biased the depletion layer will be wider than the epilayer. Since the buried layer has
a much larger doping, the width of the depletion layer will not increase much beyond
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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the width of the epilayer Wepi (reach-through). From there on, the capacitance will be
approximately constant, with a value of in principle εSi /Wepi . We will approximate this
behaviour by taking the sum of a constant part and a junction part. The parameter we use
is given by Xp = xd0 /Wepi .
Qtex
XQtex

The extrinsic collector depletion charges are now given by

Q tex = (1 − Xext ) (1 − XCjC ) CjC (1 − Xp )Vdepletion (VB1 C1 |VdC , pC |b jC )

+ Xp VB1 C1 ,

XQ tex =
Xext (1 − XCjC ) CjC (1 − Xp )Vdepletion (VB C1 |VdC , pC |b jC )

+ Xp VB C1 .

(2.10a)
(2.10b)

Instead of a jC we used b jC , defined by
b jC =

a jC − Xp
.
1 − Xp

(2.11)

This makes sure that for junction voltages above the diffusion voltage the capacitance of
both the variable part and the constant part add up to a jC times the zero-bias capacitance.
If we take the complement of the extrinsic collector depletion charges, we would arrive at
the following expression for the charge of the intrinsic collector:


Q tC ' XCjC CjC (1−Xp )Vdepletion (VB2 C1 |VdC , pC |b jC )+Xp VB2 C1 (incomplete!)(2.12)
However, the epilayer makes the model more complex, because the charge becomes dependent on the current. Equation 2.12 is only the low-current limit of the base-collector
depletion charge, and therefore the expression above is incomplete. We will discuss Q tC
in Section 3.5.

2.3 Early effect
The Early effect is the effect that the main current gets modulated due to a variation in
effective base width. This effective base width changes due to the fact that the depletion
regions vary in thickness as function of the bias over the junction (both on the base-emitter
side and on the base-collector side).
In Mextram (and in other modern bipolar compact transistor models) the Early effect is
modelled using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3). We neglect for the moment the diffusion charges.
The normalised base charge (now called q0 ) is then given by
q0 =

QB
QtE
Q tC
=1+
+
.
Q B0
Q B0
Q B0

(2.13)

Referring to Eq. (2.9) we see that we can write for the second term in Eq. (2.13)
(1 − XCjE ) CjE
QtE
=
Vdepletion (VB2 E1 |VdE , pE |a j E ).
Q B0
Q B0
20
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Now we introduce a new parameter, the reverse Early voltage Ver = Q B0 /(1−XCjE ) CjE ,
which is the inverse of the pre-factor in the last equation. In the same way we can define
the forward Early voltage Vef = Q B0 /XCjC CjC . Using the definitions
QtE
,
(1 − XCjE ) CjE
Q tC
=
.
XCjC CjC

Vt E =
VtC




= Vdepletion (VB2 E1 |VdE , pE |a j E ) ,

(2.15a)
(2.15b)

we arrive at the Early-effect term
q0 = 1 +

Vt E
Vt
+ C.
Ver Vef

(2.16)

2.3.1 Punch-through
When both the base-emitter and the base-collector junctions are very much reverse biased,
the depletion layers could touch each other. This is the effect of punch-through. Mextram
is not meant to describe this effect correctly. In the case of punch-through the term q0
becomes zero. Since we will divide by it to get the main current, we must make sure that
it cannot become zero. We use, therefore,


q
1
2
q1 = 2 q0 + q0 + 0.01 ,
(2.17)
instead of q0 directly.
2.3.2 Base width
It is interesting to note that using the depletion capacitances we actually can calculate the
effective base width, i.e. the distance between the two depletion regions. This width is
approximately given by
Weff ' W B

Q B0 + Q t E + Q tC
→ W B q1 .
Q B0

(2.18)

(This is only completely true for a flat doping profile.)

2.4 Base diffusion charges
As we have seen in Eq. (2.1) the main current is defined in terms of both the depletion
and the diffusion charges. Here we will describe the diffusion charges. To describe them
we need to consider the neutral part of the base, i.e. the part where
p(x) = n(x) + N A (x).
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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This region is bounded by the positions x E and xC that mark the boundaries of the depletion regions. The width is given by W B = xC − x E . For the moment we will consider a
constant base width.
Most of our derivations will be based on a constant doping profile. The results can also
be used for other doping profiles, as will be discussed in Section 2.4.2. But first we will
give a short derivation that gives the physical basics of our expressions. Note that most of
our results can be found, in some way or another, in other basic texts as well.
2.4.1 Short derivation
To calculate the diffusion charges we need to know the electron density profile. (Recall
that the hole density profile is given by Eq. (2.19).) Both in high-injection and for a
constant base doping profile the electron density will be linear:
n(x) = n(0) (1 − x/W B ) + n(W B ) x/W B .

(2.20)

The total electron charge is therefore
Q B,elec = 12 q Aem W B n(0) + 12 q Aem W B n(W B ).

(2.21)

As one can see the charge has a contribution from the electron density n(0) at the baseemitter edge, and a contribution from the electron density n(W B ) at the base-collector
edge. The first is related to forward operation, and depends on the base-emitter bias
VB2 E1 . We will call this part Q BE . The latter is related to reverse operation, and depends
on the bias-collector bias VB2 C2 .We will call this part Q BC . We therefore get
Q BE =
Q BC =

1
2 Q B0
1
2 Q B0

n0,

(2.22a)

nB,

(2.22b)

where Q B0 = q Aem W B N A , n 0 = n(0)/N A and n B = n(W B )/N A . As we see, the
diffusion charges are expressed in terms of the (normalised) electron densities at the edges
of the neutral base region, and in terms of the zero bias base charge. So now we need
expressions for these.
We have found (as discussed in the end of Section 2.4.2) that in normal forward operation
the effective base transit time is almost constant. This means that the base-emitter diffusion charge can be expressed as Q BE = τB I . Combining this with the ICCR (1.16) we
get [5]
I =

Is eVB2 E1 /VT
.
1 + τB I /Q B0

(2.23)

This equation can be solved for I , and we get
2 Is eVB2 E1 /VT
I =
.
s
4Is VB E /VT
1+ 1+
e 2 1
Ik
22

(2.24)
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Figure 5: The current I from Eq. (2.24) as function of bias, together with its asymptotes
Ilow (dashed) and Ihigh (dotted) from Eq. (2.25).
Here we used Q B0 = τB Ik , with Ik the knee current, as will become clear below. Let us
look at the two asymptotes of the equation for the current, also shown in Fig. 5. For low
currents, (i.e. small VB2 E1 ) we have
Ilow = Is eVB2 E1 /VT ,

(2.25a)

as can be expected. For high currents we get
Ihigh =

p

Is Ik eVB2 E1 /2VT .

(2.25b)

We can calculate the point where both asymptotes cross:
Ilow = Ihigh ⇒ I = Ik .

(2.26)

Hence the ‘knee’ of the current, as shown in Fig. 5, is indeed at the knee current Ik . Hence
its name.
Now we only need an expression for the electron density. From Eq. (2.22) we find n 0 =
2Q BE /Q B0 = 2ττB I /Q B0 = 2I /Ik . Hence
4 Is VB E /VT
e 2 1 ,
Ik
f1
=
.
√
1 + 1 + f1

f1 =

(2.27a)

n0

(2.27b)
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We do the same for reverse, and find
4 Is VB C /VT
e 2 2 ,
Ik
f2
√
=
.
1 + 1 + f2

f2 =
nB

(2.28a)
(2.28b)

We now have an expression for the (normalised) electron densities n 0 and n B as function
of the respective junction biases. The diffusion charges are then given in terms of these
electron biases and the zero bias base charge Q B0 = τB Ik . It is also important to realise
that the normalised base charge (called q2 when we neglect the Early effect), given by
q2 = 1 + 12 n 0 + 12 n B ,

(2.29)

is independent of the base time transit parameter τB . This means that this parameter does
not influence the current description of our model. The knee current, of course, does
influence the current description.
2.4.2 Not so short derivation
Next we give a more thorough derivation. This will also give us a chance to express the
model parameters in terms of physical quantities.
To find the diffusion charges we have to solve the current density equations together with
the continuity equations. (We assume all equations from Section 1.3 known and will not
refer to them.) We assume that recombination in the base can be neglected. The hole
current then vanishes: J p = 0. This is of course only true when β  1 such that the base
current can be neglected. Using the expression for J p we can find the electric field in the
base: E = VT p −1 d p/dx. Since the electric field is known, the expression for the electron
current density Jn = −I / Aem gives a differential equation for the electron density:


n
dN A
2n + N A dn
+
.
(2.30)
I = −q Dn Aem
n + N A dx
n + N A dx
This equation is the basic equation that can be used in any neutral region without recombination. For the moment, we will assume a constant base doping. The second term
between parenthesis can then be neglected. Although an exact formulation solution is
possible, we will start with the low and high injection limits.
As before we will give the solution in terms of the electron densities at the edges of the
neutral base region. These can be given using the boundary conditions, see Eq. (1.9),
n 0 (n 0 + 1) =
n B (n B + 1) =
24

n i2
N A2
n i2
N A2

eVB2 E1 /VT ,

(2.31a)

eVB2 C2 /VT .

(2.31b)
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Since Eq. (2.30) is a first order differential equation, one would normally only need one
boundary condition. Here, however, the second boundary condition is needed to determine I .
Constant base doping profile under low injection conditions. In the low injection
regime we assume that n  N A . Equation (2.30) then reduces to the simple differential
equation
I = −q Dn Aem

dn
.
dx

(2.32)

This implies that n(x) is linear. The electron density is given as


n(x) = N A (1 − x/W B )n 0 + (x/W B )n B .

(2.33)

The electron charge is given as
Q B,elec =

1
2

q Aem W B N A (n 0 + n B ) = 12 Q B0 (n 0 + n B ).

From this we see that for low injection we can write Q BE =
1
2 Q B0 n B , just as before.

(2.34)
1
2 Q B0 n 0

and Q BC =

Of course we can also calculate the current:
I =

q Dn Aem N A
(n 0 − n B ).
WB

(2.35)

We want to write this in the same way as Eq. (1.16). To this end we can write for low injection, see Eq. (2.31), n 0 ' (n i2 /N A2 )eVB2 E1 /VT and equivalently for n B . Re-expressing I
gives
I =


q Dn Aem n i2  VB E /VT
e 2 1
− eVB2 C2 /VT .
N A WB

(2.36)

This is the expression for I at small injection and without the Early effect. The pre-factor
is the saturation current parameter Is .
We can now also calculate the effective forward transit time (calculated assuming n B = 0)
W B2
dQ BE
τf =
=
.
dI
2 Dn

(2.37)

The reverse transit time (of the intrinsic transistor) is the same.
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Constant base doping profile under high injection conditions. Next we consider the
high injection limit, n  N A . In this limit the electron and hole densities are almost
equal: n ' p. The differential equation for the electron density now reads
I = −2q Dn Aem

dn
,
dx

(2.38)

and is the same as before, apart from a factor 2. This implies that the expressions for
the charges above do not change. For the expression for the current we need, again from
Eq. (2.31), n 0 ' (n i /N A )eVB2 E1 /2VT . This leads to
I =


2q Dn Aem N A
2N A  VB E /2VT
e 2 1
(n 0 − n B ) = Is
− eVB2 C2 /2VT .
WB
ni

(2.39)

As we can see, we need a new parameter, that describes the ratio between N A and n i .
This parameter is again the knee current. It is defined using the high injection asymptote,
which we can write as
I =

p



Is Ik eVB2 E1 /2VT − eVB2 C2 /2VT .

(2.40)

For a constant base doping profile we therefore find
Ik = Is (2N A /n i )2 =

4q Dn Aem N A
.
WB

(2.41)

The (forward) transit time is now
W B2
dQ BE
=
τf =
.
dI
4 Dn

(2.42)

As we can see, this transit time has been reduced by a factor of 2 from its low-injection
value (for a constant base doping).
Constant base doping profile under general injection conditions. Next we need to
consider the interpolation between the low and high-current regimes. We have seen that
the electron density is linear, both for low and for high injection conditions. When we
assume that it is linear for all injection conditions we can find a simple expression for the
current. For a linear density, we can express the diffusion charge in terms of the electron
densities at the boundaries as in Eq. (2.22). The electron densities at the boundaries follow
from the boundary conditions (2.31). Using Eq. (2.1) with q B = q2 given in Eq. (2.29),
we can write


VB2 C2 /VT
VB2 E1 /VT
I = Is e
/q2 .
−e
26

(2.43)
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For future reference we give this solution for the current expressed solely in terms of n 0
and n B :
I = 14 Ik

n 0 (n 0 + 1) − n B (n B + 1)
1 + 12 n 0 + 12 n B

= 14 Ik

n0 − n B
1 + 12 n 0 + 12 n B

(n 0 + n B + 1) .

(2.44)

We can clearly see the transition from low to high injection. For low injection we find
I = 14 Ik (n 0 − n B ) and for high injection I = 12 Ik (n 0 − n B ). The transit changes from
W B2 /2Dn to W B2 /4Dn , as function of bias.
Equation (2.43) is not what is implemented in Mextram, as we discuss in the paragraph
about non-constant base doping below.
Exact solution in the case of a constant base doping profile. We mentioned before
that also the exact solution of Eq. (2.30) can be given for a constant base doping profile.
We will give it here for completeness sake. Using the definition of Ik we can write
I dx/W B =

− 14 Ik


2−

NA
n + NA


dn/N A .

(2.45)

Integration from x = 0 to x = W B gives the exact result

I =

1
4 Ik

1 + n0
2n 0 − 2n B − log
1 + nB


.

(2.46)

We will see expressions like these again when we consider the epilayer. They form the
basis of the Kull-model [19]. After some algebra we can re-express Eq. (2.46), such that
we can compare it with Eq. (2.44):
I =

1
4 Ik




n 0 −n B
2+n 0 +n B
n0 + n B + 2 −
.(2.47)
artanh
n 0 −n B
2+n 0 +n B
1 + 12 n 0 + 12 n B
n0 − n B

The approximation we made in the previous paragraph (assuming a linear electron density
for all injection levels) is equivalent to replacing, in the equation above, the expression
between parenthesis by 1. For low injection this is the correct limit. But also for high
injection this term will remain of the order 1. Since for high injection n 0  1 or n B  1
the term between parenthesis is not important. It can be shown that the approximate
solution of Eq. (2.44) differs nowhere more than 5% from the exact solution.
Non-constant base doping profile. In practice the doping profile is not constant. For
that reason, in earlier versions of Mextram [21] a formulation was used based on an
exponential doping profile profile:
N A (x) = N A0 e−ηx/W B .
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The reason for using this profile is that it is reasonable realistic but still leads to analytic
results. The parameter η is sometimes called the built-in field parameter, since at low
injection the electric field is given as E = VT N A−1 dN A /dx = −ηVT /W B . Typical values
of η are 3 or 4.
Using such a doping profile one can find the low and high current limits, and one can find
interpolation formulas [21, 14]. We will not repeat all of the results here, but only note
that the high-current limit is always independent of the actual base doping profile.
One of the results is that the low-injection forwards transit time depends on the doping
profile. In practice, for values around η = 3 or 4, the transit time is nearly constant, and
equal to the high-injection limit of W B2 /4Dn . For this reason we chose to take a injectionindependent base transit time. This also simplifies the formulations considerably. Hence
we now use the expressions, already given in Section 2.4.1. Note that this also implies
that we take the (intrinsic) reverse transit time to be constant. This is not so much of
a problem, since there are a lot of other parameters (especially the transit time of the
epilayer τepi ) that can be used to model the charges in (quasi) saturation.
Another advantage is that we don’t need η as a parameter anymore. Many years of experience with Mextram showed that the parameter η had a very limited influence on the
characteristics. This can be explained as follows. As has been shown in Fig. 5 at some
point the current starts to deviate from the ideal exponential behaviour. There used to be
two parameters to model this: the built-in field parameter η and the knee current Ik . The
latter should also be used for the asymptote at higher currents. This asymptote, however,
is never reached due to other high-current effects (resistances, quasi-saturation). Hence
the knee current is by itself enough to model the initial deviation from the ideal exponential behaviour. Since the asymptote is never reached, the parameter Ik is in practice
not very well defined. After parameter extraction it does not always have a value close to
the estimate based on the doping profile. One needs to take this into account when doing
parameter extraction.
2.4.3 The Early effect on the diffusion charges

QBE
QBC

Up to now we have assumed a constant base width W B = xC − x E . In reality this width
changes as function of bias since the depletion regions change with bias. This has its
effect on the main current and is called the Early effect (see Section 2.3). It also has its
influence on the diffusion charges. We have seen that these charges are proportional to the
base charge Q B0 when we do not take the Early effect into account. The Early effect is
then simply modelled by using Q B0 + Q t E + Q tC instead of Q B0 , via q1 . The expressions
for the base diffusion charges therefore become
Q BE =
Q BC =

1
2
1
2

q1 Q B0 n 0 ,

(2.49a)

q1 Q B0 n B ,

(2.49b)

where Q B0 = τB Ik . The normalised base charge used in Eq. (2.1) then is
q B = q1 (1 + 12 n 0 + 12 n B ).
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2.4.4 Extended modelling of excess phase shift
It is possible to model distributed high frequency effects in the intrinsic base. These are
modelled, in first order approximation, both in lateral direction (current crowding, to be
discussed in Section 5.2) and in vertical direction (excess phase-shift). The distributed
effects are an optional part of the Mextram model and can be switched on and off by flag
EXPHI (on: EXPHI = 1 and off: EXPHI = 0)
In vertical direction (excess phase-shift) base-charge-partitioning [12, 22] is used. Base
charge partitioning means that the charge Q BE is assigned not only to the base-emitter
junction, but partly also to the base-collector junction. The reason is that, for instance
in the case of an AC-signal, a part of this charge is not supplied through the emitter
contact, but through the collector contact. This will lead to an extra phase shift in the
transconductance.
The general way to find the partitioning is by writing [22]
Z

WB

Q BE = q Aem
Z

n(x) (1 − x/W B )dx,

(2.51a)

n(x) x/W B dx.

(2.51b)

0
WB

Q BC = q Aem
0

For the simple case of a linear electron density n(x) = n(0)(1 − x/W B ) we find Q BE =
2
1
1
3 Q tot and Q BC = 2 Q tot , where Q tot = 2 Q B0 n 0 .
There is another way of looking at it, that might give some insight. Let us solve the
diffusion equation for electrons J = q Dn ∂n/∂ x, together with the continuity equation
∂ J /∂ x + q∂n/∂t = 0, for an AC signal with frequency ω. The equation to solve is then
Dn

∂ 2n
= − j ωn.
∂x2

(2.52)

Introducing the complex quantity λ2 = j ωW B2 /Dn (= 2 j ωτ f at low injections) the solution is given by
n(x) = n(0) sinh[λ(1 − x/W B )]/ sinh λ.

(2.53)

From the electron density we can find the electron current density and hence the electron
current, which is now not a constant, but depends on position. The current that goes
to the emitter is I (0), whereas the current that goes to the collector is I (W B ). In the
low-frequency limit they are given by
d( 23 Q tot )
,
dt
d( 1 Q tot )
.
− 3
dt

I (0) = I DC + j ω 23 Q tot = I DC +
I (W B ) = I DC − j ω 13 Q tot = I DC
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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Here I DC is the DC current. Again we see that only two-thirds of the variation of the
charge belongs to the emitter side.
The derivations given above implicitly assume a constant base doping profile. For nonconstant base doping profiles the derivation becomes more difficult [23, 24] (see also the
report [25]). Of course then the pre-factors 2/3 and 1/3 also depend on the doping profile,
or rather the actual electron density. We have seen that for high-injection, the situation
where these charges are important, the electron density is indeed linear. For low injection
it might be different, but we have no parameter (like η) to make the partitioning bias
dependent. Hence we stick with the partitioning factors as derived above. For simplicity
reasons we only implemented base charge partitioning for the forward base charge (Q BE )
QBE
QBC

So, when EXPHI = 1, Q BE and Q BC (Eq. 2.49) are redefined according to
Q BC →
Q BE →

1
3
2
3

Q BE + Q BC ,

(2.55a)

Q BE .

(2.55b)

2.5 Emitter diffusion charge
The emitter diffusion charge models the hole charge on the emitter side of the neutral
base edge. This means the hole charge both in the neutral emitter, as well as the hole
charge in the depletion region not related to the depletion charge. The hole density giving
rise to the latter charge is that part of the hole charge in the depletion region that is locally
compensated for by an electron density. It is therefore sometimes called the neutral charge
of the depletion region [26].

QE

Since the charge is in the emitter region, which has normally a much higher doping than
the base, we do not need to take high-injection effects into account: the charge does not
have a ’knee’. We do allow for a non-ideality factor and therefore write
Q E = Q E0



eVB2 E1 /mτ VT − 1 ,

(2.56)

with mτ normally between 1 and 2.
Next we need to express the pre-factor Q E0 in terms of the transit time parameter τE .
Let us therefore calculate the effective transit time of Q E . For low injection, where the
current is given by Eq. (2.25a), we find
Q E ' Q E0

 1/mτ
I
Is

⇒

τQ E

Q E0
dQ E
=
'
dI
mτ Is

 1/mτ −1
I
.
Is

(2.57)

This transit time decreases with current when mτ > 1. For high injection, where the
current is given by Eq. (2.25b), we find

Q E ' Q E0
30

I
√
Is Ik

2/mτ

⇒

τQ E

2 Q E0
'
√
mτ Is Ik



I
√
Is Ik

2/mτ −1

.

(2.58)
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This transit time increases with current. Hence, when mτ > 1, the effective transit time
τ Q E has a minimum.
We must now ask ourselves, which of these possible effective transit times do we take to
be the parameter τE ? Preferably, we need both parameters τE and mτ to be as independent as possible. This means that for instance τE should not change very much, when we
change mτ . (Note that the charge depends exponentially on mτ .) Since τE will be determined around the top of f T , it is best to take the minimum of τ Q E as the independent parameter τE . The minimum occurs approximately at the knee in the current. We will not use
the exact minimum, because this depends on the exact expression for I itself, including all
extra effects. We just take Eq. (2.57) at I = Ik and find τE = τ Q E ' Q E0 (Ik /Is )1/mτ /Ik .
For the pre-factor we therefore take
Q E0

 1/mτ
Is
= τE Ik
.
Ik

(2.59)

Note that for mτ = 1 we get the simple expression
Q E = τE Is eVB2 E1 /VT = τE Ilow .

(2.60)

For other values of mτ we have made sure that the minimum of the effective emitter
charge transit time, which is around the top of f T , is almost independent of mτ and of the
order of τE . For lower or higher currents the effective transit time can differ very much
from the parameter value.

2.6 Base currents
2.6.1 Ideal forward base current
The total ideal base current is separated into a bulk and a side-wall current (the latter
has a fraction XIB1 ). Both depend on separate voltages. As in the basic Ebers-Moll and
Gummel-Poon models we use the (forward) current gain βf as a parameter that gives the
ratio between the main saturation current and base saturation current. We get
I B1
I B1
I BS1

Is
= (1 − XIB1 )
βf
Is
=
XIB1
βf



exp(VB2 E1 / VT ) − 1 ,

(2.61a)



exp(VB1 E1 / VT ) − 1 .

(2.61b)

ISB1

Note that the expression for the ideal base current changes when one of the heterojunction
features is used (see Chapter 6).
2.6.2 Non-ideal forward base current
The non-ideal forward base current is given by
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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−1 ,

(2.62)

and is simply a diode current with a non-ideality factor mLf .
2.6.3 Non-ideal reverse base current
I B3

The non-ideal reverse base current is given by
I B3 = IBr

exp(VB1 C1 / VT ) − 1
.
exp(VB1 C1 /2VT ) + exp(VLr /2VT )

(2.63)

This expression is basically an approximation to the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination.
The recombination takes place in the depletion layers. It is well known that for small
junction voltages this current goes exponentially with exp(VB1 C1 / VT ). For higher voltages this changes into exp(VB1 C1 /2VT ). The model above introduces a cross-over voltage
to describe the effective behaviour of the recombination current. In practice, however, the
ideal part of this current can often not be measured due to the low cross-over voltage.
2.6.4 Extrinsic base current
The modelling of the extrinsic base current is rather analogous to the ideal forward base
current I B1 and the reverse current Ir /q B . (The real intrinsic reverse current is more
complicated due to avalanche and epilayer contributions). As we did for the main current
(or rather for the diffusion charges) we use an interpolation between low injection and
high injection. Here we use an interpolate function directly for the current. It is again
expressed in terms of the electron density, in this case n Bex at the end of the extrinsic
base:
4 Is
exp(VB1 C1 / VT ),
Ik
g1
=
.
√
1 + 1 + g1

g1 =
n Bex

(2.64a)
(2.64b)

The expression for the electron density n Bex is the same as that of n B in Eq. (2.28), but
now it depends on VB1 C1 instead of VB2 C2 . The expression for the current must now be
something like
Iex '

Iex

1 Is exp(VB1 C1 / VT )
,
βri
1 + 12 n Bex

(2.65)

which includes the high-injection behaviour and is similar to the main current Eq. (2.1)
without Early effect (q B ' q2 ) and where q2 from Eq. (2.29) contains only one charge
contribution. Since here the current depends on only one voltage (there is no ‘reverse’, or
rather ‘forward’, term here) we can simplify it to
32
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n Bex − Is .

(2.66)

The saturation current Is is added to make sure that there is no current at zero bias.

2.7 Substrate currents
2.7.1 Substrate current
The substrate current includes high-injection and is given by [cf. Eq. (2.24)]

Isub



2 ISs exp(VB1 C1 / VT ) − 1
s
.
=
Is
1 + 1 + 4 exp(VB1 C1 / VT )
Iks

Isub

(2.67)

Here Iks is the knee-current. This knee-current is given with respect to Is instead of to ISs
since this is easier for extraction. The formulation of this current is basically the same as
that which we found for the main currents (see Section 2.4.1) under the assumption of a
flat doping profile in the epilayer (which is the base of the parasitic PNP).
2.7.2 Substrate failure current
The substrate-collector junction should always be reverse biased. Hence we don’t need
to model the reverse behaviour of the parasitic PNP. To give a designer a warning that the
junction is biased wrong, we included a substrate ‘failure’ current, simply given as
ISf
ISf



= ISs exp(VSC1 / VT ) − 1 .

(2.68)

This current has no physical meaning.
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3 The collector epilayer model
3.1 Introduction
The epilayer of a bipolar transistor is the most difficult part to model. The reason for
this is that a number of effects play a role and act together. We will restrict ourselves
to modelling the epilayer in as far as it is part of the intrinsic transistor. The current
Iepi through the epilayer4 is for low current densities mainly determined by the main
current I N . Hence the epilayer is a part of the transistor that is current driven. Since the
dope concentration in the epilayer is in general small, high injection effects are important.
In that case the epilayer will be (partly) flooded by holes and electrons. Even though
then the main current and the epilayer current depend on each other and their equations
become coupled, we will still consider the epilayer to be current driven, i.e. our model
will have Iepi as a starting quantity. The regions where no injection takes place can either
be ohmic, which implies charge neutral, or depleted. In depletion regions the electric field
is large and the electrons will therefore move with the saturation velocity. These electrons
can be called hot carriers. The electrons will contribute to the charge. In case of large
currents this moving charge becomes comparable to the dope, the net charge decreases, or
even changes sign. The net charge has its influence on the electric field, which in its turn
determines the velocity of the electrons: for low electric fields we have ohmic behaviour,
for large electric fields the velocity of the electrons will be saturated.
All these effects determine the effective resistance of the epilayer. As is well known,
the potential drop over the collector region can cause quasi-saturation. In that case the
external base-collector bias is in reverse, which is normal in forward operation, but the
internal junction is forward biased. Injection of holes into the epilayer then takes place.
The charge in the epilayer and in the base-collector region depends on the carrier concentrations in the epilayer, and will increase significantly in the case of quasi-saturation.
The electric field in the epilayer is directly related to the base-collector depletion capacitance. As we will see in Section 3.6 the avalanche current is determined by the same
electric field, and in particular by its maximum. Hence our description of the epilayer
must also include a correct description of the electric field.
For modern small transistors we must take current spreading into account. This means
that the electrons that come from the emitter, through the base, go to a region of the
collector with a surface larger than the emitter area Aem . This spreading effect decreases
the resistance of the epilayer and also the maximum electric field, and hence the avalanche
current.
Extensive literature about the physics of the epilayer is available, e.g. [8, 9, 10, 19, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. The basis of the Mextram epilayer model was given
by Kull et al. [19]. Their model has become known as the Kull model. Their paper also
discusses the approximations made. This model has been incorporated and extended in
4 In

this chapter we will consequently write Iepi for the current through the epilayer because this is more
clear, especially in those intermediate expressions in which the current is not necessarily equal to the IC1 C2
that is really implemented, see Eq. (3.26). Only when discussing the real implementation we use IC1 C2 .
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the doping profile of a one-dimensional bipolar
transistor. One can observe the emitter, the base, the collector epilayer and the (buried)
collector. Constant doping profiles are assumed in many of the derivations. The collector
epilayer is in this chapter located between x = 0 and x = W epi and has a dope of N epi .
We have also shown where the various nodes E 1 , B2, C2 and C 1 of the intrinsic transistor
are located approximately.
Mextram. For Mextram 503 these extensions have been published in Ref. [33], at least for
current-voltage relations. In Ref. [37] a thorough description of all parts of the epilayer
model is given, that was implemented in Mextram 503. The report includes the charge
model, as well as the description of the avalanche current. Another way of describing it
was given in Ref. [14].
In this chapter we give the description of the same material, based on Refs. [36, 38],
leading to the Mextram 504 implementation, in order to clarify the physics behind the
model, as well as the approximations made.
In Section 3.2 we give a qualitative description of the various effects that play a role in
the epilayer. The actual derivation of the collector current and the internal base-collector
bias is given in Section 3.3. The diffusion charge in the epilayer Q epi is discussed in
Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we describe the depletion charge Q tC . Finally the avalanche
model is given in Section 3.6.

3.2 Some qualitative remarks on the description of the epilayer
Let us now concentrate on a one-dimensional model of the lightly doped epilayer. In this
chapter we assume the epilayer to be along the x-axis from x = 0 to x = Wepi , as has
been schematically shown in Fig. 6. (Note that in the description of the main current I N
we used another offset for the x-axis.) The base is then located at x < 0, while the highly
doped collector region, the buried layer, is situated at x > Wepi . We assume a flat dope
in the epilayer and an abrupt epi-collector junction for the derivation of our equations. In
the final description of the model we will generalise some factors to account for non-ideal
profiles. (For instance the depletion charge has a parameter for the grading coefficient).
For the same reason most of the parameters will have an effective value. This is even
more so when current spreading is taken into account, see Section 3.3.4.
We assume that the potential of the buried layer, at the interface with the epilayer, is given
by the node potential VC1 . The resistance in the buried layer and further away at the
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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collector contact are modelled by the resistance RCc and will not be discussed here.
We assume that the doping concentration in the base is much higher than that in the
epilayer. In that case the depletion region will be located almost only in the epilayer (i.e.
we have a one-sided pn-junction). The potential of the internal base (i.e. the base potential
while neglecting the base resistance) is given by VB2 .
The nodes of the equivalent circuit In the Mextram model, as well as in many other
compact models, there is an intrinsic collector node, in our case C2 . The potential at this
node is the electron quasi-Fermi level at the base-collector interface. This potential plays
an important role in the description of the effects in the collector epilayer, both for low
currents where it determines the depletion capacitance and for high currents where it is
important for the description of quasi-saturation.
For high injection the potential difference VB2 C2 determines the (reverse) main current Ir
and the directly related diffusion charge Q BC , as we have seen in Chapter 2, Eqs. (2.1),
(2.22) and (2.28). So for high injection, including reverse operation and (quasi) saturation,
the bias VB2 C2 must be such that it describes correctly the electron and hole concentration
at the base-collector interface. In Mextram we need for instance n B , the electron concentration at the base-side of this junction, and p0 , the hole concentration at the collector
side. In formula, the potential difference VB2 C2 must fulfil Eq. (1.8), repeated here for
convenience:
n(0) p(0) = n i2 eVB2 C2 /VT .

(3.1)

For low currents the precise value of the electron concentration at the base-epilayer junction is of minor importance. In this regime the value of the potential VC2 is used to
describe the depletion capacitance correctly, using a formula similar to Eq. (2.12).
Hence the intrinsic collector node voltage has a double function, one for low currents, one
for high injection. When we also demand that the model is not only continuous but also
smooth, this double function can no longer be achieved by a single node potential.
In Mextram 504 we therefore make a distinction between three biases. In Mextram 503
all three of them are given by the bias VB2 C2 as it comes from the circuit simulator. In
Mextram 504 we have instead
VB2 C2 : The bias as it is given by the circuit simulator. This bias is used to calculate the
current IC1 C2 through the epilayer, using the previously mentioned Kull model. It
is however not used to calculate other quantities. It is therefore only a first step in
the calculation and acts as a help variable. No physical meaning should be attached
to it in forward mode.
V B∗2C2 : This bias is the bias that is in some sense the most physical one, since the effect
of quasi-saturation is taken into account. It is calculated using the external basecollector bias VB2 C1 and the current IC1 C2 . This makes it possible to make sure that
V B∗2C2 behaves smoothly over bias and current. It will be used to calculate other
quantities like Ir , Q BC and Q epi .
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Vjunc : This is the bias that is used to calculate the intrinsic base-collector depletion capacitance. It is also calculated using the external base-collector bias VB2 C1 and the
current IC1 C2 , but is does not include quasi-saturation. In this way we do not need
the charge 1Q sat that was introduced in Mextram 503 as a bug fix [39] (see also
the report [14]). The difference between the three biases will become more clear as
we go along.
Velocity saturation The drift velocity of carriers is given by the product of the mobility
and the electric field. The mobility of the electrons itself, however, also depends on the
electric field. It has a low field value µn0 , such that the low-field drift velocity equals
v = µn0 E. At high electric fields, however, this velocity saturates. the maximum value
given by the saturation velocity vsat . A simple equation that can be used to describe this
effect is
µn =

µn0
;
1 + µn0 E/vsat

v = µn E =

µn0 E
.
1 + µn0 E/vsat

(3.2)

As one can see there is a cross-over from v = µn0 E for small electric fields to v = vsat
for large electric fields. This cross-over happens at the critical electric field defined by
Ec =

vsat
.
µn0

(3.3)

Typical vales for Si are vsat = 1.07 · 107 cm/s, µn0 = 1.0 · 103 cm2 /Vs and E c =
7 · 103 V/cm.
The current In normal forward mode electrons move from base to collector, i.e. in
positive x-direction. The current density Jepi is then negative, due to the negative charge
of electrons. The current Iepi itself, however, is generally defined as going from collector
to emitter, via the base, and is positive in forward mode. We therefore write
Iepi = − Aem Jepi

(3.4)

just as we did for the main current through the base in Chapter 2.
The electric field As mentioned before, the electric field in the epilayer is important.
The basic description of the electric field is the same as that in a simple pn-junction.
In the epilayer (of an NPN) it is negative (which means we must be careful with some
minus-signs). According to general pn-junction theory, the integral of the electric field
from node B2 to node C1 equals the applied voltage VC1 B2 plus the built-in voltage VdC :
Z
−

C1
B2

Z
E(x)dx = −
0

Wepi

E(x)dx = VC1 B2 + VdC .
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Here we assumed that the electric field in the base and in the highly doped collector drops
very fast to zero, such that the contribution to the integral only comes from the region
0 < x < Wepi .
Equation (3.5) is an important limitation on the electric field. It is in itself not enough to
find the electric field. To this end we need Gauss’ law
ρ
dE
= .
dx
ε

(3.6)

Here ρ is the total charge density, given by
ρ = q(Nepi − n + p).

(3.7)

Consider now the electric field in an ohmic region. It is constant and has the value
E=

Iepi
Jepi
=−
.
σ
σ Aem

(3.8)

Here σ is the conductivity. The electric field is negative, as mentioned before. In ohmic
regions the electric field is low enough to prevent velocity saturation. The net charge is
zero and the number of electrons equals the dope Nepi . A negligible number of holes are
present. The ohmic resistance of the epilayer can then be calculated and is given by the
parameter RCv = Wepi /qµn Aem Nepi .
Next we consider the depletion regions. In these regions the electric field will be high.
Hence we can assume that the velocity of electrons is saturated. There will be no holes
in these regions either. The electron density however depends on the current density.
Since the electron velocity is constant we have n = |Jepi |/vsat . The total net charge
is then given by a sum of the dope and the charge density resulting from the current:
ρ = q Nepi − |Jepi |/vsat . For the charge density it does not matter whether the current
moves forth or back. This gives us


q Nepi
Iepi
dE
=
1−
,
dx
ε
Ihc

(3.9)

where we defined the hot-carrier current Ihc = q Nepi Aem vsat . When the epi-layer current
equals the hot-carrier current the total charge in that part of the epilayer will vanish. We
still call these regions depleted, since the electrons still move with vsat , in contrast to the
ohmic regions.
For currents larger than the hot-carrier current the derivative of the electric field will be
negative. There will still be a voltage drop over the epilayer. This voltage drop, however,
is no longer ohmic, but space-charge limited. The corresponding resistance of the epilayer
is now given by the Space-Charge Resistance SCRCv . We will discuss this in more detail
below.
Let us consider the current dependence of the electric field distribution in some more
detail, for both cases discussed above. At low current density (i.e. before quasi-saturation
38
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Figure 7: Figure describing the electric field in the epilayer as function of current. In a)
the width of the depletion layer decreases because ohmic voltage drop is the dominant
effect. In b) the width of the depletion layer increases because velocity saturation is
dominant (Kirk effect). At I = Iqs quasi-saturation starts (see text).

defined below) the electric field in the epilayer is similar to that of a diode in reverse
bias. Next to the base we have a depletion region. This region is followed by an ohmic
region. When the current increases the width of the depletion layer changes. There are
two competing effects that make that this width either increases or decreases. The precise
dependence of the thickness of the depletion layer on the current is given in Eq. (3.68),
but here we will discuss both effects quantitatively.
We know that the bias over the depletion region itself is given by the bias VC1 B2 minus the
ohmic potential drop. Hence when the ohmic region is large the intrinsic junction potential
will decrease with current, and so will the depletion region width. This is schematically
shown in Fig. 7a). At some point the depletion layer thickness vanishes, and the whole
electric field is used for the ohmic voltage drop. Since at higher currents we still need
to fulfil Eq. (3.5) the electric field becomes smaller close to the base. This is possible
because holes get injected into the epilayer, which reduces the resistance in the region
next to the base. This effect, quasi-saturation, will be discussed in more detail later.
The other effect that has an influence on the width of the electric field is velocity saturation. As can be seen from Eq. (3.9), the slope of the electric field decreases with increasing
current. This means that to keep the total integral over the electric field constant, as in
Eq. (3.5), the width of the depletion layer must increase. This is schematically shown
in Fig. 7b). With increasing current the depletion width will continue to increase, until
it reaches the highly doped collector. For even higher currents the total epilayer will be
depleted. The slope of the electric field still decreases and can change sign. At some level
of current the value of the electric field at the base-epilayer junction drops beneath the
critical field E c for velocity saturation and holes get injected into the epilayer. As before,
at this point high injection effects in the epilayer start to play a role. This is again the
regime of quasi-saturation. When quasi-saturation is due to a voltage drop as a result of
the reversal of the slope of the electric field, the effect is better known as the Kirk effect.
Note that in both cases described above a situation occurs where the electric field is (approximately) flat over the whole epilayer, as shown in Fig. 7. In the ohmic case this will
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happen at much smaller electric field (and therefore collector-base bias) than in the case
of space charge dominated resistance (Kirk effect).
Quasi-saturation Consider the normal forward operating regime. The (external) base
collector bias will be negative: VB2 C1 < 0. The epilayer, however, has some resistance,
which can either be ohmic, or space charge limited, as discussed above. As a result the
internal base-collector bias, in our model given by V B∗2C2 , is less negative than the external
bias. For large enough currents, it even becomes forward biased. This also means that the
carrier densities at the base-collector interface increase. At some point, to be more precise
when V B∗2C2 ' VdC , these carrier densities become comparable to the background doping.
From there on high-injection effects in the epilayer become important. This is the regime
of quasi-saturation. Note that we use the term quasi-saturation when the voltage drop is
due to an ohmic resistance, but also when it is due to a space-charge limited resistance, in
which case the effect is also known as Kirk effect.
For our description the current at which quasi-saturation starts, Iqs , is very important.
So let us consider it in more detail. As mentioned before, quasi-saturation starts when
V B∗2C2 = VdC . In that case we can express the integral over the electric field in terms of
Vqs , the potential drop over the epilayer, using Eq. (3.5):
Z
Vqs = VdC − VB2 C1 = −

Wepi

E(x)dx.

(3.10)

0

So, at the onset of quasi-saturation the integral over the electric field is fixed by the external base-collector bias, and does no longer depend on the current. We can then use
the relation between the electric field and the current to determine the current Iqs . In the
ohmic case the electric field is constant over the epilayer. The voltage drop is simply the
ohmic voltage drop and we can write
Iqs = Vqs /RCv .

(3.11)

For higher currents the electric field is no longer constant, due to the net charge present in
the epilayer. Its derivative is given by Eq. (3.9) and depends on the current. The current
at onset of quasi-saturation can still be given as Vqs over some effective resistance:
Iqs = Vqs /SCRCv ,

(3.12)

as will be shown in Section 3.3.3. The effective resistance SCRCv is the space-charge
resistance introduced above.
When the (internal) base-collector is forward biased, as in quasi-saturation, holes from
the base will be injected in the epilayer. Charge neutrality is maintained in this injection
layer, so also the electron density will increase. As we noted already in the description of
the main current, at high injection the hole and electron densities will have a linear profile.
This linear profile in the base is now continued into the epilayer. The width of the base
has effectively become wider, from the base-emitter junction to the end of the injection
40
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Figure 8: Schematic view of the doping, electron and hole densities in the base-collector
region (on an arbitrary linear scale), in the case of base push-out/quasi-saturation. It also
shows the thickness of the epilayer Wepi and the injection layer x i . From Refs. [36, 38].

region in the epilayer. This is known as base push-out and is shown in Fig. 8. It decreases
transistor performance considerably. As an example we show the output characteristics in
Fig. 9. Note that in the Spice-Gummel-Poon model quasi-saturation is not modelled. The
reduction of the current as modelled by Mextram shows the effect.
It is important to note that although the hole density profile and the electron density profile
are similar, only the electrons carry current. The electric field and the density gradient
work together to move the electrons. However for the holes they act opposite and create
an equilibrium. This equilibrium will be used to determine the electric field (which will
be considerably below the critical electric field E c ), as is being done in the Kull model.
Also the electron current in the injection region will in Mextram be described by the Kull
model.

Spice-Gummel-Poon

IC (A)

0.02

Mextram

0.01

0.00
0

1

2

3

VC E (V)

4

5

6

Figure 9: The output characteristics for both the Spice-Gummel-Poon model and the Mextram model. From Refs. [36, 38].
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3.3 The epilayer current
We start with the description of the epilayer current Iepi . We do this for a one-dimensional
transistor. First we describe the Kull model, which in Mextram is used to calculate
IC1 C2 (= Iepi ) from the node voltage VB2 C2 . As discussed before, VB2 C2 is not the physical
quantity we can use for further calculations. We therefore need to calculate V B∗2C2 , which
is more physical, from the current. We start with the ohmic case and after that introduce velocity saturation. Then we consider the reverse behaviour and the situation around
Iepi = 0. Finally we consider what happens in a real transistor where current spreading
plays a role.
3.3.1 The Kull model (without velocity saturation)
The Kull model [19] is an important part of our epilayer model. The model can be used in
those parts of the epilayer that have a neutral charge (we will discuss velocity saturation
of the Kull model later):
n = Nepi + p.

(3.13)

This means that it can be used in the injection regions and in the ohmic regions. It is
important to realise that this assumption is only valid as long as the electric field, or rather
its derivative, is small enough. In device simulations (even without velocity saturation)
small deviations from neutrality can be observed. Here we will neglect this.
Following Kull we assume that there is no recombination and therefore no hole current in
the epilayer:
Jp = 0

(3.14)

Hence the hole quasi-Fermi level ϕ p is constant. It equals the base potential VB2 . That it
is indeed constant has been checked by numerical simulation by Kull [19]. The product
of hole and electron density in the epilayer is then given by the local collector potential
VCx , which we take equal to the local electron quasi-Fermi level ϕn (x). We can then write
p(x) n(x) = n i2 exp[−(VC x − VB2 )/ VT ].

(3.15)

For our calculations we need a parameter that describes the epilayer doping Nepi , or rather
the ratio Nepi /n i . For this purpose we will use
VdC = VT ln

2
Nepi

n i2

.

(3.16)

This same voltage is also used in the calculations for the depletion charges, where it
acts as the built-in voltage. Normally one would write for this built-in voltage Vbi =
42
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VT ln(Nepi N A /n i2 ), where N A is the dope of the base close to the epilayer. This effective
base doping is often not known. Furthermore, for the calculation of the depletion charges
the relative small difference between Vbi and VdC can be neglected. Hence we can suffice
with only one parameter: VdC .
Next we normalise the hole charge densities to the doping level and write
px =

p(x)
,
Nepi

nx =

n(x)
.
Nepi

(3.17)

Since we assumed quasi-neutrality we can write n x = px + 1.
Using Eq. (3.16) we can now express the hole charge densities p0 and pW at both ends of
the epilayer in terms of the node voltages
p0 ( p0 + 1) = exp[(VB2 C2 − VdC )/ VT ],
pW ( pW + 1) = exp[(VB2 C1 − VdC )/ VT ].

(3.18a)
(3.18b)

Following Kull, we introduce
Kx =

q

1 + 4 exp[(V B2 C x − VdC )/ VT ] = 2 px + 1.

(3.19)

This gives us also the values K 0 and K W at the base-epilayer junction and at the interface
with the buried layer.
The derivation of the Kull model [19] is now simple. We start with the basic equations (1.5) for the electron and hole current:

dn
,
= qµn n E(x) + VT
dx


dp
,
= qµ p p E(x) − VT
dx


Jn
Jp

(3.20a)
(3.20b)

where we already used the Einstein relation. From Eqs. (3.14) and (3.20b) we see that the
hole density in the epilayer must be such that there is an equilibrium between the diffusion
term and the drift term. This gives a relation for the electric field:
E(x) = VT

1 dp
.
p dx

(3.21)

Using this electric field in the expression for the electron current and using charge neutrality we get an equation for the electron current density in terms of the hole density:

Jn = qµn VT

n d p dn
+
p dx
dx





Nepi d p
= qµn VT 2 +
.
p
dx
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The current density in our one-dimensional model is constant. As mentioned before it is
given by Jn = −Iepi / Aem . We can simply integrate the equation for Jn from x = x1 to
x = x2 and find
Iepi



qµn0 VT Nepi Aem
px1
2 px1 − 2 px2 + ln
,
=
x2 − x1
px2

(3.23)

where we used that for the low fields we consider here µn = µn0 . Next we can use that
2 px = K x − 1 =

4 exp[(V B2 C x − VdC )/ VT ]
K x2 − 1
=
.
Kx + 1
Kx + 1

(3.24)

The collector current can then be rewritten to
Wepi E x2 x1 + Vx2 x1
,
x2 − x1
RCv


K x1 + 1
,
= VT K x1 − K x2 − ln
K x2 + 1

Iepi =
E x2 x1

I C1 C2

(3.25a)
(3.25b)

where we defined the resistance of the epilayer RCv = Wepi /qµn0 Nepi Aem . This result is
very general in the sense that it holds for all x1 and x2 (in the neutral region). Substituting
x1 = 0, which is at the location of node C2 , and x2 = Wepi at node C1 , we get Kull’s
result (without velocity saturation):
E C + VC1 C2
,
RCv


K0 + 1
.
= VT K 0 − K W − ln
KW + 1

IC1 C2 = Iepi =
EC

(3.26a)
(3.26b)

When no high injection effects occur, K 0 and K W are very close to 1, E C is very small
and the epilayer current is given by Iepi = VC1 C2 /RCv . This is just ohmic behaviour with
a resistance given by the parameter RCv .
Equation (3.26) for the collector current is used in Mextram for the calculation of the
current as function of the node potential VB2 C2 (and VB2 C1 ), both in forward and in reverse.
The rest of the model, at least in forward mode, is expressed in terms of this current (and
again VB2 C1 ). For the forward mode of operation we could have taken any other expression
to calculate the current from VB2 C2 . The Kull model is used because we use it in reverse,
which simplifies the implementation.
Note that later on the Kull model Eq. (3.25) between x1 = 0 and x2 = xi , the end of
the injection layer, will be used again to calculate the hole concentration p0∗ at the basecollector junction.
The thickness of the injection region in the Kull model Before we discuss the Mextram formulation, let us first analyse the Kull model somewhat more. In Fig. 8 we have
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already shown on a linear scale the electron and hole densities in the collector epilayer, in
the case of quasi-saturation. We can see that the epilayer consists of two parts. The first
part, between x = 0 and xi , is the injection region where the hole density is comparable
to the electron density. The second part, between x = xi and Wepi , is the ohmic region
where the hole density is negligible. At the point x = xi , the difference between hole and
electron quasi-Fermi levels is approximately VB2 Cxi ' VdC . We will use this observation
in the following.
Within the framework of the Kull model we can calculate the thickness of the injection
region xi . Since the voltage drop over the injection region is small, the voltage drop over
the ohmic region is almost equal to the total voltage drop. For a constant doping profile
the resistance of the non-injected region is proportional to its length, and we can write

VC1 C2 = VB2 C2 − VB2 C1 = Iepi RCv 1 − xi /Wepi .

(3.27)

By using VB2 C2 here instead of VdC the relation also holds for low current densities (xi →
0). We show xi /Wepi as function of current in Fig. 10 (dashed line).

xi /Wepi

1.0

0.5

−3

10

10

−2

−1

Iepi (A)

10

Figure 10: The normalised thickness of the injection region x i /Wepi as function of the
current Iepi for VB2 C1 = −1, −3 V. Dashed line: Kull model Eq. (3.28). Solid line
(axi = 0.1) and dotted line (axi = 0.3): our model Eq. (3.31). From Refs. [36, 38].
From Fig. 10 we observe that the Kull model has an abrupt onset of injection (this is
the point where xi /Wepi starts to rise). This abrupt transition between the two operating
regimes leads to poor modelling of the higher derivatives of the current. This can, for
instance, be observed in low-frequency distortion analysis. Hence in Mextram we take
another approach, discussed below, in which the injection thickness is calculated using
the current Iepi , and not using the potential VB2 C2 .
3.3.2 The Mextram model without velocity saturation
We consider two parts in the epilayer: the injection region and the non-injected region.
Since by far most of the voltage drop is in the second region, we can use the equations
for the electric field to determine how wide it is, thereby calculating the thickness of the
injection region xi . Then, using a slight modification of the Kull model, we can calculate
the intrinsic junction bias V B∗2C2 from this thickness.
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The thickness of the injection region First we calculate xi , the thickness of the injection region. When there is injection (xi > 0) we can express this thickness as
Vd − VB2 C1
xi
=1− C
.
Wepi
Iepi RCv

(3.28)

We can use this equation to determine the current Iqs discussed before, at which quasisaturation starts, by simply putting xi = 0. This results in
Iqs =

VdC − VB2 C1
.
RCv

(3.29)

We can now express the thickness of the injection region as function of current and this
Iqs as
(
xi
1 − Iqs /Iepi ,
=
Wepi
0,

for Iepi > Iqs ,
for Iepi < Iqs .

(3.30)

For our compact model we must of course create a smooth transition between both cases.
To do this we replace Eq. (3.30) by
Iqs
xi
=1−
,
Wepi
I˜epi

(3.31)

where
I˜epi = Iqs

1 + axi ln{1 + exp[(Iepi /Iqs − 1)/axi ]}
.
1 + axi ln{1 + exp[−1/axi ]}

(3.32)

Note that I˜epi is always larger than Iqs , unless Iepi = 0 in which case I˜epi = Iqs . This
assures a non-negative xi . When Iepi  Iqs we have approximately I˜epi ' Iepi , as desired.
The parameter axi has a smoothing purpose. From Eqs. (3.29) and (3.31) we have
I˜epi =

VdC − VB2 C1
,
RCv (1 − xi /Wepi )

(3.33)

a relation we state here for later reference.
The internal base-collector bias Next we need to calculate the internal base-collector
bias via the hole density p0 . To prevent ambiguity, we denote the hole density calculated
using the current and the thickness of the injection layer as p0∗ , in contrast to p0 as calculated from Eq. (3.18). In this way p0 is directly related to VB2 C2 , which we will not use
anymore, whereas p0∗ is in exactly the same way related to V B∗2C2 .
To calculate p0∗ we need a description of the collector epilayer between x = 0 and x =
xi . In this injection region the electric field is low, and we do not need to take velocity
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saturation into account. Hence we can suffice with the expression used in the Kull model,
Section 3.3.1. We combine Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) to get



1 + p0∗
xi
∗
,
Iepi RCv = E C = VT 2 p0 − 2 pW − ln
Wepi
1 + pW

(3.34)

where the right-hand side is E C expressed in terms of the hole densities p0∗ and pW . From
this equation we can not calculate p0∗ directly, since the equation does not yield an explicit
expression for p0∗ . We therefore approximate the equation above with
p ∗ + pW + 1
xi
.
Iepi RCv = 2 VT ( p0∗ − pW ) 0∗
Wepi
p0 + p W + 2

(3.35)

The approximation for E C we just made does not differ more than 5% from the original
equation for E C over the whole range of p0∗ and pW values. Using the second order
equation (3.35) we can now calculate p0∗ from pW , Iepi and xi /Wepi . The internal basecollector bias can be found from Eq. (3.18):
V B∗2C2 = VdC + VT ln[ p0∗ ( p0∗ + 1)].

(3.36)

3.3.3 The Mextram model with velocity saturation
The equations we presented above hold only when velocity saturation in the epilayer does
not play a role. We will now include this in our description. As mentioned before, for
low electric field the drift velocity of the electrons is proportional to the electric field:
v = µn E. For higher electric fields the velocity saturates and has as a maximum the
saturated drift velocity vsat . We can estimate the currents for which velocity saturation
becomes important by considering the ohmic region (which has a constant electric field),
and calculating when the the drift velocity becomes equal to the saturated drift velocity.
The current that we find is the hot-carrier current introduced before:
Ihc = q Nepi Aem vsat .

(3.37)

For epilayer currents of the order of Ihc or higher velocity saturation effects need to be
included.
In the original Kull model [19] velocity saturation is included, under the assumption,
however, that the epilayer is quasi-neutral throughout. When velocity saturation is important, this assumption does no longer hold, as we will show. Therefore the velocity
saturation part of the Kull model is insufficient and therefore can not be used to describe
velocity saturation effects, including the Kirk effect, which is important in many modern
technologies.
At a current Ihc the amount of electrons needed to sustain this current, assuming they are
travelling at vsat , is equal to the doping level. For even higher currents (or lower effective velocity) the electron concentration is even higher. These electrons have a negative
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charge, whereas the doping atoms provide a positive background charge. The net charge
will be no longer negligible. With increasing current the net charge will become negative.
This has an effect on the electric field: it will not be constant anymore. Consequently,
once velocity saturation needs to be taken into account (Iepi >
∼ Ihc), the assumption of
quasi-neutrality (and of a constant electric field) no longer holds. The net charge in the
epilayer will eventually lead to the Kirk effect (also a form of quasi-saturation).
The thickness of the injection region To include velocity saturation in our description
we will start with considering a very high current. Our approach is based on the same
principles as those of Ref. [33]. As before we consider the region without injection to
calculate the thickness of the injection layer. We start with Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), which
we repeat for clarity:

Z

dE
dx
Wepi
xi



q Nepi
Iepi
=
1−
,
ε
Ihc

E dx = VB2 C1 − VdC .

(3.38a)
(3.38b)

Because of the high carrier concentration and hence the low resistance, the electric field
in the injection region can be neglected. As a boundary condition we therefore use that
the electric field at the end of the injection region is just the critical electric field, see
Eq. (3.3), needed for velocity saturation:
E(xi ) = −vsat /µn0 = −Ihc RCv /Wepi ,

(3.39)

where we used the low-field mobility. After a double integration of Eq. (3.38a) and using
Eq. (3.38b) we get
VdC − VB2 C1 = Ihc RCv





xi
xi 2
1−
+ (Iepi − Ihc ) SCRCv 1 −
. (3.40)
Wepi
Wepi

2 /2εv A
Here SCRCv = Wepi
sat em is the space-charge resistance of the epilayer, i.e. the
effective resistance of a region dominated by a current whose charge is not compensated
by a background charge.

Equation (3.40) is similar to Eq. (3.27) (of course with VB2 C2 → VdC ) for the ohmic case.
Now, however, we have described quasi-saturation due to the Kirk effect instead of due
to an ohmic voltage drop. In both cases we have a similar base-widening (xi > 0) and
injection of holes into the epilayer.
Interpolation between the two cases We have to find an interpolation between the two
cases of ohmic resistance and space charge resistance. We can use the same interpolation
that has been used in Ref. [33, Eq. (19)]. When we look at Eqs. (3.27) and (3.40) we
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see that the latter transforms into the former when we let Ihc → Iepi . So we find our
interpolation by replacing Ihc in Eq. (3.40) by
Ilow =

Ihc I
,
Ihc + I

(3.41)

where we defined, conform Eq. (3.33), the current that would be running in the ohmic
case:
I =

VdC − VB2 C1
.
RCv (1 − xi /Wepi )

(3.42)

The current Ilow will go to Iepi for low voltages over the epilayer. For high voltages
over the epilayer Ilow will go to Ihc . The final result is found by substituting Eqs. (3.41)
and (3.42) into Eq. (3.40) and solving for Iepi . It gives a relation between Iepi and xi /Wepi :

Iepi =

VdC − VB2 C1 VdC − VB2 C1 + Ihc SCRCv yi2
,
VdC − VB2 C1 + Ihc RCv yi
SCRCv yi2

where we abbreviated


xi
.
yi = 1 −
Wepi

(3.43)

(3.44)

Equation (3.43) can, as before, only be used for epilayer currents larger than Iqs , the current at the onset of injection, because it assumes that the local bias at the junction reaches
at least VdC . The current Iqs can be determined by putting xi = 0 in the expression (3.43)
above, which gives us
Iqs =

VdC − VB2 C1 VdC − VB2 C1 + Ihc SCRCv
.
SCRCv
VdC − VB2 C1 + Ihc RCv

(3.45)

In Fig. 11 we have shown Iqs as function of Vqs = VdC − VB2 C1 . In Appendix B we
compare our approximation with an analytical expression, which is too complicated to
use, and see that both have a comparable behaviour.
Next we follow the same procedure as we did for the ohmic case. Now that we have Iqs ,
we use Eq. (3.32) again for the definition of the current I˜epi . We then replace Iepi in
Eq. (3.43) by I˜epi . This leads to a third order equation for yi . This equation can be solved
and an explicit formula can be given. However, we have found that we can simplify it to
a second order equation without loss of accuracy. This is much easier for the implementation in a circuit simulator. Finally we then find the following equation
I˜epi =

VdC − VB2 C1 VdC − VB2 C1 + Ihc SCRCv yi
.
VdC − VB2 C1 + Ihc RCv
SCRCv yi2
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Figure 11: The current at onset of injection as function of the applied voltage V qs =
VdC − VB2 C1 for the default parameter set [1]. We have also shown the two limiting
cases, that intersect exactly at Ihc , which here equals 4 mA.
From this equation we solve yi (or xi ).
Note that in the limit Ihc → ∞ we get the ohmic result back from the previous section.
In the other limit, Ihc → 0, we get I˜epi = (VdC − VB2 C1 )/[SCRCv (1 − xi /Wepi )2 ]. The
relation between the current and the thickness of the injection region is now quadratic,
instead of linear as in Eq. (3.33).
The internal base-collector bias Just as we did in our model without velocity saturation, Section 3.3.2, we now calculate the internal base-collector bias V B∗2C2 from the
description of the epilayer between x = 0 and x = xi . As before we can suffice with
the Kull model in this region, because in the injection region the electric field is low and
we do not need to take velocity saturation into account. Hence, using the thickness xi we
calculate p0 from Eq. (3.35) and the internal base-collector bias V B∗2C2 from Eq. (3.36).
3.3.4 Current spreading
The derivation we have given above contains the same physics as the Kull model [19] for
the ohmic case or the Mextram 503 model [33, 37] when including velocity saturation.
Up to now it is a one-dimensional model. To take current spreading into account the most
important change is due to the fact that the three high current parameters RCv , SCRCv and
Ihc no longer have their one-dimensional value. Instead they get an effective value. This
effective value depends on the actual size of the emitter region in relation to the epilayer
thickness. In Ref. [33] an example is given of the scaling of the high-current equations
with geometry. We will discuss this again in Chapter 11.
The next concern is a change in current spreading as function of bias, or as function of
the current through the epilayer. In principle this could be included. In [33, Eq. (27)] it
was shown that this can be done by replacing SCRCv by SCRCv /(1 + S F xi /Wepi ), with
S F a spreading parameter. We observed that in practice the current spreading as function
of the epilayer current is of minor importance. Including it would mean solving a third
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order equation for yi , something which we do not want (for numerical reasons), if it can
be prevented. We therefore did not include this extra feature in our model.
3.3.5 Reverse behaviour
The reverse behaviour is very simple. The current is given by Eq. (3.26). Since in reverse
there are no velocity saturation effects we can safely take V B∗2C2 = VB2 C2 . The expression
for the thickness of the injection layer can be found by combining Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27)
and is given by
Ec
xi
=
.
Wepi
E c + VC1 C2

(3.47)

3.3.6 The transition into hard saturation and into reverse
In the previous sections we have described the physics of the epilayer current model of
Mextram 504. In this section we consider two subtle points that need to be taken care of.
Both have to do with the transition from one working regime into the other.
The transition into hard saturation In a number of the equations of the (forward)
epilayer model we see the expression VdC − VB2 C1 . When the transistor goes into hard
saturation this term can become negative. Hence we will replace it by Vqs , to be calculated
below, which is always positive. The equations used in Mextram are then given by
Vqs Vqs + Ihc SCRCv
,
SCRCv Vqs + Ihc RCv
Vqs
Vqs + Ihc SCRCv yi
=
.
2
Vqs + Ihc RCv
SCRCv yi

Iqs =

(3.48a)

I˜epi

(3.48b)

When the transistor goes into hard saturation the voltage Vqs must go to zero. When does
this happen? We can say that this happens when VB2 C1 = VdC , taking the same approach
as in describing quasi-saturation which starts when V B∗2C2 = VdC . We found, however,
that this is too early for high currents.
For high currents it is better to look at the internal junction bias VB∗ 2 C2 (given the current, but assuming still a reverse biased external bias VB2 C1 ) and saying that hard saturation starts when VB2 C1 equals this voltage. We can estimate this voltage by looking at
Eq. (3.35) and taking pW → 0. Since we are talking about going into hard saturation at
high currents we can take xi /Wepi → 1 and p0∗  1. We then get p0∗ ' Iepi RCv /(2VT )
and therefore
V B∗2C2 ' VdC + 2VT ln

Iepi RCv
.
2 VT
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So at high currents we must have Vqs → 0 when VB2 C1 approaches this internal bias.
Hence we can write
Vqs = VdC + 2VT ln

Iepi RCv
− VB2 C1 .
2 VT

(3.50)

To make sure that we can use the same equation also for low currents, and to prevent Vqs
to actually become zero, the Mextram model has


Iepi RCv
th
+ 1 − VB2 C1 ,
(3.51a)
Vqs = VdC + 2VT ln
2 VT
q


th
th )2 + 4 (0.1 V )2 .
Vqs = 12 Vqs
(3.51b)
+ (Vqs
dC
The situation around zero current Let us consider the situation that for given VB2 C1
the current Iepi goes to zero. This is the situation where the forward and reverse models
meet. Mextram is not continuous in all derivatives here. But we need to make sure that at
least the effective resistance is continuous.
The effective resistance is found when we consider the relation between the current Iepi
and V = VB2 C2 − VB2 C1 in reverse, or V = V B2C2∗ − VB2 C1 in forward. Let us first consider
reverse. After some algebra it can be shown that
Iepi RCv = (1 + pW ) V.

(3.52)

For forward mode we consider Eq. (3.35), which is being used to calculate p0∗ and hence
V B∗2C2 . After again some algebra we get


xi
Wepi


Iepi RCv = pW V.

(3.53)

To have the same effective resistance V /Iepi both in forward as well as in reverse we must
demand that


pW
xi
=
.
(3.54)
Wepi Iepi =0 1 + pW
Note that this relation is true in the Kull model also. (In Appendix C we discuss the
numerical behaviour of the Kull model around VC1 C2 = 0.)
How is xi /Wepi calculated in Mextram? Well, first yi is found from Eq. (3.48). When
Iepi = 0 we have I˜epi = Iqs and hence yi = 1. When we then simply use xi /Wepi = 1− yi
we do not get the right answer for xi /Wepi . In Mextram, therefore, we use
yi
xi
=1−
.
Wepi
1 + pW yi

(3.55)

Now, when Iepi → 0 and hence yi → 1 we do indeed find xi /Wepi → pW /( pW + 1).
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3.4 The epilayer diffusion charge
At this point it is convenient to discuss the epilayer diffusion charge. This is the charge
of the holes in epilayer, and is therefore directly linked to the injection model discussed
above. Note that these holes carry no net current, but that the diffusion current and the
drift current exactly cancel.
For the calculation of the epilayer charge we use Eq. (1.17)
Iepi =

2 A2  ∗

q 2 Dn n i0
V
/V
em
e B2C2 T − eVB2 C1 /VT ,
Q epi

(3.56)

where changed VB2 C2 into its more physical counterpart V B∗2C2 . The only thing we have to
do is replace the various terms using expressions from the previous section. The current
is re-expressed using Eq. (3.35) and the definition of RCv , for the exponentials we use
Eq. (3.18) taking VdC according to Eq. (3.16), and we use the Einstein relation Dn =
µn VT . Taking it all together we get
p0∗ + pW + 1
Wepi qµn Nepi Aem
∗
2 VT ( p0 − pW ) ∗
xi
Wepi
p0 + p W + 2
2
2 A2
 Nepi
q 2 Dn n i0
em  ∗ ∗
=
p0 ( p0 + 1) − pW ( pW + 1)
. (3.57)
2
Q epi
n i0

Simplifying this equation gives us a very simple expression for the epilayer charge:
Q epi =

1
2

Q epi0

xi
( p ∗ + pW + 2),
Wepi 0

Qepi

(3.58)

where Q epi0 = q Nepi Aem Wepi is the background charge of the epilayer. It is possible
to express this charge in terms of other parameters of the epilayer and of the base. In
parameter extraction [2] this is used in the initialisation to get a first estimate. In Mextram
503 this is also implicitly used because no separate parameter is available. In Mextram
504, however, we introduce an extra transit time parameter τepi , which has physically the
2 /4D . The background charge can then be expressed as
value Wepi
n
Q epi0 =

4 τepi VT
.
RCv

(3.59)

Let us discuss the epilayer charge a little bit more. In the normal forward operating regime
we can simplify the charge by taking pW = 0. Using again Eq. (3.35) we get

Q epi ' τepi

xi
Wepi

2
Iepi .

(3.60)

This equation was first given in Ref. [27] and is used in other compact models [35]. Rather
than Eq. (3.60), we use the full expression (3.58) for the charge because it also describes
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the charge in the case of hard saturation (where the current is small but the charge is not)
as well as in reverse mode of operation.
It is also interesting to compare our charge model with that of the Kull model [19], since
both basically describe the charge in the neutral injection region. Rewriting the Kull
charge model into our terms we find
Q Kull '

1
2

2
Q epi0 ( p0 + pW − 2n i2 /Nepi
).

(3.61)

The last contribution is clearly negligible, but note that the factor xi /Wepi is completely
absent. The reason for this is that the Kull charge model is an approximation valid for
low injection conditions (in which case the charge is negligible anyhow) and very high
injection conditions (in which case xi /Wepi ' 1). A more complete expression for the
charge is also given in Ref. [19]. The difference between this expression and ours (3.58)
is due to our approximation (3.35). An other difference between the Kull charge model
and ours is that we do not split the charge into two terms, one between nodes B2 and C2
and one between nodes B2 and C1 , but keep it as one charge between nodes B2 and C2 .

3.5 The intrinsic base-collector depletion charge
Next we will calculate the depletion charge Q tC of the intrinsic base-collector junction.
It is basically the same as Q tex but has one extra feature: it is current dependent. This
current dependence comes into the description in three places. First of all, the depletion
layer thickness changes due to the charge of the electrons moving at the saturated velocity
in the epilayer, as discussed in the paragraph about the electric field in Section 3.2. This
effect is modelled by the factor f I given below. The second place where the current plays
a role is in that the junction voltage to be used for the depletion charge must include the
voltage drop over the epilayer. So instead of taking VB2 C1 as the voltage for calculating
the depletion layer thickness, we use Vjunc , which equals VB2 C1 + Iepi RCv for low currents
(see also the paragraph about the nodes of the equivalent circuit in Section 3.2). At last
we must make sure that the transition into hard saturation does not give sudden changes
in the capacitance and hence in the total transit time. For this reason we make Vch , also
discussed below, current dependent.
For the calculation of the charge we use Eq. (3.6): dE/dx = ρ/ε. The electric field
has the form sketched in Fig. 12. Integrating the electric field from the base-collector
junction, where E = E 0 < 0 to a position well into the buried layer where the electric
field is negligible, we find the total (depletion) charge in the epilayer
Z
ρdx = −ε Aem E 0 .

Q = Aem

(3.62)

0

So for the calculation of the charge we need to find E 0 .
Let us again use the basic equation of the electric field in the epilayer to calculate the
thickness of the depletion layer. We start with the equation for the electric field in the
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0

Figure 12: Figure describing the electric field in the epilayer for the calculation of the
depletion width x d . For x > x d the electric field has the value E W = −Iepi RCv /Wepi .
depletion layer.


q Nepi
Iepi
dE
=
1−
.
dx
ε
Ihc

(3.63)

The solution of the electric field is then given by


Iepi
q Nepi
E(x) = E 0 +
1−
x.
ε
Ihc

(3.64)

The depletion region ends at xd . When xd < Wepi the electric field in the region behind
the depletion layer, x > xd , will be constant. We assume for a moment that it is ohmic,
and therefore write:
E W = −Iepi RCv /Wepi .

(3.65)

Of course the electric field must be continuous at x = xd . This gives the relation
EW



Iepi
q Nepi
1−
xd .
= E0 +
ε
Ihc

(3.66)

Integrating the electric field over all x and using again Eq. (3.5) we find
VdC − VB2 C1 = −E W Wepi + 12 (E W − E 0 )xd ,

(3.67)

or, using Eqs. (3.65) and (3.66)


Iepi
q Nepi
1−
xd2 = VdC − VB2 C1 − Iepi RCv .
2ε
Ihc

(3.68)

We see that xd depends on the current due to two effects, as mentioned before. When we
consider the right-hand-side, we see that instead of VdC − VB2 C1 , the normal expression
used when calculating depletion capacitances, the current becomes involved and we have
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VdC − Vjunc . We will discuss Vjunc in more detail below. We also have an extra factor
(1 − Iepi /Ihc ). When we calculate the ideal depletion charge from the equation above, we
find5
q
q
Q = 2 VdC C0 1 − Vjunc /VdC 1 − Iepi /Ihc ,
(3.69)
where C0 = ε Aem /xd0 is the zero-bias capacitance, in our case equal to XCjC CjC . We
will denote the factor determining the current dependence of Q, in the equation above the
last factor, by f I . We must make sure that the argument of the square root of f I can not
become negative. We therefore replace Iepi by Icap , the current as used in the capacitance
model. It is defined as
Icap =

Ihc Iepi
.
Ihc + Iepi

(3.70)

We also introduce a new parameter mC to describe the current dependence of the capacitance and write


Icap mC
.
fI = 1 −
Ihc
Q tC

(3.71)

The capacitance is now given by
i
VdC T h
1 − f I (1 − V j C /VdC T )1−pC + f I b jC (Vjunc − V j C ), (3.72a)
1 − pC
= (1 − XpT ) VC V + XpT VB2 C1 ,
(3.72b)
= XCjC CjC T VtC .
(3.72c)

VC V =
VtC
Q tC

This equation is very similar to the incomplete expression (2.12) given before, but now an
explicit expression is used instead of the function Vdepletion , the current dependent junction
bias Vjunc is used for the variable part, and the current dependent factor f I is introduced.
We still need to give V jC , in a similar way as described in Appendix A:


−1/p
VFC = VdC T 1 − b jC C ,
n
o
V j C = Vjunc − Vch ln 1 + exp[(Vjunc − VFC )/ Vch ] .

(3.73a)
(3.73b)

Here, however, we do not use Vch = 0.1 VdC in forward mode, because this will give
a much too steep increase from the zero-bias value to a jC times this value when due
to quasi-saturation Vjunc goes from negative values to values larger than the diffusion
the calculation of the charge a contribution IC1 C2 RCv /Wepi has not be taken into account. In the
original derivation this was a mistake. However, since it only contributes a constant transit time, it can
easily be compensated by other model parameters. Please note that this correction is needed to find a transit
time contribution proportional to C · RCv (1 − x d ), instead of only C · RCv .
5 In
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voltage VdC . We therefore have to reduce this increase around quasi-saturation and do
this by increasing Vch , which describes the transition region:


2 Iepi
Vch = VdC 0.1 +
.
(3.74)
Iepi + Iqs
Note that we use the current Iqs to determine when quasi-saturation starts.
Calculating the junction bias Vjunc As a last point we need to calculate Vjunc . We
already mentioned that for small currents it must equal VB2 C1 + Iepi RCv . Furthermore,
the point where for the capacitance a vanishing depletion width results (Vjunc → VdC ),
is physically equal to the onset of quasi-saturation. We need to make sure that the same
happens in our model. Hence we need Vjunc = VdC , when Iepi = Iqs . A logical choice
would be to take Vjunc = V B∗2C2 . There is however a catch to this.
Let us consider the total transit time. One of the contributions is due to the RC-time of the
base-collector depletion capacitance and the (differential) resistance of the epilayer. The
capacitance is fairly constant as function of current. The resistance, however, becomes
very small once the transistor goes into quasi-saturation. This means that the contribution
of this RC-time vanishes when the transistor is in quasi-saturation. This is not unphysical,
as device simulations show [40]. However, in real life the total transit time is still smooth
because the total charge is a smooth function of the current. The decrease in transit time
due to one component is automatically compensated by an increase in another component.
(The distinction between the various components in device simulations is rather arbitrary
anyhow.) In a compact model, however, all the different components are modelled separately and added afterwards. Since each of these components has its own parameters
and bias or current dependence, we must make sure that each component itself behaves
smooth, even when going into quasi-saturation.
Let us consider the corresponding transit time in some more detail. We consider the Kirk
effect, just before quasi-saturation. The depletion width is then equal to the epilayer width
and the capacitance is given by C = ε Aem /Wepi . The partial resistance of the epilayer
equals SCRCv . The contribution to the transit time is then
C × SCRCv =

Wepi
,
2 vsat

(3.75)

a well-known expression. The time needed to cross the epilayer is the width divided by
the velocity. The extra factor of 2 is a result from the electric field distribution which is
triangular instead of flat. The corresponding charge will be given by
Q'

Iepi Wepi
.
2 vsat

(3.76)

When injection starts, this charge will be modified. The effective space charge resistance
will get an extra factor (1 − xi /Wepi )2 . This means that the charge now becomes


Iepi Wepi
xi 2
1−
.
(3.77)
Q'
2vsat
Wepi
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In practice this means that the charge becomes nearly constant. The corresponding transit
time, which is the derivative of the charge w.r.t. the current, then vanishes.
The only way to prevent this in our model is to make sure that the effective epilayer
resistance, in as far as it is used in this capacitance model, does not vanish once the
transistor goes into quasi-saturation. We therefore take an expression for Vjunc that is
allowed to keep steadily increasing with current, even when Vjunc > VdC . Furthermore,
we want it as close to our epilayer model as possible.
We need to calculate the effective voltage drop over the epilayer. The derivation is basically the same as the derivation of the current at the onset of quasi-saturation Iqs . Now,
however, we do not take Vqs , the voltage drop at the onset of quasi-saturation, but the real
voltage drop Vepi . Similar to Eq. (3.48), we therefore write
Iepi =

Vepi Vepi + Ihc SCRCv
.
SCRCv Vepi + Ihc RCv

(3.78)

From this equation we calculate Vepi as function of Iepi . Since we use it also when xi > 0,
even though the equation only holds for xi ' 0, we call it Vxi =0 . The solution is given by
B1 = 12 SCRCv (Iepi − Ihc),
B2 = SCRCv RCv Ihc Iepi ,
q
Vxi =0 = B1 + B12 + B2.

(3.79a)
(3.79b)
(3.79c)

The junction voltage is now the external voltage plus the voltage drop over the epilayer:
Vjunc = VB2 C1 + Vxi =0 .

(3.80)

3.6 Avalanche
The last part of the epilayer model we need to discuss is the avalanche model, presented
also in Ref. [41]. The avalanche current is a result of impact ionisation in the epilayer
due to the high electric fields. Our model is based on Chynoweth’s empirical law for the
ionisation coefficient [42]
αn (E) = An exp(−Bn /|E|),

(3.81)

where E is the electric field and An and Bn are material constants. These two constants
also appear as constants in Mextram. They depend on the polarity of the transistor and
are therefore different for NPN and PNP transistors. We use the Si values given by van
Overstraeten and de Man [43]. Note that in practice these values can also be used for
other materials, even thought then the parameters of the avalanche model will differ from
their physical value.
As one can see the generation of electron-hole pairs is largest where the electric field is
largest. Since this is mainly in the epilayer, we will consider only impact ionisation and
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avalanche currents in the epilayer. To describe the electric field, we will not use the results
of the previous section. To keep the avalanche model and the depletion capacitance model
independent of each other, we have chosen for a formulation where the parameters are
separate. For the avalanche model we will therefore use a simple depletion approximation,
based again on the equations (3.5) and (3.9) for the electric field, given before. For low
currents, our model is very similar to that of Ref. [44, 45]. The most important influence
of the current is due to the change in the slope of the electric field. This effect was already
incorporated in the model of Ref. [46]. In our model we also take the finite thickness of
the epilayer into account, and the possibility that the maximum of the electric field moves
to the interface witht the buried-layer.
The total avalanche current is the ionisation coefficient times the epilayer current, integrated over all positions where this ionisation takes place. This holds of course only in
the weak avalanche regime, where the generated current does not generate extra avalanche
itself.6 We can then write
Z Weff
αn [E(x)] dx = G Iepi ,
(3.82)
Iavl = Iepi
0

where G is the generation factor we need to determine. The value Weff in the integral is
the effective width (non-injected region) of the epilayer, which in normal cases is equal to
Wepi . The case of quasi-saturation will be discussed in Section 3.6.3. The width of the epilayer is very important for determining the electric field. Therefore we use the parameter
Wavl for this width in the avalanche model. When the epilayer current becomes negative,
the epilayer will be flooded by electrons from the buried collector and the electric field is
low. Hence we take Iavl = 0 for negative currents.
The most important contribution to the integral is that for maximal electric field. For a
general electric field distribution we can linearise around the maximum field E M :
|E(x)| = E M (1 − x/λ D ),

(3.83)

for some given λ D . (Note that for the maximum of the electric field, as well as for its
average discussed below, we will take absolute values.) We will approximate this by
writing
|E(x)| '

EM
.
1 + x/λ D

(3.84)

Performing the integral we find the value of the generation coefficient from the electric
field






Bn
Bn
Weff
An
− exp −
1+
.
(3.85)
λ D E M exp −
G EM =
Bn
EM
EM
λD
We still need to determine λ D and E M , both of which depend on collector voltage and
current.
6 This

is basically saying that ‘avalanche’ is a misnomer, since we explicitely do not take avalanching
into account. We will keep the term since it is widely used.
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Figure 13: Schematic representation of the absolute value of the electric field for use in
the avalanche model.
3.6.1 Normal avalanche modelling
In this section we will calculate the maximum of the electric field E M and the extrapolation length λ D for normal usage. In this case the Mextram flag called ‘extended avalanche’
has to be put to zero: EXAVL = 0. Extended avalanche modelling (EXAVL = 1) will be
discussed in Section 3.6.3.
As mentioned before the electric field is important. We have given a schematic representation of the electric field in Fig. 13. We start with the average of the (absolute value) of
the electric field over the depletion region, which is found from Eq. (3.5) to be
E av =

VdC − VB2 C1
,
WD

(3.86)

where W D is the width of the depletion region, calculated below. From this expression
we see that the average of the electric field becomes zero when VB2 C1 = VdC . In that case
the base-collector junction is already far in forward and again the epilayer will be flooded
with electrons and holes resulting in a low electric field. We therefore take Iavl = 0 when
VB2 C1 > VdC . Note that the expressions below are such that also the maximum of the
electric field will go to zero when its average goes to zero. The expression (3.85) for
the generation factor is such that at that point also G EM will go to zero (including all its
derivatives!).
Next we consider the derivative of the electric field. At zero current it is given by
dEd x 0 =

q Nepi
2 Vavl
=
.
ε
Wavl 2

(3.87)

Here we introduced our second parameter of the avalanche model, Vavl . This new parameter is therefore a measure for the derivative of the electric field, especially around the
maximum electric field. For this simple and 1-dimensional model it should be equal to
the punch-through voltage Ihc SCRCv . In practice the electric field does not really have
a triangular shape. Especially due to non-local effects the effective electric field is much
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broader around its maximum. This means that the value of Vavl can become small. The
direct relation with the doping level is then also lost.
We can now calculate the electric field E 0 at the base-collector junction as (see also
Fig. 13)


Icap
1
,
(3.88)
E 0 = E av + 2 W D dEd x 0 1 −
Ihc
where we included the current dependence in the same way as for the capacitance model
using Icap instead of Iepi to prevent a negative value of E 0 . In normal operating regimes
the maximum of the electric field will be at the base-collector junction, and therefore we
take
E M = E0.

(3.89)

If, due to the reversal of the slope of the electric field (Kirk effect), the maximum of the
electric field moves to the epilayer-buried layer interface, the model becomes somewhat
more complex and numerically more unstable. Mextram can describe these effects, as
will be discussed in Section 3.6.3, but will only do so when EXAVL = 1. Here we will
discuss the basic model, used when EXAVL = 0.
Next we need to calculate λ D , representing the slope of the electric field. We could use
Eq. (3.83) and write


Icap
dE
EM
=
.
(3.90)
= dEd x 0 1 −
dx
λD
Ihc
We prefer, however, an expression which can be used also in Section 3.6.3, when we
modify the expression for the maximum electric field. We can write for the electric field
|E(x)| = E 0 −

2x
(E 0 − E av ),
WD

(3.91)

which is given in such a way that the electric field at x = W D /2 equals the average
electric field: |E(W D /2)| = E av . In the case discussed here we have E 0 = E M . From the
expression for the electric field, and from |dE/dx| = E M /λ D we find the expression
λD =

E M WD
.
2(E M − E av )

(3.92)

The same expression for λ D can be found if the maximum of the electric field is at the
epilayer-buried layer interface (to be discussed in Section 3.6.3), in which case the electric
field is given by |E(x)| = E W + 2(x − W D )(E W − E av )/W D .
The last thing we need to do is calculating the thickness of the depletion layer. As mentioned before we use a very simple abrupt junction depletion model and find [see also
Eq. (3.68)]
s
s
VdC − VB2 C1
2
,
(3.93)
xD =
dEd x 0
1 − Icap /Ihc
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where Icap is defined in Eq. (3.70). This formula can lead to depletion layers larger than
the (effective) epilayer width Weff (here taken to be equal to Wavl ). We therefore use for
the thickness over which the electric field is important the expression
WD = q

x D Weff
x 2D

+

2
Weff

.

(3.94)

3.6.2 Limiting the avalanche current
The value of G em can not be used directly to calculate the avalanche current, because it
may become very large, for instance in the iteration process of a circuit simulator, thus
destroying convergency. We will consider two upper bounds to prevent this
First of all, we demand that
G < 1.

(3.95)

This means that the avalanche current can never be larger than the epilayer current.
Next we need to consider the case that the collector voltage is very large, which means that
the avalanche current is large. This large current might lead to a negative base current.
The voltage drop over the base resistance then makes it possible for the internal baseemitter voltage VB2 E1 to be larger than the external base-emitter voltage. This in itself
is not unphysical, but for convergence we demand that the internal base-emitter voltage
increases when the current increases. Turning the argument around, for convergence we
demand that the collector current increases when we increase the external base-emitter
bias.
The external base-emitter voltage is given by
VBE = VB2 E1 + (I N + I B1 )RE + (I B1 − Iavl )R B .

(3.96)

Here we neglect the reverse currents and the non-ideal base currents. The other quantities
can be given as
IN =
If
I B1
Iavl
Rb

=
=
=
=

If
,
q BI

Is (eVB2 E1 /VT − 1),
I f /β
βf ,
G Iepi ,
RBc + R B2 .

(3.97a)
(3.97b)
(3.97c)
(3.97d)
(3.97e)

Note that R B2 , which will be defined in Eq. (5.14) is not equal to RBv , but includes
the high injection effects and current crowding. This will be discussed in Section 5.1.
To make sure that the collector current increases when the external base-emitter voltage
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Figure 14: The output characteristic of Mextram showing snap-back effects.
increases we need ∂VBE /∂VB2 E1 > 0. In doing this derivative we assume that q BI is
constant, which is nearly true. Furthermore we assume that I B1  I N . We find
VT

∂VBE
' VT + I N RE + (I f /β
βf − G Iepi ) R B > 0.
∂VB2 E1

(3.98)

This leads to
G < G max =

IC1 C2

q BI
VT
RE
+
+
,
(RBc + R B2 )
βf
RBc + R B2

(3.99)

where we assumed that I N ' Iepi .
Using these two upper bounds we finally find for the avalanche current
Iavl = Iepi G = IC1 C2

G EM · G max · 1
.
G EM · G max + G EM · 1 + G max · 1

Iavl
(3.100)

It is obvious that G meets both requirements (3.95) and (3.99).
3.6.3 Extended avalanche modelling
Mextram contains an extended avalanche model, that can be switched on by setting
EXAVL = 1. Two extra effects are then taken into account: the decrease of the effective epilayer width due to base-widening and the effect that due to change in sign of the
slope of the electric field the maximum of the electric field moves to the epilayer-buried
layer interface. When these effects are included it is possible to describe snap-back effects at high currents, see Fig. 14. Although this describes a physical effect, it can lead to
serious convergence problems (multiple solutions are possible). It is for this reason that
this part of the model is optional. We will now discuss both effects.
As mentioned above, the effective width of the epilayer becomes smaller due to injection.
Hence we can write


xi
,
(3.101)
Weff = Wavl 1 −
Wepi
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Figure 15: The various extrema of the electric field normalised to the average electric
field as function of the current. We have taken dEdx 0 = E av /W D and Sfh = 2.
where xi /Wepi is calculated in Section 3.3. Since this can lead to very small effective
width, giving very large electric fields (E av for instance), we modify the equation to be
numerically more stable to

2
xi
,
(3.102)
Weff = Wavl 1 −
2 Wepi
which gives the same result for small xi .
For the description of the second effect, which is of course very much related to quasisaturation and the Kirk effect, we must calculate the electric field E W at the end of the
epilayer. We could simply write


Iepi
1
.
(3.103)
E W = E av − 2 W D dEd x 0 1 −
Ihc
Note that here we do not need to take Icap instead of Iepi . We allow E W to be below
E av , whereas we always have E 0 > E av . For these high electric fields, however, current
spreading needs to be taken into account. This lowers the maximum electric field somewhat as function of current. With one extra parameter Sfh we describe this somewhat
empirically as (see also Ref. [41] and Fig. 15)


xi
SHW = 1 + 2 Sfh 1 + 2
,
(3.104a)
Wepi
1 + Sfh
E fi =
,
(3.104b)
1 + 2 Sfh


Iepi
1
.
(3.104c)
E W = E av − 2 W D dEd x 0 E fi −
Ihc SHW
For the maximum of the electric we take an smoothing function that determines the maximum of E 0 and E W :


q
1
2
2
(3.105)
E M = 2 E W + E 0 + (E W − E 0 ) + 0.1 E av Icap /Ihc .
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Note that for Iepi = 0 the maximum of the electric field is at the base side: E M = E 0 .
Apart from the change in Weff and E M the extended avalanche model is the same as the
normal model described in Section 3.6.1.
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4 Extrinsic regions
4.1 Resistances

RE
RCc
RBc

As mentioned already in Section 1.1 there are five basic resistances in our model. Three of
these resistances are constant. They model the resistance from the emitter contact to the
intrinsic transistor, from the collector contact to the buried layer and from the base contact
to part of the base under the emitter. These three resistances have their own parameters,
and we can write
R E = RE ,
R Bc = RBc ,
RCc = RCc .

(4.1a)
(4.1b)
(4.1c)

Furthermore we have two variable resistances. The variable base resistance is described in
Section 5.1. The variable collector resistance modelled by the current through the epilayer
has already been described in Chapter 3.

4.2 Overlap capacitance

CBEO
CBCO

Apart from constant resistances Mextram also has two constant overlap capacitances, that
can be used for parasitic, but constant capacitances in the transistor itself. The capacitances are simply given by
CBEO = CBEO ,
CBCO = CBCO .

(4.2a)
(4.2b)

4.3 Extrinsic currents
The extrinsic base currents are already given in Section 2.6. The substrate currents are
already given in Section 2.7.

4.4 Extrinsic charges
Now we will give the extrinsic charges, which, unlike the extrinsic currents, have not
been given in Chapter 2, because the charges contain a contribution similar to the epilayer
charge Q epi discussed in the previous chapter. In the intrinsic transistor we have between
the base node B2 and the collector node C1 an extra node C2 , located at say the metallurgical junction. In the extrinsic region we do not have such a node. Hence we can also
make no difference between the charge concentration p0ex and pW ex as we did for p0 and
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pW in the epilayer. Furthermore, the charge is only useful in reverse, when the whole
epilayer is flooded, and effectively xi = Wepi . We therefore write, conform Eq (3.58):
Q ex,epi = aτ

1
2

Q epi0 pW ex .

(4.3)

The extra pre-factor aτ is a result from the differences in surface between the intrinsic and
the extrinsic regions. We will discuss it below. The value of pW ex is determined in the
same way as for the intrinsic transistor, see Eq. (3.24),
g2 = 4 e(VB1 C1 −VdC )/VT ,
g2
pW ex =
,
√
1 + 1 + g2

(4.4a)
(4.4b)

apart from a factor of 2, but very equivalent to formulations used in Section 2.4 for n 0
and n B , Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28).
The second contribution to Q ex is similar to the diffusion charge Q BC , given in Eq. (2.49).
It is given by
Q ex,BC = aτ

1
2

Q B0 n Bex .

(4.5)

The value of the electron density at the base collector junction is given in Eq. (2.64).
The total extrinsic charge is now given by Q ex = Q ex,epi + Q ex,BC . For small reverse
currents, this charge will approximately be equal to aτ (ττB +ττepi ) Iintr , a transit time times
the intrinsic current. The total effective transit time of this charge has its own parameter
Qex
τR , such that τR = aτ (ττB + τepi ). Taking everything together, we get
Q ex =

τR
τB + τepi

1
2

Q B0 n Bex +

1
2


Q epi0 pW ex .

(4.6)

4.5 Extended modelling of reverse current gain; extrinsic region
It is possible in Mextram to describe the extrinsic regions in some more detail. This is
done when EXMOD = 1. The charges and currents in the extrinsic base-collector region
are split into two parts using Xext , just as we always, i.e. independent of EXMOD, do
with the base-collector depletion capacitance, see Section 2.2.4. We start with the charges
since these are related to what we mentioned in the previous section.
4.5.1 Charges
The extrinsic charge is split into two contributions, just as we did for the depletion charges.
Qex
This means first of all that Q ex is redefined as
Q ex → (1 − Xext ) Q ex .
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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This notation means that the actual Q ex that is being used in the equivalent circuit (the
left-hand-side) is calculated as a factor times the previously calculated value of Q ex (the
right-hand-side). The other part of the charge, that between nodes B and C1 , becomes
dependent on the voltage VBC1 . Hence we get
Xg2 = 4 e(VBC1 −VdC )/VT ,
Xg2
XpW ex =
,
√
1 + 1 + Xg2
τR
XQ ex = Fex Xext
τB + τepi

(4.8a)
(4.8b)
1
2

Q B0 Xn Bex +

1
2


Q epi0 XpW ex .

(4.8c)

The value for Xn Bex will be determine below, when we consider the currents. Also the
extra factor Fex will be discussed below.
4.5.2 Currents

Iex
Isub

Next we consider the currents. These are also split into two contributions. Hence we
redefine:
Iex → (1 − Xext ) Iex ,
Isub → (1 − Xext ) Isub .

(4.9a)
(4.9b)

The other parts are again directly connected to the base terminal. We repeat the formulations for Isub and Iex from before, Eqs. (2.64)–(2.67), but with a different bias and get


XIMsub = Xext



2 ISs exp(VBC1 / VT ) − 1
s
,
Is
1 + 1 + 4 exp(VBC1 / VT )
Iks

4 Is
exp(VBC1 / VT ),
Ik
Xg1
√
=
,
1 + 1 + Xg1

Xext 1
.
=
I
Xn
−
I
Bex
s
k
βri 2

Xg1 =
Xn Bex
XIMex
XIsub
XIex

(4.10a)

(4.10b)
(4.10c)
(4.10d)

Then we find the currents themselves as
XIsub = Fex XIMsub ,
XIex = Fex XIMex .

(4.11a)
(4.11b)

Again we see the extra factor Fex . We will explain this in the next subsection.
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4.5.3 Modulation of the extrinsic reverse current
The reverse currents XIex and XIsub we want to describe are basically diode currents between base and collector. For the BC1 diode there is, in Mextram, no resistance between
the base contact and the diode. Two effects can take place. The first of these effects is a
maximum in the external collector current. The second effect is a current-voltage characteristic which is not smooth, but has a wiggle. We will consider these effects separately,
although the way to prevent them is the same.
Consider the case of normal operation at high collector current IC . The voltage at node
C1 is given by VC1 = VC − IC RCc . The voltage drop over the BC1 -diode then is VBC1 =
VB − VC + IC RCc . In the normal working regime the collector voltage is higher than the
base voltage, which means that the diode is reverse biased. Under high current conditions
however (strong quasi-saturation) the diode can be forward biased. When the forward bias
reaches the diffusion voltage VdC all extra intrinsic collector current will flow from the
extrinsic base into the collector and from there to the intrinsic transistor. This means that
the external collector current is limited to about (VCB + VdC )/RCc . This causes problems
in circuit simulators. Furthermore it is hardly physical reality.
Next we consider the total reverse current between base and collector. As mentioned before, it consists of two parts. Basically these are two diode currents over the junctions
B1 C1 and BC1 . The former has a larger saturation current and will therefore dominate at
low currents. For larger currents however it has an extra resistance R Bc compared to the
second diode. Consequently, at some point the current-voltage characteristic will become
less steep. For even higher voltages the second diode becomes dominating, making the
characteristic again exponentially, until this second current will be limited by the resistance RCc . This combination then results in a non-smooth current voltage characteristic.
The solution to both problems is adding an extra base node and an extra resistance in the
base, directly connected to base contact. However, an extra node leads to extra calculational time and was found to be an inferior solution. Instead the BC1 diode itself was
replaced by the diode in series with a resistance RCc . To overcome the problem of an
extra node, the combination of diode and resistor will be approximated by an analytical
formula. The current through the diode-resistor will then be limited due to the resistor.
Our goal is then to describe with a simple formula the combination of a diode (saturation
current Isd ) and a resistor (R) in series. Let the total voltage be given by V = V D + V R ,
the voltage across the diode plus the voltage across the resistor. The current is given by
(neglecting the −1 in the diode part)
I =

VR
= Isd e VD /VT .
R

(4.12)

This leads to the equation
I = Isd exp[(V − I R)/ VT ].

(4.13)

This non-linear equation cannot be solved analytically in terms of elementary functions.
Therefore we construct an approximate solution. For small voltages the diode will dom©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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inate the behaviour. For large voltages the voltage drop across the diode will be rather
constant and the current is given by the resistance. Let us estimate the cross-over point.
The resistor has a conductance dI /dV R = 1/R. For some voltage Vdgm the diode has the
same conductance. This voltage is given by
Vdgm = VT ln

VT
.
Isd R

(4.14)

This voltage will also be approximately the voltage across the diode for high currents. In
that case, the voltage across the resistor equals V R = V − Vdgm and the current is given by
Imax = V R /R. For low voltages the current is given by the diode current Id = Isd e V /VT .
We need an interpolation between the two regimes. This interpolation will be given by
I =

Imax
Id ≡ Fex Id .
Id + Imax

(4.15)

Here we see the factor Fex appear. The current Imax = (V −Vdgm )/R as defined before can
become negative for small voltages. We need it to be not only positive, but also (much)
larger than the diode current (at small voltages). To this end we define
q
V − Vdgm + (V − Vdgm )2 + k
.
(4.16)
Imax =
2R
Now Imax has the correct behaviour for large voltages and is large enough for small voltages. In the intermediate regime the cross-over is determined by k. Taking this parameter
too small or too large results in a non-smooth current I , i.e. a current which has kink-like
behaviour in second and third order derivatives. A good value is k = 0.01. We can get an
even better behaviour when we add 2VT to Vdgm , and increase k slightly to 0.0121.
For the implementation in Mextram we must determine the saturation current. It is a sum
of two components (a reverse base current part and a substrate part). The diode current to
be used is Id = XIMsub + XIMex . The complete Mextram expression now reads
βri + ISs ),
Isd = Xext (Is /β


Isd RCc
,
Vdgm = VT 2 − ln
VT
q


VBex = 12 VBC1 − Vdgm + (VBC1 − Vdgm )2 + 0.0121 ,
Fex =

RCc

VBex
,
(XIMsub + XIMex + Isd ) + VBex

(4.17a)
(4.17b)
(4.17c)
(4.17d)

(hence Imax = VBex/RCc ). The term Isd is added in Fex to prevent the current part in the
denominator to become negative, which would mean a value of Fex larger than 1.
This factor Fex is derived based on the DC currents. We also use it to modulate the
diffusion charges. This is of course not completely correct. However for the case of
diffusion charges where Q ∼ τ I it should be a reasonable approximation.
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5 Current crowding
The variable base resistance in Mextram is the resistance between the nodes B1 and B2 .
It is intended to describe the (effective) resistance of the part of the base under the emitter. This part of the base is in general thin. Hence a material parameter is the sheet
resistance ρ . With this quantity one should be able to calculate the base resistance. One
should however bear in mind that the base current does not need to traverse the whole part
of the base under the emitter. A part of the base current already enters the emitter at its
boundary closest to the external base contact. Only a very small part will traverse to the
part of the emitter furthest away from the base connection. The effective resistance thus
depends on the geometry. It will be a (dimensionless) constant times the sheet resistance.
We will determine this factor in Section 5.1.1.
There is also another effect which takes place in the part of the base discussed above. Due
the current flowing through the base there will be a potential drop across this base region.
For large currents this drop can be appreciable. The local voltage determines the local
part of the main current. A voltage drop means that the main current is not everywhere
under the emitter the same, but will be more or less concentrated at the position where the
base current enters the region under the emitter. This effect is called current crowding. In
Mextram this is taken into account by a variable base resistance, discussed in the next section. For the AC currents also an extra capacitance is introduced. This will be discussed
in Section 5.2. Crowding also has an effect on the (thermal) noise, see Chapter 9, and is
discussed in detail in Ref. [25].
In this chapter we consider only the most relevant geometries, that of a rectangular and
of a circular emitter. Generalisations to more arbitrary geometries (but including also the
two specific geometries) have been published in Ref. [47].

5.1 DC current crowding: the variable base resistance
To study DC current crowding [47, 48, 49] in the pinched base (under the emitter) we assume an emitter of length L em and a width Hem . The emitter surface is Aem = Hem L em .
We assume an effectively one-dimensional system, such that the coordinate along L em is
irrelevant. What we try to study is schematically shown in Fig. 16. We have two independent variables. One is the current I (x), going from left to right through the resistive base.
The other is the local potential VB (x). DC current crowding can be calculated using the
equations
Js L em (VB (x)−VE )/VT
dI
1
= −
e
,
dx
βf
ρ
dVB
= −
I (x).
dx
L em

(5.1a)
(5.1b)

Here ρ is the pinch resistance of the base, βf is the forward current gain, and Js = Is / Aem
is the saturation current density. We neglect all non-ideal base currents. As schematically
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Figure 16: On the left a circuit showing a simplified mode of the equations we try to solve
for current crowding. On the right is the effective circuit, which is part of the Mextram
equivalent circuit. For the diodes we have shown the corresponding saturation current.
shown in Fig. 16, we assume a base connection at only one side. The boundary conditions
are given by I (x=0) = I B and I (x=Hem ) = 0.
In Mextram the distributed system is modelled by the circuit shown in the right of Fig. 16.
We just need to find an equation for the current from B1 to B2. The connection between
the extrinsic base and the pinched (distributed) base is the node B1. Hence we have
VB (x=0) = VB1 . In Mextram we also have an expression for the base current, which
goes from B2 to E 1 :
IB =

Js L em Hem VB E /VT
e 2 1 .
βf

(5.2)

In this expression the node potential VB2 appears. Using the equations and the boundary
conditions we need to find an expression for the base current between nodes B1 and B2 ,
i.e. we need to give I B as function of VB1 B2 . For small values of VB1 B2 the current I B will
be proportional to this voltage difference. The parameter RBv will be chosen to reflect
this ohmic behaviour for low voltages: VB1 B2 = I B RBv .
To find the exact solution to the differential equations above, it is useful to refer all voltages to VB2 , which is a kind of average over VB (x). (This also means that VB2 is not
directly related to a certain position.) We therefore introduce
V (x) = VB (x) − VB2 ,

(5.3)

and express the differential equations (5.1) in terms of this voltage difference:
dI
dx
dV
dx

I B V /VT
e
,
Hem
ρ
= −
I.
L em

= −

(5.4a)
(5.4b)

Note that there is no longer a reference to the saturation current or the current gain. This
means that the expressions we find will be independent of the parameters belonging to the
diode part! Combining the two equations in (5.4) we get
ρ
IB
dI 2
d2 I
V /VT dV
=
·
·
·
=
.
=
−
e
dx 2
Hem VT
dx
2L em VT dx
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The solution to this equation can be given by [48]
I (x) =

2VT L em
Z tan[Z (1 − x/Hem )].
ρ Hem

(5.6)

This solution is already such that I (x=Hem ) = 0. There is still one integration constant,
Z , that can be found from the boundary condition at x = 0:
IB =

2VT L em
Z tan Z .
ρ Hem

(5.7)

We can also find the voltage, by using again Eq. (5.4) and the solution for I :
e V /VT =

Z
.
tan Z cos2 [Z (1 − x/Hem )]

(5.8)

From this we find the voltage difference VB1 B2 = V (0) as
eVB1 B2 /VT =

Z
.
sin Z cos Z

(5.9)

We see that Z plays an important role. From Z we can find both the current I B and the
voltage VB1 B2 . Since the solution is only given in an implicit way, we need an approximate
formula. We will do this, following Groendijk [49], by first looking at two limits.
Low current limit In the low current limit Z will be small and we can approximate
Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9) by I B ' (2VT L em /ρ Hem ) Z 2 and eVB1 B2 /VT ' 1 + 23 Z 2 . This gives
us
ρ Hem
VB1 B2
=
= RBv .
IB
3 L em

(5.10)

This gives us a definition of the parameter RBv in terms of the sheet resistance. (We will
discuss this in some more detail in Section 5.1.1).
High current limit In the high current limit we have Z → π/2. For the voltage difference we can then write
eVB1 B2 /VT =

Z tan Z
2

sin Z

→ Z tan Z = I B

ρ Hem
.
2VT L em

(5.11)

This gives us
IB =

2VT VB B /VT
e 1 2 .
3 RBv

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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Figure 17: The differential resistance dVB1B2 /dI B normalised on RBv , both for the exact
solution from Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9) (solid) and from the interpolation (5.14) (dashed).
Interpolation We can now give an interpolation [49] between the low and the high
current limits:

i

1 h
VB1 B2 /VT
IB =
2VT e
(5.13)
− 1 + VB1 B2 .
3 RBv
This interpolation is correct within 4% for VB1 B2 > 0 and within 10% for VB1 B2 < 0. The
expression has the correct limits for |V |  VT and for |V |  VT .

IB 1 B 2

It is this interpolation that is used in Mextram. The full expression also includes a modulation of the pinch resistance due to the Early effect and high injection, when more charge7
is present. This is similar to the discussion about the ‘resistance’ seen by the main current,
as discussed below Eq. (1.16) in Chapter 1. We write
3 RBv
,
qB

i

1 h
VB1 B2 /VT
2V
e
=
− 1 + VB1 B2 .
T
R B2

R B2 =
I B1 B2

(5.14a)
(5.14b)

In Fig. 17 we have shown the differential resistance of both the exact solution and the
interpolation formula. The correspondence is quite good.
Large negative base current We already mentioned that the interpolation can also be
used for negative currents. This can be important when a transistor is used in normal
to the fact that the hole charge is important, we use q BQ and not q BI in the formal model definition.
See Chapter 6.
7 Due
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forward operation, but with a voltage on the collector larger than BVceo . The net base
current (forward base current minus avalanche current) will then be negative. Also in
this case current crowding can appear. But now, the part furthest away from the base
contact will get the largest current. This means that the current, on average, must pass
through more of the base resistance. The effective resistance will then increase from RBv
to 3 RBv = ρ Hem /L em , i.e. the total resistance under the emitter.
We can also show this from the exact solution. For finding negative base currents we need
to make Z imaginary. We therefore write Z = j ξ . This leads to a base current given by
I B = −(2VT L em /ρ Hem )ξ tanh ξ , and to eVB1 B2 /VT = ξ/ sinh ξ cosh ξ . For very large ξ
we then find
VB1 B2 =

ρ Hem
I B = 3 RBv I B .
L em

(5.15)

In the situation of a large negative base current the transistor can collapse due to instabilities [50, 51]. Mextram does not model these instabilities, because the generation factor
of the avalanche current is limited by G max , see Section 3.6.1. For a total emitter current
pinch-in (current crowding at the centre of the emitter) a model for the base resistance
is needed in which the resistance goes to infinity for large negative base currents. The
expression given below for a circular geometry, Eq. (5.19), is one such expression.

5.1.1 Determination of the small voltage resistance from the sheet resistance
In the previous subsection we have seen that we can calculate the parameter RBv from the
pinch resistance ρ and the geometry of the base. For the case of an emitter L em long and
Hem wide we found
RBv = 13 ρ

Hem
.
L em

(5.16)

The ratio Hem /L em follows directly from Ohms law. The pre-factor however is dependent
on the geometry and the number of base contacts. For a rectangular emitter and only a
single base contact this pre-factor is 1/3. When the base has a contact on either side, we
can use symmetry and the previous result to find the pre-factor as 1/12. (One factor of
2 comes from the fact that the current only needs to go half the distance. Then however
the length is twice the effective width, which gives another factor of 2.) The same factor
1/12 holds when a long rectangular base L em  Hem is contacted on all four sides.
In Appendix D we will give a method to calculate this pre-factor also in other geometries.
Here we will only present two more results. For a square emitter (Hem = L em ) contacted
at all sides the pre-factor is approximately 1/28.45. For a circular emitter we find RBv =
ρ /8π ' ρ /25.1.
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5.1.2 DC current crowding in a circular geometry
In practice the base is not always a rectangle contacted at two sides. For small emitters the
base is often effectively contacted at all sides. It is not possible to give an exact solution
of current crowding in that case. However, in the case of a pinched base in the shape of
a disc, a solution is possible [52]. In the equations above, we have to replace L em by the
circumference 2πr at a distance r from the centre. The area is given by Aem = π R 2 , with
R the radius of the pinched base. The equations then become
dI
dr
dV
dr

= 2πr
=

I B V /VT
e
,
Aem

(5.17a)

ρ
I.
2πr

(5.17b)

(The fact that r decreases when going from the boundary at R to the centre gives an extra
minus sign.) These equations can be solved exactly:
I (r) = I B

r2
R 2 + (R 2 − r 2 )

ρ IB
8π VT

.

(5.18)

With this solution we find, after some algebra similar to the case above, that the current
through the pinched base is simply given by

VT  VB B /VT
1
2
e
−1 ,
IB =
RBv

(5.19)

where RBv = ρ /8π , as above.
5.1.3 DC current crowding in a rectangular geometry
No exact solution exists for current crowding in a square geometry, with contacts on all
sides. An approximate expression was given in Ref. [53], and was found to be the same
as Eq. (5.19), with a value of RBv = ρ /32. The exact low bias value of the resistance is
given in Appendix D and is close to ρ /28.45.
For rectangular geometries contacted on all sides a similar expression can be used [54],
I B = gVT /RBv × [exp(VB1 B2 /gVT ) − 1], where g is a geometry dependent factor of
order 1, such that one obtains a good fit to the exact result for not too large crowding.
Obviously it does not give the correct results in the limit of large VB1 B2 and in reverse.

5.2 AC current crowding
To describe AC current crowding [55] we first start with the case of small currents (no
DC-crowding) and consider the capacitance. The circuit we want to approximate and the
approximate circuit are both given in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18: On the left a circuit showing a kind of transmission line between base and
emitter. On the right an effective circuit, as used in Mextram.
The circuit consisting of the transmission line can be described using the differential equations
IR
dVB
= −
,
dx
Hem
j ωC
z2
dI
= −(VB − VE1 )
,
= −(VB − VE1 )
dx
Hem
Hem R

(5.20a)
(5.20b)

where we defined z 2 = j ωC R. The resistance R and the capacitance C are the total
resistance c.q. capacitance present. The solution is given by


 zx

x
x
zx
z(1− H )
−z(1− H )
−
em −e
em
+ VBH E1 e Hem −e Hem
VB1 E1 e
VB (x) = VE1 +

ez − e−z

. (5.21)

Using the same boundary condition I (Hem ) = 0 as before, we find
VBH E1 = VB1 E1 / cosh z,

(5.22)

and consequently
I B = I (0) =

VB1 E1
z tanh z.
R

(5.23)

From this we find that the voltage over the base-part is given by
VB1 B2 = VB1 E1 − I B × j ωC = I B R

z coth z − 1
.
z2

(5.24)

This means that we can write the current in terms of voltage as
z2
1
' VB1 B2
I B = VB1 B2
R z coth z − 1



z2
3
+
R 5R



= VB1 B2 (3R −1 + 15 j ωC). (5.25)

This implies a parallel circuit containing a resistance and a capacity [55]
R Bv = R/3,
C Bv = C/5.
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The factor 1/3 we have seen before, calculating dc-current crowding for small currents.
The capacitance is new. Of course one can also calculate higher order corrections, and try
to find a more general fit to the exact result. We will not do this. Neither will we consider
an expression including both high-currents (DC-crowding) and AC-crowding at the same
time.
As discussed in Section 2.4.4, only when EXPHI = 1 this capacitance model is used in
Mextram. AC-current crowding is then modelled as a capacitance C Bv , equal to the capacitance of the base-emitter junction divided by 5, parallel to the variable base resistance.
Q B1 B2


C Bv
Q B1 B2

dQ t E
=
+
dVB2 E1
= C Bv VB1 B2 .
1
5

1
2

Q
Q B0 q1

dQ E
dn 0
+
dVB2 E1
dVB2 E1


,

(5.27a)
(5.27b)

The total capacitance is taken as the derivative of the charge Q t E + Q BE + Q E between
the base and emitter junctions. Instead of taking the total derivative of Q BE , we have
Q
Q
taken 12 Q B0 q1 dn/dVB2 E1 , neglecting the derivatives of q1 . This has only a very limited
influence on the characteristics, but is simplifies the implementation a lot.
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6 Heterojunction features
The model formulations presented in the previous chapters are satisfactory for describing
standard Si transistors. Modern processes involve processes which have a part Ge in
the base-region. These SiGe processes can, in many cases, be described using the same
formulations as pure Si processes. The parameters will have different values of course,
now directly related to, for instance, the bandgap narrowing in the base.
In a few cases, however, either the Ge that is present or the change in the doping profile
result in effects that can not be modelled by the formulations given before. In these cases
Mextram 504 offers two formulations [56], each with one extra parameter, to describe the
effects.

6.1 Gradient in the Ge-profile
Let us start with recalling the description we use for the Early effect. We have seen
that Gummel’s charge control relation forms the basis of modern compact models. An
important quantity is the total hole charge in the base Q B . We have seen that when we
neglect high injection effects, this base charge is a sum of Q B0 , the charge at zero bias,
and the depletion charges Q t E and Q tC . We can write
Z xC
p(x) dx.
(6.1)
Q B = Q B0 + Q t E + Q tC = q Aem
xE

Since we do not take high injection effects into account we can write p(x) = N A (x), the
doping in the base. The limits of the integral are the boundaries of the neutral base region.
At zero bias we define x E = 0 and xC = W B0 , and therefore have
Z
Q B0 = q Aem

W B0

N A (x) dx.

(6.2)

0

When we assume a constant doping profile, we get even simpler equations:
Q B0 = q Aem N A W B0 ;

Q B = q Aem N A (xC − x E ).

(6.3)

This gives us directly the link between the variation in the depletion thicknesses and the
depletion charges:
Q t E = q Aem N A (0 − x E );

Q tC = q Aem N A (xC − W B0 ).

(6.4)

If we now recall that in Mextram we do model the Early effect via the factor q0 =
Q B /Q B0 (see Section 2.3), we arrive at the following equations for the depletion thicknesses (again under the assumption of a constant base dope):
(0 − x E ) =

Vt E
;
Ver

(xC − W B0 ) =

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005

VtC
.
Vef

(6.5)
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Figure 19: Schematic doping profile for the case of a SiGe transistor which has a graded
Ge content. The depletion layers are schematically shown with dashed lines. The triangular Ge-profile is shown with a dash-dotted line.
Derivation The expressions we gave above are capable of modelling pure Si transistors,
as well as SiGe transistors with a reasonably constant Ge profile. In some cases, however,
the profile looks more like the one shown in Fig. 19: the Ge content is low at the emitter
side and high at the collector side. This has a large influence on the description of the
Early effect [57, 58, 59].
If one carefully looks at the derivation of Gummel’s charge control relation [16, 60, 20],
one sees that the current is not really determined by the base charge, but rather by the base
Gummel number, defined, similar to Eq. (1.14), by
Z
GB =

xC
xE

2
N A (x) n i0
dx,
Dn (x) n i2 (x)

(6.6)

where n i0 is a reference intrinsic carrier concentration (e.g. that of un-doped Si). This
integral contains not only the variation of the doping profile, but also the variation of the
diffusion constant and the intrinsic carrier concentration. For a pure Si transistor it suffices
to take an average over the latter two quantities. The Gummel number then becomes
Z xC
2
2
N A (x)dx,
(6.7)
G B = n i0 /n i Dn
xE

and therefore becomes proportional to the base charge Q B .
In a SiGe transistor with a gradient in the Ge-content this is no longer allowed. The
variation of the intrinsic carrier concentration is too large to just work with an average.
For instance, at the collector side the Ge content is high, and therefore so is the intrinsic carrier concentration. That part of the base then has only a small contribution to the
total Gummel number. A variation in the depletion layer edge is then also of minor importance. This means [61] that the forward Early effect is small (large effective forward
Early voltage). The most important contribution to the Gummel number comes from the
region where there is not much Ge: at the emitter edge. Any variation here of the depletion width has a large influence on the current: the reverse Early voltage is small. Even
worse, the effective reverse Early voltage depends very much on whether the transistor
is forward biased or reverse biased [56]. This variation of the Early voltage can not be
80
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modelled by the formulation of the Early effect we have given before. Hence we need a
new formulation.
To get an analytical formulation we will assume that the intrinsic carrier concentration
can be written as

x 1 Eg
.
∝ exp
W B0 kT


n i2

(6.8)

What we basically assume here is that the bandgap will decrease linearly: E g = E g0 −
1 Eg x/W B0 , as was done in Ref. [62]. The major part of this bandgap grading will be
due to the Ge, but part might also be a result of bandgap narrowing due to doping. The
new parameter 1 Eg is the difference in bandgap between the neutral edges of the base, at
zero bias. It can therefore be estimated using process knowledge.
Since the variation of the intrinsic carrier concentration is dominant, we will, as before,
assume a constant doping profile and diffusion constant. (It is maybe even better to say
that any variation in doping profile and diffusion constant will effectively be taken into
account by giving 1 Eg an effective value.) The Gummel number can now be calculated
as


x 1 Eg
dx
=
exp −
W B0 kT
xE





xC 1 Eg
x E 1 Eg
kT W B0
2
= N A n i0 /Dn
− exp −
.(6.9)
exp −
1 Eg
W B0 kT
W B0 kT
Z

GB

xC

2 /D
N A n i0
n

We can also find the Gummel number at zero bias:
G B0 =

2 /D
N A n i0
n




1 Eg
kT W B0
.
1 − exp −
1 Eg
kT

(6.10)

Using furthermore the relations in Eq. (6.5) that give expressions for the depletion edges,
we find for the ratio of the Gummel number and the Gummel number at zero bias:

GB
=
G B0

exp




1 Eg
−VtC 1 Eg
− exp
kT
Vef kT


.
1 Eg
−1
exp
kT

Vt E
+1
Ver



(6.11)

It is important to realise that in the limit of 1 Eg → 0 we get back our old relation
GB
Vt
Vt
=1+ E + C.
G B0
Ver Vef
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Implementation We have seen that for the current we must not use the base charge, but
rather the Gummel number. For the charge description, as well as for the base resistance
of the pinched region, we still need the base charge. Both are modelled by a factor q0 , but
now we make a distinction between a q0 for current (I ) and one for charges (Q):
Q

q0

q0I

QB
Vt
Vt
=1+ E + C,
Q B0
V
Vef




er
Vt E 1 Eg
−VtC 1 Eg
− exp
exp 1 +
GB
Ver
kT
Vef kT


.
=
=
1 Eg
G B0
−1
exp
kT
=

(6.13a)

(6.13b)

The normalised charge q0I (and also q1I , see Section 2.3.1) is now used in the expression
for q BI , Eq. (2.50), that is used for the main current Eq. (2.1). The normalised charges
Q
Q
q0 and q1 are used in the Early effect in the diffusion charges, Eq. (2.49), as well as
Q
in the expression for q B that is used in I B1 B2 , Eq. (5.14). In the formal model definition
[3, 1] we have used the superscripts in a consistent way, and never used the ambiguous
expressions q0 , q1 and q B .
Effective Early voltages It can be useful to look at the effective Early voltages, and
how they depend on the parameter 1 Eg . For simplicity we will consider the zero bias
situation. The absolute values of the currents will be low, but the expressions for the
effective Early voltages become quite simple. For these low biases we can approximate
Vt E ' VBE and VtC ' VBC .
The forward Early voltage is normally found using the derivative of the current w.r.t. the
collector voltage. We can write (see also Ref. [2])

Veffective forward Early = IC

∂ IC
∂VCB

−1

.

(6.14)

Since the only collector voltage dependence (in normal forward operation) is in q0 (Ic ∝
1/q0 ), we can find the effective Early voltages using the derivative of 1/q0 . The same
holds for the reverse Early voltage. For the Early effect on the charges, as well as for the
case of pure Si, we find (at zero bias)
Veffective forward Early, charge =

∂(q0 )−1
∂VCB

Veffective reverse Early, charge =

∂(q0 )−1
∂VEB

Q

Q

!−1
= Vef ,

(6.15a)

= Ver .

(6.15b)

!−1

We see here that in the case of pure Si the Early voltage parameters give the effective
Early voltages at zero bias. The effective Early voltages at normal operating biases can
differ from the parameters.
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For the current in a SiGe transistor with a graded Ge content, we need to take the derivative
of q0I . We then find
Veffective forward Early, current =

∂(q0I )−1
∂VCB

Veffective reverse Early, current =

∂(q0I )−1
∂VEB

!−1
= Vef

e1Eg /kT − 1
,
1 Eg /kT

(6.16a)

= Ver

1Eg /kT
1 − e−1
.
1 Eg /kT

(6.16b)

!−1

In a typical case where 1 Eg ' 100 eV ' 4kT , we find that the effective forward Early
voltage has become ' 13 Vef , whereas the effective reverse Early voltage has become
' 0.24 Ver . As mentioned in the introduction we indeed see a large forward Early voltage,
and a small reverse Early voltage.
It is also important to realise that the Early voltage parameters, Ver and Vef , have a value
that corresponds to a pure Si transistor with the same doping as that of the SiGe transistor.
In other words, the Early voltage parameters describe the Early voltages of the charges.
The Early voltages of the currents are determined by the combination of the Early voltage
parameters and 1 Eg .

6.2 Early effect on the forward base current
Not all SiGe processes have a doping profile that can schematically be represented as in
Fig. 19. Some transistors have a doping profile more similar to that in Fig. 20. Although
the Ge-content now does not give rise to the need of an extra formulation, the very high
base doping can cause extra recombination (e.g. Auger recombination) in the base. This
means that neutral base recombination can become a significant part of the total base
current. Auger recombination is a three particle process. In a normal NPN transistor its
contribution of the base current scales with the integral of p 2 n, where the hole density p
is equal to the base doping level since due to the high doping high injection effects in
the base do not occur. This means that the recombination base current depends on the
electron concentration n and, just as the collector current, on the width of the base. The
base current therefore becomes collector voltage dependent: there is an Early effect on
the base current.
In Mextram 504 we model this very empirically by writing for the ideal forward base
current


Is  VB E /VT
VtC
.
(6.17)
e 2 1
− 1 1 + Xrec
I B1 =
βf
Vef
Note the similarity of the last term and the expression for the forward Early effect in the
collector current, which is given by the factor q0 of Eq. (2.16). The new parameter Xrec
determines the amount of the base current that is due to neutral base recombination (as
opposed to hole injection into the emitter). The effective Early voltage of the base current
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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B

C

Figure 20: Schematic doping profile for the case of a SiGe transistor which has a large
base doping, an emitter cap and a constant Ge content. The Ge-profile is shown with
a dash-dotted line. in the left figure the depletion layers are schematically shown with
dashed lines. In the right figure we have added schematically the electron concentration
(dotted) in case of high injection.
is Vef /Xrec . This formulation should suffice to model the collector-bias dependence of
the forward base currents at not too high base-emitter biases.
It is important to realise that this formulation can also be used when the Early effect of
the base current is not due to neutral base recombination, but due to other effects, like
recombination at the SiGe-Si interface.
High injection effects We have mentioned before that the neutral base recombination
current depends on the electron concentration in the base. It is well known that in the case
of base widening (quasi-saturation, Kirk effect) the electron concentration at the collector
side of the base increases very much, as schematically shown in Fig. 20. We need to take
this into account in our formulation.

I B1

The base current contains two contributions: a part corresponding to the hole injection
into the emitter, which scales with exp(VB2 E1 / VT ), and a part corresponding to the neutral base recombination current. The latter contains the Early effect term, as well as
a term for the increases in the electron density at the collector edge, which goes with
exp(V B∗2 C2 / VT ). The final formulation is then
I B1




IsT
VB2 E1 /VT
→
(1 − XIB1 ) (1 − Xrec ) e
−1
βfT



VtC
V B∗ C /VT
VB2 E1 /VT
. (6.18)
+ Xrec e
+e 2 2
−2 1+
VefT

We also included the factor for splitting the base current between the intrinsic part and the
extrinsic part I BS1 .
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7 Temperature modelling
In this chapter we discuss the temperature model of Mextram. Many of the model parameters describe physical quantities that are dependent on the temperature. Since most
parameters are effective parameters, rather than exact calculable quantities, also the temperature dependence should have some free fitting parameters. Since in practice it is
difficult to determine the temperature parameters, we have chosen not to have too many
parameters that describe the temperature behaviour. Instead, some electrical parameters
share the same temperature parameter.
In Table 1 we have given the parameters that are independent of temperature. The rest of
the parameters will be discussed below.
Table 1: Temperature independent parameters. Not included are the temperature parameters themselves.
LEVEL
XIB1 mLf SCRCv pE CBEO Kf
EXMOD XCjE VLr
Ihc
pC CBCO KfN
EXPHI
XCjC Wavl axi
pS Rth
Af
EXAVL
Xext Vavl mτ
mC Cth
MULT
Xrec Sfh

7.1 Notation
It is convenient to mention something about notation. In the rest of this report, we give all
parameters in a special font, e.g. Is . When we do this we implicitly mean the temperature
corrected quantity. In this section however we need to distinguish between the given
parameter Is and the temperature corrected parameter IsT . So we add a subscript T when
we mean a temperature corrected parameter.

7.2 Definitions
To describe the temperature effects we first need a few general definitions involving the
temperature. We define for instance
T = TEMP + dTa + 273.15 + VdT ,
Tref = Tref + 273.15,
T
tN ≡
,
Tref

(7.1a)
(7.1b)
(7.1c)

where VdT is the increase in temperature 1T due to self-heating (see Chapter 8). We also
need the difference in thermal voltage


1
1
1
q 1
1
−
.
(7.2)
≡
−
=
V1T
VT
VTref
k T
Tref
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7.3 General quantities
Let us start with the intrinsic carrier density. It is given by
n i2 = NC N V e−Vg /VT ,

(7.3)

where Vg is the energy gap. Both NC and N V are proportional to T 3/2 . Hence we can
write
2
· t N3 e−Vg /V1T .
n i2 = n i,ref

(7.4)

To describe the resistances and some other quantities we need the mobility of various
parts. The mobility depends on the dope and on the temperature. Furthermore it is different for a minority carrier and for a majority carrier, as well as different for holes and
electrons. In principle, we therefore have 4 functions: µ p,maj , µ p,min , µn,maj , and µn,min .
For a certain region, say the base in a NPN transistor, we need both µ p,maj and µn,min .
Both depend on the same dope level. Although it is possible to give expressions that give
these mobilities in terms of the doping level [63, 64], we will take a simplified approach
and write
µ ∝ t N−A ,

(7.5)

where the parameter A takes the temperature dependence into account.

7.4 Depletion capacitances and diffusion voltages
The general formula for a diffusion voltage is given by
NA ND
NA ND
kT
ln 2
=
2
q
ni
n i,ref · t N3 e−Vg /V1T
= t N Vd − 3VT ln t N + Vg (1 − t N ),

VdT = VT ln

(7.6)

2 ). For increasing temperatures
with at the reference temperature Vd = VT ln(N A N D /n i,ref
this diffusion voltage will decrease. It might even go negative. This is not physical, but
due to the fact that in the equation above it is assumed that the majority carrier concentration equals the doping concentration. For very high temperatures, however, the material
will become intrinsic again. Once this happens, the formulations in our compact model,
like those of the capacitances, are no longer valid. It is therefore not very useful to look
for a physical formulation [65] of Vd which does not go through zero. Since, however, in
some places in our formulations we divide by the diffusion voltage, we do need a way to
prevent the diffusion voltage to become zero. We take a lower limit of Vd,low = 50 mV (a
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model constant). For the three diffusion voltages in Mextram, we then get
UdE T
VdE T
UdC T
VdC T
UdS T
VdS T

=
=
=
=
=
=

−3 VT ln t N + VdE t N + (1 − t N ) VgB ,
UdE T + VT ln{1 + exp[(Vd,low − UdE T )/ VT ]},
−3 VT ln t N + VdC t N + (1 − t N ) VgC ,
UdC T + VT ln{1 + exp[(Vd,low − UdC T )/ VT ]},
−3 VT ln t N + VdS t N + (1 − t N ) VgS ,
UdS T + VT ln{1 + exp[(Vd,low − UdS T )/ VT ]}.

(7.7a)
(7.7b)
(7.7c)
(7.7d)
(7.7e)
(7.7f)

A depletion capacitance is in general given by
Cj =

εA
,
xd

(7.8)

where xd is the thickness of the depletion region, A the surface, and ε the dielectric
constant. For zero voltage and for grading coefficient p we have
xd0 ∝ (Vd ) p .

(7.9)

This means that the temperature dependence of the capacity at zero voltage is given by

C jT = C j

Vd
VdT

p
.

(7.10)

We can use this directly for the emitter-base and collector-substrate junctions:

Cj E T = Cj E
Cj S T = Cj S


VdE pE
,
VdE T


VdS pS
.
VdS T

(7.11a)
(7.11b)

For the base-collector depletion capacitance CjC we need some more work, since it consists of a constant part and a variable part (see Section 2.2.4). We can write, with
Xp = ε Abase /Wepi ,
ε Abase
C(V ) =
xd0




1 − xd0 /Wepi
xd0
.
+
(1 − V / Vd ) p
Wepi

(7.12)

From this we find
C j0 =

ε Abase
;
xd0

Xp =

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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.
Wepi

(7.13)
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Since both ε and Wepi are temperature independent, so is C j0 Xp . Hence we have in all
cases
XpT = Xp

Cj C
.
Cj C T

(7.14)

If we assume that around zero bias there is only a real depletion capacitance (no effect of
the finite epilayer thickness), we also have


VdC pC
.
(7.15)
Cj C T = Cj C
VdC T
This latter formula is however not the one implemented in Mextram. The reason for this
is as follows. The model for C j is an approximation to a model which has a normal
dependence for V > −Vc and which is constant for V < −Vc , for some critical Vc .
The constant part is of course given by CjC Xp . The variable part is given by CjC /(1 −
V /VdC )q , where q is the realistic grading coefficient. It should be this q that is used in
the temperature dependence of CjC . How do we determine this q? This can be done by
demanding that the derivative of C j at V = 0 is the same for both this model as well as
the model that is implemented in Mextram. We then find q = pC (1 − Xp ). Hence we
write


VdC pC (1−Xp )
.
(7.16)
C j C T = Cj C
VdC T
The capacitance increases less strongly than with only the power pC . In Mextram this
smaller increase is modelled as
"
#


VdC pC
(7.17)
+ Xp .
CjC T = CjC (1 − Xp )
VdC T
This expression is appealing, since it is similar to the expression for the capacitance itself.
The reason for this choice is arbitrary and historical. Note that around VdC = VdC T both
expressions give the same result. Since the difference between the two expressions is not
too large, we chose not to change the expression used in Mextram 503 and keep with
Eq. (7.17).

7.5 Resistances
In Mextram all temperature dependencies of the resistances are modelled with a power
law. These resistances are directly linked to the mobilities. This means that the corresponding temperature parameters will also influence other quantities that depend on these
mobilities, like saturation currents and gain factors. The general formula for the temperature dependence of a mobility becomes
µ ∼ t N−A ,
88
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with parameter A depending on the local doping, and therefore on the region of the transistor.
The temperature dependence of the resistances is then
A

(7.19a)

RBc t NAex ,
A
RCc t N C ,
A
RCv t N epi ,

(7.19b)

RET = RE t N E ,
RBcT =
RCcT =
RCvT =

(7.19c)
(7.19d)

with parameters AE , Aex , AC , Aepi .
For the sheet-resistance of the base we can write
ρ =

Aem
.
µ p,B Q B0

(7.20)

It is important to realise that Q B0 also depends on temperature. This is due to the change
in depletion layer width as function of temperature (a variation of the base width), and a
little on the change in ionisation factor. For our model we must model the temperature
dependence of Q B0 , even though it is not a parameter. For simplicity we write:
AQ
Q B0T
= t N B0 .
Q B0

(7.21)

The temperature dependence of the intrinsic base resistance now becomes
AB −AQB0

RBvT = RBv t N

.

(7.22)

7.6 Currents
Let us consider the saturation current,
Is =

q 2 Dn A2em n i2
.
Q B0

(7.23)

The diffusion constant Dn = µn VT depends on the mobility of the intrinsic base, whose
temperature dependence is modelled by AB , multiplied by the temperature via VT ∝
T . The intrinsic carrier concentration is proportional to T 3 , and contains an exponential
dependence on the bandgap. As we have seen, Q B0 also depends on temperature with
parameter AQB0 . This means that we could write
4−AB −AQB0

IsT = Is t N

exp[−VgB / V1T ].
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According to this scaling rule, the temperature dependence of the collector saturation
current IsT is expressed in terms of parameters that are shared with the temperature scaling
rules for the emitter-base diffusion voltage (7.7a), the zero bias base charge (7.21) and
the intrinsic base resistance (7.22). Such a sharing of parameters usually reduces the
burden of parameter extraction and is therefore generally considered as an advantage of
the model. Upto and including version 504.5, the rule (7.24a) was the temperature scaling
rule for the collector saturation current in Mextram. To provide more flexibility however,
in Mextram 504.6, the independent parameter dAIs , having a default value 0, was added:
4−AB −AQB0 +dAIs

IsT = Is t N

exp[−VgB / V1T ] .

(7.24b)

The current gain can be expressed as
βf =

GE
.
GB

(7.25)

The temperature dependence of the base Gummel number can be related to that of the
2 /G . Here n is the value of the intrinsic carrier
saturation current, since Is = qn i0
B
i0
concentration at the reference temperature. The temperature dependence of the emitter
Gummel number can be given as
GE ∝

1
1
−4 Vg E /V1T
∝
∝ µ−1
e
.
p T
2
2
D p n ie
T µ p n ie

(7.26)

Note that there is no temperature dependent charge-component like Q B0 in the emitter.
This leads to a temperature dependence of the current gain
AE −AB −AQB0

βfT = βf t N

exp[−dVgββ f / V1T ].

(7.27)

Here dVgββ f = VgB − Vg E is the difference between the bandgap in the base and in the
emitter. Normally it is positive, but for a SiGe-base it might be negative. In the same way,
we write for the reverse current gain:
βriT = βri exp[−dVgββ r / V1T ],

(7.28)

where βri is the the difference between the bandgap in the base and in the collector.
We also have the recombination current, the non-ideal base current. At high injection this
current can be given by
I B2 =

q Aem L eff n i VB E /2 VT
e 2 1
.
τ0

(7.29)

Here L eff is some effective length not incorporated in Mextram. The inverse of the mean
free collision time τ0−1 scales with the thermal velocity vth ∝ T 1/2 . This means that the
pre-factor scales with n i /τ0 or, in the case mLf = 2:
IBfT = IBf t N2 exp[−Vgj /2 V1T ].
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This non-ideal base current has its own bandgap Vgj , which should be the bandgap of the
region with the most recombination.
When mLf becomes smaller, and close to 1, the non-ideal base current I B2 is almost ideal
(it no longer models recombination). This must be reflected in the temperature depenβf (where
dence, such that the temperature behaviour becomes similar as that of I B1 ∝ Is /β
we will neglect AE ). Hence we need a pre-factor t N4 , when mLf → 1. We interpolate
between the two cases and get
(6−2mLf )

IBfT = IBf t N

exp[−Vgj /mLf V1T ].

(7.31)

For the reverse non-ideal base current we do not need the extra precaution and write
(without extra parameter)
IBrT = IBr t N2 exp[−VgC /2 V1T ].

(7.32)

Next we consider the knee currents, given by
Ik =

4 Dn
Q B0 .
W B2

(7.33)

The temperature dependence of Dn and Q B0 is known. For the width we will take the
simplifying approximation W B2 ∝ Q B0 , such that the Q B0 -dependence is not in Ik :
1−AB

IkT = Ik t N

.

(7.34)

The expressions for the substrate current are now rather straightforward. We assume that
the effective thickness of the base of the parasitic PNP (i.e. the collector buried layer) does
not vary with temperature, or at least that this variation is negligible. The temperature
rules for the substrate currents are then given by the accordingly simplified counterpart of
Eq. (7.24a) and a modified version of Eq. (7.34):
4−AS

ISsT = ISs t N

1−AS

IksT = Iks t N

exp[−VgS / V1T ],
IsT ISs
.
Is ISsT

(7.35a)
(7.35b)

For the substrate knee current we have to take into account that in the expression for
the substrate current we actually use Is /Iks , instead of ISs /Iks . This is reflected in the
temperature rule.
For the mobility we use the parameter AS , which must be related to the mobility of the nregion most important for the Gummel number of the substrate current. We must make a
distinction between two kinds of buried layers. A closed buried layer is a layer beneath all
of the base region and closed in by some form of isolation (e.g. pn-isolation or deep trench
isolation). There is no current path from base to substrate that does not go through the
buried layer. The n-region that determines the Gummel number of the substrate current
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005
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is the highly doped buried layer, and therefore AS = AC . An open buried layer, present
in older processes, is not beneath all of the base layer. Hence there is a current path from
base to substrate, without going through the buried layer. The n-region that determines
the Gummel number of the substrate current is now the epilayer, and AS = Aepi .

7.7 Early voltages
The temperature rule for the Early voltages follows from the relations Ver = Q B0 /(1 −
XCjE ) CjE and Vef = Q B0 /XCjC CjC , given in Section 2.3. Hence
"
VefT =

AQ
Vef t N B0

VerT =

AQ
Ver t N B0

1 − Xp


VdE
VdE T





−pE

VdC
VdC T

.

pC

#−1
+ Xp

,

(7.36a)
(7.36b)

Note that these Early parameters are independent of the Ge-content, see Chapter 6.

7.8 Transit times
The transit time of the base is physically given by τB = W B2 /4Dn . Assuming again, as we
did for the very closely related knee current, that W B2 ∝ Q B0 , we get
AQB0 +AB −1

τBT = τB t N

,

(7.37)

where we used the Einstein relation Dn = µn VT to describe the temperature dependence
of the diffusion constant Dn in the base.
The transit time of the epilayer is, similar to the base transit time, given by τepi =
2 /4D . The epilayer thickness is assumed constant, and the diffusion constant now
Wepi
n
belongs to the epilayer. Hence we get
A

τepiT = τepi t N epi

−1

.

(7.38)

The reverse transit time is simply the sum of the base and epilayer transit times, multiplied
by an area ratio independent of temperature. The temperature rule of the reverse transit
time is then simply
τRT = τR

τBT + τepiT
.
τB + τepi

(7.39)

The temperature dependence of the emitter transit time takes some more effort. The best
physical basis is given when we assume that the emitter charge is the neutral charge in the
base-emitter depletion region [26]. It is then given by
Q E = 2 VT Cdepl e(VB2 E1 −VdE )/2 VT .
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Here Cdepl is the depletion capacitance, which we here assume to be constant, both as
function of bias and temperature (its variation is small anyhow). Furthermore, we can use
that e−VdE /2 VT = n i /N E , where N E is the doping in the emitter. This gives us then the
temperature dependence of Q E .
The expression for the charge, given in Eq. (7.40), implies mτ = 2. The expression for
the charge, in Mextram terms, is then
Q E = τE

p

Is Ik eVB2 E1 /2 VT .

(7.41)

We are interested in the temperature dependence of the transit time parameter. We know
already the temperature dependence of all the parameters used in Eq. (7.41), except τE , as
well as that of Q E , as discussed above. Combining these temperature dependences, we
get
t N · t N e−Vg E /2 VT
3/2

τE ∝

2−A /2
t N B e−Vg B /2 VT

1/2−AB /2
· tN

A

∝ t N B exp[−(Vg E − Vg B )/2 VT ].

(7.42)

For simplicity we neglected the temperature dependence of Q B0 .
In alternative cases, Q E just describes the hole charge due to the hole current (the base
current) in the emitter. The corresponding charge will go as
QE =

q Aem W E n i2 VB E /VT
e 2 1 .
NE

(7.43)

In Mextram terms, with mτ = 1, we have
Q E = τE Is eVB2 E1 /VT .

(7.44)

For the transit time parameter we thus get
(AB −1)

τE ∝ t N

exp[−(Vg E − Vg B )/ VT ].

(7.45)

Interpolating between the two expressions, we get
(AB −2+mτ )

τET = τE t N

exp[−(Vg E − Vg B )/mτ VT ].

(7.46)

To keep closer to the Mextram 503 formulation, and to make the temperature dependence
of τE independent of mτ we take for the temperature parameter in Mextram 504:
(AB −2)

τET = τE t N

exp[−dVgττE / V1T ].

(7.47)

where the new parameter is physically given by dVgττE = (Vg E − Vg B )/mτ VT .
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7.9 Avalanche constant
The Mextram parameters for avalanche are temperature independent. However, the material constant Bn used in the avalanche model is taken temperature dependent. Its dependence is based on the work of Ref. [44, 45], and given by
BnT = Bn [1 + 7.2 · 10−4 (TK − 300) − 1.6 · 10−6 (TK − 300)2 ].

(7.48)

Note that this temperature rule is independent of Tref since Bn is a material constant.

7.10 Heterojunction features
The parameter dEg is the difference between the bandgap at the two ends of the neutral
region. Hence, for a constant gradient in the bandgap, the parameter scales with the
neutral base width W B , or with Q B0 . We then get simply
AQB0

dEgT = dEg t N

.

(7.49)

7.11 Thermal resistance
Since the thermal conductance decreases with temperature, the thermal resistance increases with temperature. This is modelled as

Rth,Tamb = Rth ·

Tamb
TR K

Ath

.

(7.50)

Please note that this temperature depedence is given in terms of the ambient temperature
Tamb = TEMP + DTA + 273.15,

(7.51)

and not in terms of the junction temperature TK . For a more detailed discussion see
Ref. [66] or the report [67].
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8 Self-heating and mutual heating
In general a transistor will dissipate power. The generated power has an influence on
the temperature of the device and its surroundings. Hence, due to the power dissipation
the device will get warmer. This is called self-heating. To describe self-heating we need
to consider two things: what is the dissipated power and what is the relation between the
dissipated power and the increase in temperature. A more detailed discussion of the usage
of self-heating is given in Ref. [67].

8.1 Dissipated power
The power that flows into a device can be calculated as a sum over currents times voltage
drops. For instance for a three-terminal bipolar transistor we can write
P = IC VCE + I B VBE .

(8.1)

Since normally the collector current is larger than the base current and the collector voltage is larger than the base voltage, the first term is usually dominant.
Not all the power that flows into a transistor will be dissipated. Part of it will be stored as
the energy on a capacitor. This part can be released later on. So to calculate the dissipated
power, we need to add all the contributions of the dissipated elements, i.e., all the DC
currents times their voltage drops. In Mextram we then get
Pdiss = I N (VB2 E1 − V B∗2C2 ) + IC1 C2 (V B∗2C2 − VB2 C1 ) − Iavl V B∗2C2

(8.2)

2
2
2
+ VEE
/RE + VCC
/RCc + VBB
/RBc
1
1
1

+ I B1 B2 VB1 B2 + (I B1 + I B2 )VB2 E1 + I BS1 VB1 E1
+ (Iex + I B3 + Isub ) VB1 C1 + (XIex + XIsub ) VBC1
+ (XIsub + Isub − ISf ) VC1 S .
The difference between the power flow into the transistor and the dissipated power, as
calculated above, must then be stored in the capacitances. In Mextram, as in other compact models, the capacitances are not ideal. Instead they can depend on more than one
voltage. In that case it is no longer true that the capacitance (or rather the charge) does not
dissipate. One can show that under certain periodic bias conditions the charges actually
do dissipate a little. The amount of dissipation depends on the precise bias conditions, as
function of time. Since this effect is only due to our limited way of modelling charges,
we will not (and can not) take this dissipation into account.

8.2 Relation between power and increase of temperature
Next we need a relation between the dissipated power and the rise in temperature. In a
DC case we can assume a linear relation: 1T = Rth Pdiss , where the coefficient Rth is
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Cth
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6
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Figure 21: The self-heating network. Note that for increased flexibility the node dT is
made available to the user (see also Fig. 22). The thermal resistance Rth,Tamb is the one
after temperature scaling.
the thermal resistance (in units K/W). We assume here that it does not matter where the
power is actually dissipated. In reality, of course, a certain dissipation profile will also
give a temperature profile over the transistor: not every part will be equally hot. We will
not take this into account.
In non-stationary situations we have to take the finite heat capacity of the device into
account [68]. So we must ask ourselves, what happens when a transistor is heated locally.
The dissipated power creates a flow of energy, driven by a temperature gradient, from the
transistor to some heat sink far away. The larger the gradient in the temperature, the larger
the flow. This means that locally the temperature in the transistor will be larger than in the
surrounding material. This increased temperature 1T is directly related to the increase in
the energy density 1U via the heat-capacitance:
1U = Cth 1T,

(8.3)

where Cth is the thermal capacitance (or effective heat capacitance) in units J/K. A part
of the dissipated power will now flow away, and a part will be used to increase the local
energy density if the situation is not yet stationary. Hence we can write
Pdiss =

1T
d1T
.
+ Cth
Rth
dt

(8.4)

8.3 Implementation
For the implementation of self-heating an extra network is introduced, see Fig. 21. It contains the self-heating resistance Rth and capacitance Cth , both connected between ground
and the temperature node dT . The value of the voltage VdT at the temperature node gives
the increase in local temperature. The power dissipation as given above is implemented
as a current source.
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r

transistor 1


r

transistor 2

Figure 22: An example of mutual self-heating of two transistors.

8.4 Mutual heating
Apart from self-heating it is also possible to model mutual heating of two or more transistors close together. To do this the terminals dT of the transistors have to be coupled
to each other with an external network. An example is given in Fig. 22. This external
network is not an electrical network, but a network of heat-flow and heat-storage (just
as the self-heating network within Mextram is not an electrical network). One has to be
careful, therefore, not to connect any ‘thermal’ nodes with ‘electrical’ nodes. The external
network can be made as complicated as one wishes, thermally connecting any number of
transistors. For more information we refer literature, e.g. Refs. [69, 70, 71].
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9 Noise model
9.1 Introduction
Apart from the DC and AC performance of the transistor model, we also have to consider
noise sources. With noise we mean random fluctuations in the currents or voltages in
the circuit. We refer to Refs. [72, 73, 74, 75] for an introduction into noise characterisation. For a discussion of the calculation of (white) noise in compact models we refer to
Ref. [25]. Here we will give a basic introduction only.
Consider a resistor. Its current I can fluctuate, even when the applied voltage V is kept
constant. Hence we can write I (t) = I0 + i (t), where I0 = V /R. We cannot describe i (t)
in all detail. Instead we must look at its statistical properties. One of these properties must
be that its average vanishes: i (t) = 0. We can safely assume that the noise is a result of
very many individual fluctuations. This means that the distribution of i(t) is a Gaussian.
We already calculated its mean. The distribution is then completely given by its second
moment i 2 (t). From elementary noise analysis it is known that we can write this average
in terms of its spectral intensity Si as
Z
i 2 (t)

∞

=

Si ( f ) d f,

(9.1)

0

where the integral is over all frequencies f . It is not necessary here to give the definition
of the spectral intensity. Important is that within Mextram and other compact models the
noise is not directly given in terms of this spectral intensity. Rather, we give the average
of the current noise squared, in a certain frequency interval of width 1 f . For a simple
resistance, for instance, we write
i 2R =

4kT
1 f.
R

(9.2)

The total noise can then be calculated as a sum over different frequencies.
When looking at the equivalent circuit of this resistor we can add this current source
parallel to the resistor, as in Fig. 23. Instead of a current noise term, one can also use

 i 2R

r

R

r

R

r

 v 2R


Figure 23: Two equivalent ways of depicting the noise sources of a resistor. Left a current
noise source (parallel to the resistor). Right a voltage noise source (in series with the
resistor).
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a voltage noise term. From the intensity of the current noise term one can calculate the
intensity of the voltage noise term. Suppose we have applied a voltage V over the resistor.
We can then write for the current:
I +i =

V
V −v
+i =
R
R

=⇒

v = −i R.

(9.3)

Again we see that the average of the voltage fluctuation vanishes: v = 0. For the variance
we have
v 2R = 4kT R 1 f.

(9.4)

The thermal noise we have described here is normally given in terms of a voltage noise
source. We can also note that its squared average, or its spectral intensity, is independent
of the frequency. Hence it is called white noise.

9.2 Basic noise types
There are three basic types of noise that we will consider: thermal noise, shot noise and
flicker noise.

9.2.1 Thermal noise
Thermal noise is the noise normally associated with resistances. We have already seen
its normal behaviour above. It is a white noise, which means that its spectral density is
frequency independent. It does not depend on the current through the resistance, or its
potential.

9.2.2 Shot noise
The second basic type of noise is shot noise. This noise is a result from the fact that the
current consists of particles moving around. When considering for instance the current
over a pn-junction we know that either a carrier crossed the junction or it didn’t. The fact
that the carriers cross the barrier one by one gives a fluctuation given by
2
i shot
= 2q I 1 f.

(9.5)

For a resistor the electrons can move about freely, and do not have to cross a barrier.
Therefore no shot noise is present in resistors. Shot noise is present in the various base
currents and in the main currents. Furthermore, Mextram also models the noise contributions due to impact ionisation or avalanche. This is discussed in detail in Ref. [76].
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9.2.3 Thermal noise and shot noise as one concept
Although their origin seems to be very different, thermal noise and shot noise in semiconductor devices have the same background. Both can be found by considering the current
equations and solving them while adding local fluctuations. These local fluctuations are
based on thermal noise. We will see that shot noise in diodes can be derived from the
same basic principle of local thermal noise. Although here it is a bit technical, we need
the derivations for the noise in the main current and in the epilayer resistance. This also
means that the simplified picture presented in the previous section for shot-noise is not
quite true, although it is very good for getting quick results. We refer to the report [25]
for more detail on calculating white noise in compact models.
Under quite general conditions the differential equation for the current-voltage relation
can be given as I = gdV /dx, where the conductance is not necessarily a constant. For
instance, the conductance can be directly dependent on the position: g = g(x), like in a
resistor where the resistance varies with the position along the current path. The current
noise is then given by
Z
i 2 = 4kT 1 f

1
dx
g(x)

−1

=

4kT
1 f,
R

for g = g(x),

(9.6)

where R is the total resistance.
In some other situations, like in a diode and in a MOSFET, the conductance does not
directly depend on the position, but rather on the local voltage V = ϕ p − ϕn , and we write
g = g(V ). For instance, in a diode, we have from Eq. (1.5) J = qµn n(V ) dV /dx, where
from Eq. (1.9) the minority concentration is given by n(V ) = n i2 e V /VT /N A . For these
kind of conductivities the formula for the noise is [77]
i2

1
= 4kT 1 f
W2

Z

W

g[V (x)] dx,

for g = g(V ).

(9.7)

0

It is important to realise the subtle difference between Eqs. (9.6) and (9.7). Especially
when one realises that in the latter equation the conductivity is in an indirect way also
a function of position. Here, however, this function will change with applied biases,
whereas in the case of Eq. (9.6) the function which gives g as function of x is independent
of voltage. For constant g both give the same result. For conductivities that depend both
on position and voltage there is in general no simple expression that gives the current
noise. These subtleties are discussed in more detail in Ref. [25].
In the case of short diode we have, as in the base of a bipolar (see Section 2.4.2), n[V (x)] =
n(0)(1 − x/W B ). The noise for this case is given by
i 2 = 2q

Q tot
1 f ' 2q I 1 f.
W B2 /2Dn

(9.8)

The total charge is given by Q tot = q Aem n(0)W B . Note that we basically used the charge
control relation Q tot = τ I , with τ = W B2 /2Dn at low injection. It is important to realise
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that the noise for a diode, as given above, is more general than just for the case we have
derived above. It is well known that for a diode, independent of its doping profile or
length8 , we have [72]

Is e V /VT − 1 ,

= 2q Is e V /VT + 1 1 f.

I =
i2

(9.9a)
(9.9b)

The difference between the +1 and the −1 explains the ‘'’-sign in Eq. (9.8). Normally
this difference is not important in compact modelling. Only in the case of the main current
we will take the correct expression.
9.2.4 Flicker or 1/ f -noise
The last basic type of noise we will consider is called 1/ f noise or flicker noise. The
microscopic origin of 1/ f noise can be various. We will not try to understand these
mechanism. Rather, we use an empirical formula that gives the current noise as
2 = K |I |Af
i 1/
f
f

1f
,
f

(9.10)

where Af and Kf are parameters. Flicker noise will be added for all base currents, but not
for the main currents.
For flicker noise we have to be careful when modelling the noise over several transistors in
parallel (i.e. when MULT 6 = 1). The variance of the noisy signal of multiple transistors is
just the sum of the variances of the single transistors, since we assume independent noise
sources. This means that we need to add the spectral intensities, or the i 2 . The current of
a single transistor is the total current divided by the number of transistors. Hence we get
2 = MULT · K
i 1/
f
f

I
MULT

Af

1f
.
f

(9.11)

For shot noise we should do the same. This does however not change the formula when
MULT > 1, since shot noise already scales linearly with the current. We will see the same
kind of formulas whenever a base current is split into two or more parts.

9.3 Noise due to avalanche
The excess noise due to impact-ionisation and avalanche is described in Ref. [76]. There
are two effects. First, the noise that is already present in the collector current is amplified
just as the DC collector current. Second, the impact ionisation process itself leads to extra
noise.
8 We

will neglect all high-injection noise effects [78, 79], which are due to the fact that hole current and
electron current become dependent on each other.
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In Ref. [76] we have shown the derivation. Here we just present the results and the actual
implementation into Mextram. For the noise sources without avalanche one can write
2
i C0
= 2q IC0 1 f,

(9.12a)

i 2B0 = 2q I B0 1 f,

(9.12b)

i B0i C0 = 0.

(9.12c)

The subscript 0 stands for no avalanche. Including avalanche, the result for the noise at
the terminals of the intrinsic transistor is then
i C2 = 2q IC0 M(2M − 1) 1 f,

(9.13a)

i 2B = 2q I B0 1 f + (M − 1)(2M − 1)2q IC0 1 f,

(9.13b)

i B i C = −2M(M − 1)2q IC0 1 f.

(9.13c)

The expressions are given in terms of the multiplication factor M. We want to present it
in terms of the Mextram generation factor G EM and the avalanche current Iavl . In Mextram the avalanche current given in Eq. (3.100) is defined in terms of the total collector
current IC1 C2 . Furthermore, it is limited in such a way that always Iavl < IC1 C2 and
Iavl < G max IC1 C2 . For the noise model we will neglect the influence of G max (which
means we assume it is infinite). We can then write
Iavl =

G EM
IC C = IC1 C2 − I N .
1 + G EM 1 2

(9.14)

This allows us to write Iavl = G EM I N , which is now in terms of the main current I N .
This main current is equal to the current IC0 as used in the noise expressions above.
Furthermore, we can now express the noise expression in terms of G EM = M − 1. The
result is
i C2 = 2q IC0 (1 + 3G EM + 2G 2EM ) 1 f
= 2q I N 1 f + 2q Iavl (3 + 2G EM ) 1 f,
i 2B =
=
i B iC =
=

(9.15a)

2q I B0 1 f + 2q IC0 (G EM + 2G 2EM ) 1 f
2q I B0 1 f + 2q Iavl (1 + 2G EM ) 1 f,
−2q IC0 (2G EM + 2G 2EM ) 1 f
−2q Iavl (2 + 2G EM ) 1 f.

(9.15b)
(9.15c)

The higher order contributions 4q Iavl G EM 1 f are not really relevant for the accuracy of
the modelling. The avalanche current itself is not even accurate in that regime. However,
the terms are needed to make sure that the model remains consistent, in the sense that no
correlation coefficient larger than 1 (in absolute value) occurs.
Because of backward compatibility all noise contributions directly due to avalanche have
an extra prefactor Kavl .
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9.4 Noise expressions in Mextram
For the three constant resistors in Mextram we can write (the ‘i N ’ stands for ‘noise current’)
4kT
1 f,
RE
4kT
i N R2 Bc =
1 f,
RBc
4kT
i N R2 Cc =
1 f.
RCc
i N R2 E =

(9.16a)
(9.16b)
(9.16c)

The value of the noise intensity in the variable base resistance must include current crowding. The derivation is discussed in detail in Refs [47, 25]. The result is
i N R2 Bv

4kT
4 eVB1 B2 /VT + 5
.
=
1f
R B2
3

(9.17)

The expressions for the shot noise in the main currents of the intrinsic transistor and the
parasitic PNP are now:
i NC2 = 2q

I f + Ir
1 f + Kavl · 2q Iavl (3 + 2G EM ) 1 f,
qB

(9.18a)

i N I2sub = 2q |Isub | 1 f,

(9.18b)

2
i N XI
= 2q |XIsub | 1 f.
sub

(9.18c)

For the main current we added both the forward and reverse terms to make sure that it also
works in reverse. Furthermore, the contribution due to avalanche is taken into account.
Note that we do not model a reverse current of the parasitic PNP.
The shot noise and 1/ f -noise of the ideal forward base current and the non-ideal base
currents are given by
(
i N B2

i N B2 S
i N B2 3

=

 Kf
(1 − XIB1 )
2q |I B1 | + |I B2 | +
f



|I B1 |
1 − XIB1

 Af

KfN
2(mLf −1)+Af (2−mLf )
I B2
+
f
+ K · 2q Iavl (1 + 2G EM ) 1 f,
 avl
!Af 
S


|I
|
Kf
B1
S
XIB1
=
2q |I B1 | +
1 f,


f
XIB1


Kf
Af
I B3
1 f.
= 2q |I B3 | +
f
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Note that the 1/ f noise of the non-ideal base current has its own pre-factor and a fixed
power (A f = 2). This is a result from the work of Koolen and Aarts [80]. Also for the
base current, the contribution due to avalanche is taken into account. For this contribution,
also a correlation between base and collector current shot noise terms is needed [76]
iN B iNC∗ = −Kavl · 2q Iavl (2 + 2G EM ) 1 f

(9.20)

The parameter Kavl is just a pre-factor that was introduced for backward compatibility
and should be set to its physical value of 1.
For the extrinsic reverse base current shot noise and 1/ f -noise we have to be careful.
When EXMOD = 0 we have


Kf
Af
2
|Iex |
1 f.
(9.21)
i N Iex = 2q |Iex | +
f
When EXMOD = 1 we have
(
i N I2ex
2
i N XI
ex

104

 )

Kf
|Iex | Af
1 f,
(1−Xext )
=
2q |Iex | +
f
1−Xext
(

 )
Kf
|XIex | Af
1 f.
Xext
=
2q |XIex | +
f
Xext

(9.22a)
(9.22b)
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10 Small-signal approximations in the operating-point
Operating point information is a feature of the circuit simulator that gives the user insight in the actual operating point of the transistor. This includes for instance the actual
transconductance and actual capacitances. In the Pstar implementation all small-signal
quantities are given, as well as many large signal quantities [1]. More important for the
designer, however, are some compound small-signal quantities. One of them is the actual
cut-off frequency f T . Other quantities are those of the approximate small-signal circuit
shown in Fig. 24.
S rCt
S
Br

rB

r

CBE

B
r 2

C BC

r

g v
 µ C1 E 1
β 6

gm 
E
r
r
r 1

r

gm v B2 E
1


?


C
r 1r

RCc

rC

1
gout

r

RE
rE

Figure 24: Simplified small-signal circuit that approximates the full Mextram small-signal
circuit. The names of the internal nodes correspond conceptually to the same nodes in the
full Mextram circuit. However, the value of their node voltages will be slightly different,
since it is an approximate circuit.

10.1 Small-signal model
We start with the calculation of the approximate small-signal model. All the elements
are calculated using the small-signal parameters of the full Mextram model. The external collector and emitter resistance are just the parameters themselves (after temperature
scaling). The base resistance is simply given by
r B = RBc + r Bv ,

(10.1)

where the second term is already given in the operating point information. Also Ct S is
already given.
For the calculation of the other terms we need some more work. This is similar to what
we will need in the calculation of f T later on. The part of the Mextram model located
between the three nodes B2 , E 1 and C1 contains four currents: I N , IC1 C2 , IBE and IBC
(see Fig. 25). The latter two are (intrinsic) base currents. Mextram does not have a real
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Figure 25: Circuit that describes the four main currents in the intrinsic transistor.
intrinsic base current that goes from base to collector. It does however have an avalanche
current that goes from the collector (node C2 ) to the base. Therefore: IBC = −Iavl .
The following derivatives are (or could be) present in the operating point information
∂ IN
;
∂VB2 E1
∂ IC1 C2
=
;
∂VB2 E1
∂ IBE
=
;
∂VB2 E1
∂ IBC
=
;
∂VB2 E1

gx =
g Rcv,x
gπ,x
gµ,x

∂ IN
;
∂VB2 C2
∂ IC1 C2
=
;
∂VB2 C2
∂ IBE
=
;
∂VB2 C2
∂ IBC
=
;
∂VB2 C2

gy =
g Rcv,y
gπ,y
gµ,y

∂ IN
;
∂VB2 C1
∂ IC1 C2
=
;
∂VB2 C1
∂ IBE
=
;
∂VB2 C1
∂ IBC
=
.
∂VB2 C1

gz =
g Rcv,z
gπ,z
gµ,z

(10.2)

Some of these terms are zero in Mextram (e.g. g Rcv,x . The conductances gπ,y and gπ,z are
non-zero only if base recombination is included). We include them here anyhow because
the present derivation can also be used for other models (like Spice-Gummel-Poon).
First we need to look at the node C2 . It is not included in the small-signal model of
Fig. 24. Hence we must calculate the variation of VB2 C2 as function of VB2 E1 and VB2 C1 .
To this end we use
I N = IBC + IC1 C2 .

(10.3)

Taking the derivative we get
gx dVB2 E1 + g y dVB2 C2 + gz dVB2C1
= (g Rcv,x +gµ,x ) dVB2 E1 + (g Rcv,y +gµ,y ) dVB2 C2 + (g Rcv,z +gµ,z ) dVB2 C1 .(10.4)
This directly leads to
dy
≡
dx
dy
≡
dz
106




∂VB2 C2
∂VB2 E1
∂VB2 C2
∂VB2 C1


VB2 C1

=

gx − g Rcv,x − gµ,x
,
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y

(10.5a)

=

gz − g Rcv,z − gµ,z
.
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y

(10.5b)



VB2 E1
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We can now look at the small-signal circuit elements. We start with the collector current
which is, at the end, only a function of two external biases, and given by either IC1 C2 =
IC1 C2 (VB2 E1 , VC1 E1 ) or IC1 C2 = IC1 C2 (VB2 E1 , VB2 C1 ). We can use the equivalence of both
to write for the transconductance

gm ≡

∂ IC1 C2
∂VB2 E1


VC1 E1






∂VB2 E1
∂VB2 C1
∂ IC1 C2
=
+
∂VB2C1 VB E ∂VB2 E1 VC E
VB2 C1 ∂VB2 E1 VC1 E1
2 1
1 1




∂ IC1 C2
∂ IC1 C2
=
+
∂VB2 E1 VB C
∂VB2 C1 VB E


∂ IC1 C2
∂VB2 E1





(10.6)

2 1

2 1

The latter expression can then be rewritten in terms of the known Mextram quantities,
using the fact that VB2 C2 is also a function of both VB2 E1 and VB2 C1 . The transconductance
then given by
 

dy
dy
+ g Rcv,z + g Rcv,y
= g Rcv,x + g Rcv,y
dx
dz
g Rcv,y (gx − gµ,x + gz − gµ,z ) − (g Rcv,x + g Rcv,z )(g y − gµ,y )
=
.
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y


gm

(10.7)

Next we have the base conductance gπ = gm /β for which we use the same kind of
techniques as above to go from its definition to the expression in terms of the full Mextram
small-signal equivalent circuit:

gπ ≡

∂(IBE + IBC )
∂VB2 E1




=

VC1 E1

= gπ,x + gµ,x + gπ,z + gµ,z

∂(IBE + IBC )
∂VB2E1





∂(IBE + IBC )
+
∂VB2 C1
VB2 C1


dy dy
+
.
+ (gπ,y + gµ,y )
dx
dz


VB2 E1

(10.8)

It is not much use trying to simplify this last expression. The output conductance is

gout ≡

∂ IC1 C2
∂VC1 E1


VB2 E1



∂ IC1 C2
=−
∂VB2C1


VB2 E1

dy
dz
(g y − gµ,y )g Rcv,z − (gz − gµ,z )g Rcv,y
.
=
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y
= −g Rcv,z − g Rcv,y

(10.9)

Note that for small currents g Rcv,y ' −g Rcv,z . This makes that the second expression
in gm and gout are numerically unreliable since they contain a subtraction of two almost
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equal numbers. At last we have the reverse transconductance




∂(IBE + IBC )
∂(IBE + IBC )
gµ ≡ −
=+
∂VC1E1
∂VB2 C1
VB E
VB
2 1

= gπ,z + gµ,z

dy
+ (gπ,y + gµ,y ) .
dz

Unclassified report

2 E1

(10.10)

The reason for calling this term gµ is that in the simple case where the BE-base current
depends only on VB2 E1 we can write gµ ' gµ,z + gµ,y . Hence it is directly related to the
conductance between base and collector. When we translate the circuit of Fig. 24 into the
hybrid-pi model of Fig. 26 (see next section) we see that it is indeed between the nodes
B2 and C1 .
10.1.1 Mextram implementation
In the equations we derived above we made no assumptions for the currents. This means
that the small-signal circuit is also correct when the transistor is used in reverse! However,
we did not yet include the extrinsic regions. For the implementation in Mextram this is
necessary. This also means that we need to approximate to keep the small-signal model
simple. Furthermore, when including the charges it is also not possible to keep all of the
Mextram structure intact.
The currents for the extrinsic regions can be added as follows
gπ → gπ + gπS ,
gµ → gµ + gµex + Xgµex ,

(10.11a)
(10.11b)

where gπS is the conductance of the base current I BS1 through the sidewall. Note that the
substrate current (which goes from the base node to the substrate node) is not modelled at
all. This should not influence the collector and emitter currents.
For Mextram we have implemented:
gm =
gπ =
β =
gout =
gµ =
CBE =
CBC =
108

g Rcv,y (gx − gµ,x + gz − gµ,z ) − (g Rcv,x + g Rcv,z )(g y − gµ,y )
,(10.12a)
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y


dy dy
S
+
, (10.12b)
gπ + gπ,x + gµ,x + gπ,z + gµ,z + (gπ,y + gµ,y )
dx
dz
gm /gπ ,
(10.12c)
(g y − gµ,y )g Rcv,z − (gz − gµ,z )g Rcv,y
,
(10.12d)
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y
dy
gπ,z + gµ,z + (gπ,y + gµ,y ) + gµex + Xgµex ,
(10.12e)
dz
dy
S
+ CBEO ,
CBE,x + CBE
+ CBC,x + (CBE,y + CBC,y )
(10.12f)
dx
dy
+ CBC,z + CBCex + XCBCex + CBCO .
(CBE,y + CBC,y )
(10.12g)
dz
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Figure 26: Small-signal hybrid-pi circuit that also approximates the full Mextram smallsignal circuit. It is equivalent to the circuit of Fig. 24.
Note that in the implementation we will use β = gm /gπ instead of gπ directly. The baseemitter capacitance CBE contains every term that is dependent on v B2 E 1 , even if it is in the
complete circuit not between the nodes B2 and E 1 . The base-collector capacitance CBC
contains in a similar way all contributions that depend on v B2C1 .

10.1.2 The hybrid-pi model
Sometimes one would like to have the elements of the hybrid-pi small-signal circuit of
Fig. 26, instead of the elements of the rather symmetric circuit of Fig. 24. All the elements
in the figure now have an extra prime (0 ) to denote the difference with the original small
circuit model.
To go from the circuit of Fig. 24 to that of Fig. 26 we have to move the current source
gµ vC1 E 1 . This means also changing the other terms. The redistribution of the current
source is shown in Fig. 27. From this we find the elements of the hybrid-pi model in
terms of the symmetric model:
0
gm
gπ0
0
gout
gµ0

=
=
=
=

gm + gµ ,
gπ − gµ ,
gout − gµ ,
gµ ,

0
/gπ0 .
β 0 = gm

(10.13a)
(10.13b)
(10.13c)
(10.13d)
(10.13e)

Note that the conductance gµ0 is between different nodes than the term corresponding
to gµ .
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Figure 27: The figure shows how to replace the current source gµ vC1 E 1 that is present
in the circuit of Fig. 24 and here shown on the left side, by the equivalent circuit of four
currents here given on the right side. These equivalent four current sources, of which
three can be replaced by resistances, are part of the circuit in Fig. 26.
Using this transformation we now find for the complete hybrid-pi model:
g Rcv,y (gx −gµ,x +gz ) + gµ,y (g Rcv,x +gz ) − g y (gµ,z +g Rcv,x +g Rcv,z )
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y
dy
(10.14a)
+ gπ,z + gπ,y ,
dz
dy
(10.14b)
= gπ,x + gµ,x + (gπ,y + gµ,y ) ,
dx
g y (gµ,z + g Rcv,z ) − gz (gµ,y + g Rcv,y )
dy
(10.14c)
=
− gπ,z − gπ,y ,
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y
dz
dy
(10.14d)
= gπ,z + gµ,z + (gπ,y + gµ,y ) .
dz

0
gm
=

gπ0
0
gout

gµ0

These relations have been verified with Mathematica.

10.1.3 Simple case
Let us now consider what the equations above mean in a simple case. We take normal
base and main currents that depend only on the nodes they are connected to. This means
gπ,y = gπ,z = gµ,x = gµ,z = gz = 0. We assume a negligible and constant collector
epilayer resistance. This means g Rcv,x = 0 and g Rcv,y = −g Rcv,z is very large. We take
the limit of g Rcv,y → ∞. This leads to
dy
=
dx
dy
=
dz
110




∂VB2C2
∂VB2 E1
∂VB2 C2
∂VB2 C1


VB2 C1

= 0,

(10.15a)

= 1.

(10.15b)



VB2 E1
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For the conductances we get
gm
gπ
gout
gµ

=
=
=
=

gx + g y − gµ,y ,
gπ,x + gµ,y ,
gµ,y − g y ,
gµ,y .

(10.16a)
(10.16b)
(10.16c)
(10.16d)

After the transformation to the hybrid-pi circuit we then have
0
gm
gπ0
0
gout
gµ0

=
=
=
=

gx + g y ,
gπ,x ,
−g y ,
gµ,y .

(10.17a)
(10.17b)
(10.17c)
(10.17d)

Note that since in general g y < 0 the output conductance is positive. The result is as
expected: the conductance at the base is indeed given by the derivative of the base current
w.r.t. the base emitter voltage gπ,x , the output conductance is given by the derivative of the
collector current w.r.t. the collector-base voltage −g y , the feedback conductance due to
the avalanche current is the derivative of this avalanche current w.r.t. the collector voltage
gµ,y and the transconductance is the derivative of the main current w.r.t. the base-voltage,
which is a sum of the derivative w.r.t. the base-emitter voltage gx and the derivative w.r.t.
the base-collector voltage g y , keeping the collector voltage constant.
10.1.4 The reverse hybrid-pi model
In very few cases it might be useful to have a hybrid-pi model for the reverse behaviour.
We don’t think it is useful to include in the operating point information. But here we show
how one can very easily construct the model from the quantities we already have. We use
the hybrid-pi model of Fig. 26 as a starting point.
We have already mentioned that in principle the given hybrid-pi model can also be used
in reverse. We only need to add the substrate current, and we need to rewrite it such that
not vBE but rather vBC is the controlling voltage. When we do this we find the circuit as
0 and β 0 .
given in Fig. 28. Note that some of the quantities will now be negative, like gm
0
0
0
The reverse current amplification is not β , but it is −gm /gµ . This does include the
extrinsic reverse base currents. In reverse mode we must also take the substrate current
into account, as has been done by adding an extra current source.
This reverse hybrid-pi model has not been tested very much.

10.2 Calculation of f T
Now we want to calculate the cut-off frequency f T = 1/(2π τT ). We will do this in more
detail and accuracy than in the previous section. The total transit time τT is the ratio of
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Figure 28: Small-signal reverse hybrid-pi circuit that approximates the full Mextram
0
small-signal circuit. Note the positions of the various external nodes. The value of g m
0
will be negative, and therefore so will β .
the variation in the total charge connected to the base δ Q and the variation in the current
δ IC when keeping the collector-emitter bias constant δVCE = 0:
τT =

δQ
δ IC

δVC E =0

.

(10.18)

To calculate the variation of the charges we first need to know what the variation of the
internal biases is. This can be done in a similar way as above. Again we take the biases
VB2 E1 and VB2 C1 as the independent quantities.
Variations of important quantities
node C2 which, as before, leads to
dy
≡
dx
dy
≡
dz




∂VB2 C2
∂VB2 E1
∂VB2 C2
∂VB2 C1


VB2 C1

=

gx − g Rcv,x − gµ,x
,
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y

(10.19a)

=

gz − g Rcv,z − gµ,z
.
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y

(10.19b)



VB2 E1

We start again with current conservation at the

We can now look at the collector-emitter bias
VCE = IC RCc − VB2 C1 + VB2 E1 + I E RE .

(10.20)

We assume that there are no reverse base currents. Hence IC = IC1 C2 . The emitter current
equals the sum of the main current I N and the forward base current I B f = IBE +I BS1 . When
112
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we take the derivative of VCE to the two independent biases we get




∂VCE
∂VB2E1

∂VCE
∂VB2 C1




=

VB2 C1

g Rcv,x

dy
+ g Rcv,y
dx


RCc + 1


dy
RE ,
+ gx + g Bf,x + (g y + g B f,y )
dx


dy
RCc − 1
= g Rcv,z + g Rcv,y
dz


dy
RE .
+ gz + g Bf,z + (g y + g B f,y )
dz



VB2 E1

(10.21a)

(10.21b)

We will calculate the various derivatives g Bf of the base current later on. The variation of
the collector-emitter bias can now be written as

δVCE =

∂VCE
∂VB2E1


VB2 C1



δVB2 E1

∂VCE
+
∂VB2 C1


VB2 E1

δVB2 C1 .

(10.22)

For the derivation of f T we demand that
δVCE = 0.

(10.23)

This leads to


δVB2 C1
∂VCE
α≡
=−
δVB2 E1
∂VB2E1 VB


2 C1

∂VCE
∂VB2C1


VB2 E1

.

(10.24)

We can now calculate the variations of all quantities under the condition that δVCE = 0,
in terms of δVB2 E1 . For instance, we have

δ IC = δ IC1 C2 = g Rcv,x

dy
+α
+ g Rcv,y
dx


g Rcv,z

dy
+ g Rcv,y
dz


δVB2 E1 . (10.25)

Conductance of forward base current We still need to calculate the various conductances of the forward base current. We can write
I B f = IBE + I BS1 (VB2 E1 + VB1 B2 ),

(10.26)

using the fact that the sidewall base current is a function of VB1 E1 . To calculate the conductance we first need the derivative of VB1 B2 . To this end we write
I B1 B2 = IBE + IBC .
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The currents IBE and IBC are the same as used in the previous section. Taking for instance
the derivative w.r.t. VB2 E1 we get
1 ∂VB1 B2
+ g Rbv,x = gπ,x + gµ,x .
r Bv ∂VB2 E1

(10.28)

where r Bv is also present in the operating point information. This leads to the following
definitions
∂VB1 B2
∂VB2 E1
∂VB1 B2
γy ≡
∂VB2 C2
∂VB1 B2
γz ≡
∂VB2 C1
γx ≡

= (gπ,x + gµ,x − g Rbv,x ) r Bv ,

(10.29a)

= (gπ,y + gµ,y − g Rbv,y ) r Bv ,

(10.29b)

= (gπ,z + gµ,z − g Rbv,z ) r Bv .

(10.29c)

We now find for the derivatives of I B f
g B f,x = gπ,x + gπS (1 + γx ),

(10.30a)

g B f,y = gπ,y + gπS γ y ,

(10.30b)

g B f,z = gπ,z +

(10.30c)

gπS

γz .

Variation of biases We need to now the variation of various biases per unit variation of
the collector current. For the three intrinsic biases we get
rx
ry
rz




δVB2 E1
dy
dy −1
+ α g Rcv,z + g Rcv,y
≡
= g Rcv,x + g Rcv,y
, (10.31a)
δ IC
dx
dz
δVB2 C2
1 − g Rcv,x r x − g Rcv,z r z
≡
=
,
(10.31b)
δ IC
g Rcv,y
δVB2 C1
≡
= αr x .
(10.31c)
δ IC

For the calculation of r y we used that
δ IC = g Rcv,x r x + g Rcv,y r y + g Rcv,z r z .

(10.32)

We can also calculate the variation of VB1 B2
rb1b2 ≡

δVB1 B2
= γ x r x + γ y r y + γz r z ,
δ IC

(10.33)

where we used Eq. (10.29). For the base current we can write
I B = I B f + IBC .
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The current amplification then is

h fe ≡

δ IC
= [(g B f,x + gµ,x ) r x + (g B f,y + gµ,y ) r y + (g B f,z + gµ,z ) r z )]−1 .(10.35)
δ IB

Using the current amplification we get the last two internal biases:
δVB1 C1
= r z + rb1b2 ,
δ IC
δVBC1
RBc
≡
= r z + rb1b2 +
.
δ IC
h fe

rex ≡
Xrex

(10.36)
(10.37)

For the overlap capacitances we also need the variation of the external base:
δVBE
δVBC
=
= Xrex − RCc .
δ IC
δ IC

Total transit time

τT ≡

(10.38)

The total transit time is now simple. It is given by

δ Q tot X ∂ Q tot δVi
=
δ IC
∂Vi δ IC
i

S
S
= CBE
(r x + rb1b2 ) + (CBE,x + CBE
+ CBC,x ) r x + (CBE,y + CBC,y ) r y
+ (CBE,z + CBC,z ) r z + CBCex rex + XCBCex Xrex
+ (CBEO + CBCO )(Xrex − RCc ).
(10.39)

We neglected the excess phase shift contribution which are present when EXPHI = 1.

10.2.1 Mextram implementation
In this section we present the equations implemented in Mextram to calculate f T . They
are presented in an order such that each equation can be evaluated on basis of either
existing operating point information or previously calculated results. We also use that in
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Mextram g Rcv,x = 0. The cut-off frequency can then be calculated as:
dy
dx
dy
dz
γx
γy
γz
g B f,x

=
=
=
=
=
=

gx − gµ,x
,
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y
gz − g Rcv,z − gµ,z
,
g Rcv,y + gµ,y − g y
(gπ,x + gµ,x − g Rbv,x ) r Bv ,
(gπ,y + gµ,y − g Rbv,y ) r Bv ,
(gπ,z + gµ,z − g Rbv,z ) r Bv ,
gπ,x + gπS (1 + γx ),

g B f,y = gπ,y + gπS γ y ,

(10.40a)
(10.40b)
(10.40c)
(10.40d)
(10.40e)
(10.40f)
(10.40g)

(10.40h)
g B f,z = gπ,z + gπS γz ,
i
i
h
h
dy
1 + g Rcv,y dy
dx RCc + gx +g B f,x +(g y +g B f,y ) dx RE
i
i
h
h
,(10.40i)
α =
dy
dy
1 − g Rcv,z +g Rcv,y dz RCc − gz +g B f,z +(g y +g B f,y ) dz RE



dy
dy −1
+ α g Rcv,z + g Rcv,y
,
(10.40j)
r x = g Rcv,y
dx
dz
rz = α r x ,
(10.40k)
1 − g Rcv,z r z
ry =
,
(10.40l)
g Rcv,y
(10.40m)
rb1b2 = γx r x + γ y r y + γz r z ,
rex = r z + rb1b2 ,
(10.40n)
Xrex = rex +RBc [(g B f,x +gµ,x )r x +(g B f,y +gµ,y )r y +(g B f,z +gµ,z )r z )], (10.40o)
S
(r x + rb1b2 ) + (CBE,x + CBC,x ) r x + (CBE,y + CBC,y ) r y
τT = CBE
+ (CBE,z + CBC,z ) r z + CBCex rex + XCBCex Xrex
+ (CBEO + CBCO )(Xrex − RCc ),
(10.40p)
f T = 1/(2π τT ).
(10.40q)

10.2.2 Possible simplified implementation
The calculation above is quite complicated, but very good. In practice one might not need
it. To simplify matters, we neglect all gµ terms and assume that I B1 B2 is only a function of
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VB1 B2 . We also assume that the forward base current only depends on VB2 E1 . We then get
gx
dy
=
,
dx
g Rcv,y − g y
gz − g Rcv,z
dy
=
,
dz
g Rcv,y − g y
g B f,x = gπ,x + gπS [1 + gπ,x r Bv ],
i
i
h
h
dy
R
+
g
+
g
+
g
1 + g Rcv,y dy
x
B f,x
y dx RE
Cc
dx
i
i
h
h
,
α =
dy
dy
1 − g Rcv,z + g Rcv,y dz RCc − gz + g y dx RE



dy
dy −1
+ α g Rcv,z + g Rcv,y
,
r x = g Rcv,y
dx
dz
rz = α r x ,
r y = (1 − g Rcv,z r z )/g Rcv,y ,
rex = r z + r Bv gπ,x r x ,
Xrex = rex + RBc g Bf,x r x ,
S
+ CBC,x ) r x + (CBE,y + CBC,y ) r y
τT = (CBE,x + CBE
+ (CBE,z + CBC,z ) r z + CBCex rex + XCBCex Xrex
+ (CBEO + CBCO )(Xrex − RCc ).

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005

(10.41a)
(10.41b)
(10.41c)
(10.41d)

(10.41e)
(10.41f)
(10.41g)
(10.41h)
(10.41i)

(10.41j)
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11 Geometric scaling
Geometric scaling rules are not incorporated into Mextram. The reason is that bipolar
processes vary too much, already in possible layout structures, for one set of geometric
scaling equations to be applicable in all cases. For that reason geometry scaling has to be
tailored to the specific process, outside of the model.
Many geometry scaling equations have been presented in the report about parameter extraction [2], in some places even with some derivation. This chapter can therefore be very
short. We will only discuss the scaling of the high-current parameters and those of the
self-heating parameters. Appendix D discusses the scaling of the variable base resistance.

11.1 High current parameters
The scaling of the high-current parameters RCv , SCRCv , Ihc , and Sfh has been discussed
extensively in Ref. [33]. We will not repeat the derivation here, but only give the results.
Note that these results are depending on the actual spreading model one assumes, and are
therefore somewhat empirical.
The derivation starts with assuming that the collector current contains a bulk and a sidewall part, in the same way as does the saturation current [2]:
IC = Jbulk(Aem + Yc Pem ),

(11.1)

where Pem = 2(L em + Hem ) is the perimeter of the emitter, and Jbulk is the bulk current
density. The next assumption is that the spreading is such that the bulk current density
can be written as Jbulk(x) ∝ 1/(1 + ax) as function of the depth x below the basecollector junction. The value of a = tan α Pem / Aem depends on the spreading angle α.
The effective parameters can now be expressed in terms of Yc and the spreading angles αl
for low currents and αh for high currents as
θ
,
1 + S fL
1 + S fL
,
= Ihc,1d
θ
θ
= SCRCv,1d
,
1 + S fH

RCv = RCv,1d
Ihc
SCRCv

(11.2a)
(11.2b)
(11.2c)

where

Yc Pem −1
,
θ =
1+
2 Aem
Wepi Pem
S fL = tan αl
,
2 Aem
Wepi Pem
.
S f H = tan αh
3 Aem
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Here it is assumed that the product RCv Ihc equals its low current value. The quantity θ is
related to the ratio of the collector current that actually goes through the main part of the
epilayer and the collector current that goes around (the sidewall part).
In the derivation of Ref. [33] already a few approximations are made. Furthermore, the
basic assumptions are not necessarily valid. This makes the calculation of the spreading
rather empirical. Since we do not need a very detailed spreading model (current dependent
spreading was found to be of minor importance [33, 36]), but only a geometric scaling
model, we can make some further simplifications. Since the scaling of θ is very similar
to that of S fL and S f H , we can take the scaling of θ equal to that of either S fL or S f H .
Assuming, furthermore, values of tan αl = 0.5 and tan αh = 1 we arrive at the scaling
equations given in Ref. [2]:
RCv = CRCv

Wepi
1
 ,
q Nepi µ0 Aem 1 + S fL 2

SCRCv = CSCRCv
Ihc = CIhc
S fL =

2
Wepi

1

 ,
2 ε vsat Aem 1 + S f H 2
2
q Nepi Aem vsat 1 + S fL ,

Wepi Pem
;
4 Aem

S fH =

Wepi Pem
.
3 Aem

(11.3a)

(11.3b)
(11.3c)
(11.3d)

Here each parameter has a pre-factor—which should be of the order of one—to give them
effective values, rather than ideal values. When we look at these equations we see that the
effect of the scaling is simply to make the area used for the calculation of the parameters
an effective area, one that is larger than the emitter area. The increase in area depends on
the size of the emitter area through S fL and S f H .
The parameter Sfh , which is important for avalanche at high currents (but only if the
extended avalanche model is used: EXAVL = 1), is basically the same as the S f H above,
and therefore scales in the same way, although it might have a different pre-factor.

11.2 Self-heating
Self-heating in a transistor is a complex process. The source of dissipation is distributed
over the transistor, and also the temperature varies, depending on the location within the
transistor. Nevertheless, we model this with a simple self-heating network, containing a
thermal resistance Rth [K/W] and a thermal capacitance Cth [J/K].
The thermal resistance is directly related to the thermal conductivity K [W/Km]. A dimensional analysis then tells us that the thermal resistance must be given as one over the
thermal conductivity times some length scale `. So, apart from a pre-factor, we can write
RTH ∝ 1/(K `).

(11.4)

We can also give a derivation for the same effect, in the ideal case of a sphere of dissipation in an infinite substrate. We assume that the dissipation density inside this sphere of
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radius R is uniform, and therefore given by Pdiss /( 43 π R 3 ). The energy flux density Ju is
related to the local temperature increase 1T via the diffusion equation Ju = −K ∇ 1T .
Solution of this equation and the continuity equation ∇ Ju = 0 in an infinite spherical
symmetric medium gives




r2
Pdiss
3


−
, for r < R,
2
(11.5)
1T (r) = 4π K R 2 2R
Pdiss



,
for r > R.
4π K r
The temperature in the region of interest, where the dissipation takes place, scales with
one over the size of this region R.
In practice of course, the region of dissipation is not a sphere. It is more of a rectangular
region. Nevertheless, the scaling is basically as given above. For a box with square
surface and small constant thickness, for instance, the thermal resistance scales with the
length of a side. For the reasons above, the geometric scaling of the thermal resistance
can approximately be given as
RTH ∝ √

1
.
Aem

(11.6)

Some experimental evidence confirms this relation.
For small but long devices 3D effects become less important and the thermal resistance
will scale with the length of the transistor
RTH ∝

1
.
L em

(11.7)

In practice the behaviour will be somewhere in between the square-root dependence on
the emitter length and the linear dependence.
For the thermal capacitance there is a direct relation to the heat capacity per unit volume
Cv [J/m3 K], which is proportional to the thermal conductivity K = D Cv , with D the
diffusion constant (the same as for the electrical behaviour). Again, from a dimensional
analysis, we find Cth = Cv `3 . The thermal delay time is then given by τ = Rth Cth =
`2 /D. This is indeed a well known relation for a diffusive process: the time scales with
the length squared.
For a transistor we therefore take the thermal capacitance proportional to the dissipating
volume, which, for a fixed vertical structure, scales with the emitter area:
CTH ∝ Aem .

(11.8)

The reason that the delay time does no longer scale with the length of the emitter squared,
but with the length itself, is due to the assumption of a small thickness of the dissipation
region: the heat transport to the outside of this region can now go partially vertically,
which makes it faster.
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General compact model formulations
Smooth minimum and maximum-like functions

Let us look at functions with the following properties
(
f (x) '

0, for x < 0,
x, for x > 0.

(A.1)

Basically this is the ‘max’ function: f (x) = max(x, 0). For compact modelling we need
a smooth transition between the two asymptotes. In this section we present some possible
formulations.
A.1.1 Hyperboles
Within Philips we mainly use the hyperbolic functions like
f (x) =

1
2



x+

p


x 2 + 4ε2 .

(A.2)

It is shown if Fig. 29. Note that this function indeed describes a hyperbole. The disadvantage of this function is that it does not converge very fast to the asymptotes.
A.1.2 Exponents
An alternative function is

f (x) = ε ln 1 + e x/ε .

(A.3)

This function converges very rapidly to both asymptotes.

f (x)

1.0

0.5

0.0
−1.0

−0.5

0.0
x

0.5

1.0

Figure 29: The hyperbole f (x) from Eq. (A.2) and its asymptotes (ε = 0.1).
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The disadvantage of this function is that it has a very abrupt transition between both
asymptotes (as one would get by taking ε in the hyperboles very small). In that case even
though the function is C ∞ (i.e. continuous in every order derivative), numerical routines
may still experience problems around the transition to find a solution to the equations.
Another disadvantage is possibly the increase of computation time. Previously the time
to calculate logarithms and exponents on a computer was much longer that that of square
roots and simple multiplications. Due to the advances in modern compilers and IC design
this difference has become much smaller. Given the complexity of the rest of the model,
we don’t consider the time constraints here as an issue anymore.
McAndrew [65] has made a slight improvement on the function above by writing
f (x) =



1
2

x+



√
p 
2
x 2 + ε ln 1 + e− x /ε .

(A.4)

The advantage of this latter formulation is that, although it is mathematically equivalent
to the previous one, numerically it is much more accurate for x > 0. The reason is that
the argument of the exponential is always negative. Hence the argument of the logarithm
is always between 1 and 2, and doesn’t become exponentially large. Since the only advantage is from an implementation point of view, in our opinion the best way to implement
the function is using
(


for x ≤ 0,
ε ln 1 + e x/ε ,

f (x) =
x + ε ln 1 + e−x/ε , for x > 0.

(A.5)

A.1.3 The linear function with a maximum
Sometimes a variation on the functions above is needed, one where g(x) ' x, up to a
certain maximum, e.g.
(
g(x) =

x, for x < 1,
1, for x > 1.

(A.6)

The function g is more or less a ‘min’-function: g(x) = min(x, 1). One can make use of
the functions above by writing g(x) = 1 − f (1 − x). The results are

p
2
2
x
+
1
−
(x − 1) + 4ε ,
g(x) =




or 1 − ε ln 1 + e(1−x)/ε = x − ε ln 1 + e−(1−x)/ε .
1
2



(A.7)
(A.8)

Often, as an extra demand on the function g(x) one would like to have g(0) = 0 and
g 0 (0) = 1. In other words, for small x one would like g(x) ' x. This is not easy to
achieve. For the hyperbole, for instance, we have g(0) ' −ε 2 , and this is not very small.
The use of the function with exponents is better, since in that case g(0) ' −ε e−1/ε ,
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which is very small for small ε, and hence in most practical cases already negligible. For
instance, with ε = 0.1 it gives a value of |g(0)| < 5 · 10−6 .
An alternative function for this special case is
gm (x) =

x
1 + x 2m

1/2m ,

(A.9)

with, for small x,
gm (x) ' x +

x 2m+1
+ O(x 2m+2 ).
2m

(A.10)

This equation fulfils all the properties we need for x > 0. However it is an odd function,
which means that it has also a lower limit of −1 when x <
∼ −1.
If one really wants to have a function which approximates x for x < 0, one could use
gm (x) =

x
1 − 12 (x + |x|) x 2m−1

1/2m .

(A.11)

For this function Eq. (A.10) holds as long as x is positive. For negative x we have gm (x) =
x. This means that the function is no longer C ∞ , but only 2m times differentiable.

A.2

Depletion capacitances

In the ideal case the depletion capacitance and the depletion charge have the form
C0
,
(1 − V / Vd ) p
i
C0 Vd h
1 − (1 − V / Vd )1− p .
Q(V ) =
1− p
C(V ) =

(A.12)
(A.13)

This formulation however gives problems when V ≥ Vd . Hence we need a continuation
of the formulation. It is important to realise that it is not so important to have a physical
description of depletion charge for V ≥ Vd . The diffusion charge in that region is much
more important. Hence we can choose a formulation that is best for compact modelling,
i.e. a smooth formulation.
The formulations should be such that Q(0) = 0 (which is simple to achieve). But we
also demand that C(0) = C0 , just as one would expect. This latter requirement is not
fulfilled in all compact models, especially when looking at temperatures different than
the reference temperature. We will show this below.
Various formulations of those discussed below are illustrated in Fig. 30.
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Mextram 504

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

De Graaff
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0.8
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Figure 30: The various formulas for the depletion capacitances, normalised to the zero
bias value. Shown are the ideal curve (solid) from Eq. (A.13), the De Graaff expression (dashed-dotted) from Eq. (A.15), the expression used in Mextram 503 (dotted) from
Eq. (A.17), and the expression used in Mextram 504 (dashed) from Eqs. (A.18) and (A.25).
A.2.1 Spice-Gummel-Poon
In older compact models like the Spice-Gummel-Poon model the capacitance is ideal up
to a the voltage FC Vd , with FC a parameter. From that voltage on a linear extrapolation
is used for the capacitance. The clear disadvantage of this model is that higher order
derivatives are not continuous. This gives kinks in for instance the output conductance
and the cut-off frequency and discontinuities when looking at distortion.
A.2.2 De Graaff and Klaassen
In a formulation given by De Graaff [9] the charge is limited from above:
"

#1− p
(1 − V / Vd )2 + k
, (A.14)
C(V ) = p
2
(1 − V / Vd )2 + k

#1− p 
"
p


2
C0 Vd
(1 − V / Vd ) + (1 − V / Vd ) + k
.
(A.15)
Q(V ) =
1−

1− p 
2
C0

(1 − V / Vd ) +

p

Here k is a constant of order 0.01. The capacitance decreases quite rapidly for biases
beyond Vd . For k → 0 one gets the ideal formulation up to V = Vd . After that the
capacitance is 0.
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A.2.3 Earlier versions of Mextram
The general Mextram formulation for levels up to and including 503 is the one given by
Poon en Gummel [81]:
(1 + k) p/2+1
C = C0
1+k − p
1+k
Q = C0 Vd
1+k − p

(1 − p)(1 − V / Vd )2 + k
,
[(1 − V / Vd )2 + k] p/2+1


(1 − V / Vd ) (1 + k) p/2
1−
.
[(1 − V / Vd )2 + k] p/2

(A.16)
(A.17)

Again k is a constant of order 0.01. This formulation is such that C is symmetric around Vd .
This means that it will decrease again slowly when V > Vd . For k → 0 we regain the
ideal formulation (but still symmetric). The formulation is not very elegant. Furthermore
the capacitance has a very small and high peak around V = Vd . Sometimes the effects of
this peak can be seen in higher-order derivatives.

A.2.4 Modern compact models
All of the modern compact models use expressions similar to each other. The idea is to
>
have the ideal capacitance curve for V <
∼ Vd and a constant capacitance for V ∼ Vd . The
capacitance can then be expressed as
dV j
C0
C0
+
C=
p
(1 − V j / Vd ) dV
(1 − VF / Vd ) p



dV j
1−
dV


.

(A.18)

Here V j = V j (V ) is a function like the ones we discussed in Section A.1. For V < VF we
have V j ' V and for V > VF we have V j ' VF . In this way the derivative dV j /dV is 1
for V < VF . Only the first part of the expression is important. For V > VF the derivative
goes to zero, and only the second part is important. The transition of this derivative from
1 to 0 happens around the switching voltage VF . In other words, this derivative acts as a
kind of switch between the ideal capacitance and a constant capacitance.
The corresponding equation for the charge is


C0 Vd
1− p
1− p
(1 − V j 0/ Vd )
− (1 − V j / Vd )
Q =
1− p

C0
+
V
−
V
.
+
V
j
j
0
(1 − VF / Vd ) p

(A.19)

Here V j 0 = V j (V =0), to make sure that the charge vanishes at zero bias. The value of
VF is calculated such that the constant capacitance equals a factor a (a model constant in
Mextram, depending on the junction) times the zero bias capacitance.
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T = 500 K

1.1

1.0
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Figure 31: The capacitance from Eqs. (A.18) and (A.24), normalised to its zero bias value,
as function of bias for T = 300 K and 500 K. The different curves are for V ch = 75 mV
(dotted), Vch = 3VT (dashed), and Vch = 0.1Vd (solid). No difference can be seen at
T = 300 K. The parameters are Vd = 0.75 V, p = 0.3 and a = 2, whereas the bandgap
used for the temperature scaling of Vd is 1.2 V. The inset shows a detail of the curves
around V = 0 V.
The difference between the various compact models lies in the formulation of V j (V ).
Hicum [10, 82] uses
V j = V − VT ln (1 + exp[(V − VF )/ VT ]) ,
dV j
1
=
.
dV
1 + exp[(V − VF )/ VT ]

(A.20)
(A.21)

The advantage of using this function is that the zero-bias capacitance is to very high
accuracy equal to C0 , and that we can take V j 0 = 0 V. Vbic [10, 83, 84] uses


p
V j = 12 V + VF − (V − VF )2 + k ,
(A.22)
!
dV j
V − VF
.
(A.23)
= 12 1 − p
dV
(V − VF )2 + k
Using this formulation means that a correction is needed to make sure that C(V =0) = C0 .
In Mextram 504 we use an equation like Eq. (A.21):
V j = V − Vch ln (1 + exp[(V − VF )/ Vch ]) .

(A.24)

To make the transition between the ideal capacitance and the constant capacitance less
abrupt we choose for a higher value of Vch , around 75 mV at room temperature. This can
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be done in three ways: Vch = 75 mV, Vch = 3VT , or Vch = 0.1Vd . At room temperature
there is not much difference between the three expressions, as can be seen in Fig. 31.
However, when we increase the temperature, we see the difference of the three possible
expressions for Vch . Only when we use Vch = 0.1Vd we are guaranteed that the zero bias
capacitance is indeed the capacitance we expect from temperature scaling. Hence we use
V j = V − 0.1 Vd ln (1 + exp[(V − VF )/0.1 Vd ]) .

(A.25)

Together with this equation for V j , and with VF = Vd (1 − a −1/ p ), we can now define the
function used in the depletion capacitances:



Vd
1− p
Vdepletion (V |Vd , p|a) =
1 − (1 − V j / Vd )
+ a V − Vj .
1− p
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Analytical calculation of the critical current

Under some assumptions it is possible to give an analytical relation between the current
at the onset of quasi-saturation Iqs and the voltage Vqs ' VdC − VB2 C1 . For this we use
the equations
dE
dx
vdr
Vqs



q Nepi
Iepi
=
1−
,
ε
q Nepi Aem vdr
µn0 |E|
=
,
1 + µn0 |E|/vsat
Z Wepi
= −
Edx,

(B.1a)
(B.1b)
(B.1c)

0

that have already been used in Chapter 3. Here, however, we do not assume that all
electrons travel at the saturated velocity vsat , but use the drift velocity vdr to calculate the
electron density. The boundary condition we use is E(0) = 0 for Iepi = Iqs . This means
that we assume that quasi-saturation starts once the electric field at the base-collector
junction vanishes. In practice it will not really vanish, but keep a finite value. But we
already mentioned before that in the injection region it is very small.

B.1 Derivation
We will start with writing all the equations in normalised quantities e, i , r , y and v:
E =
Iqs =
RCv =
x =
Vqs =

e Ihc RCv /Wepi ,
i Ihc ,
r SCRCv ,
y Wepi ,
v Ihc RCv .

(B.2a)
(B.2b)
(B.2c)
(B.2d)
(B.2e)

We will see that it is then possible to express the normalised voltage v in terms of the
normalised current i and only one parameter, r . The equations (B.1) above now become
2
de
=
(1 − i + i /e),
dy
r
Z 1
e dy.
v = −

(B.3a)
(B.3b)

0

In our derivation we will first calculate E W , or rather its normalised variant, as function
of the current. Then we will calculate Vqs using its expression given above.
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x = WeW

1.0

W
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−2

−1

0.5

0.00

1

−0.5

Figure 32: The function x = W e W , which is the inverse of the two branches of the
Lambert W-function: W− < −1 and W+ > −1.
Calculating E W For our derivation we start with finding the electric field at x = Wepi
(i.e. y = 1) by integrating the equation for de/dy:
Z
r eW
de
1 =
dy =
2 0 1 − i + i/e
0



ir
1−i
1−i
=
− ln 1 + eW
.
eW
2(1 − i)2
i
i
Z

1

(B.4)

From this equation we can solve eW as function of normalised current i, given the resistance ratio r. To do so we introduce the help-variables
ξ = eW

1−i
,
i

and

f =

2(1 − i )2
.
ir

(B.5)

We then need to solve
f = ξ − ln(1 + ξ ).

(B.6)

The solution to this equation can be expressed in terms of the so-called Lambert-W function.
The Lambert-W function [85] is defined as
W (x) exp[W (x)] = x.

(B.7)

The function is called ProductLog in programs like Mathematica and Maple. It can be
used for instance to calculate the analytical solution of the current through an ideal diode
in series with a resistor [86]. We have plotted the function W e W in Fig. 32. As one can
see the inverse is not unique. The function has two branches. We define W+ (x) as the
function on the interval [−1/e, ∞) giving a result W+ (x) ≥ −1. We define W− (x) as the
function on the interval [−1/e, 0) giving a result W− (x) ≤ −1.
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8
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Figure 33: The current Iqs at onset of injection as function of the applied voltage V qs for
the default parameter set [1], just as in Fig. 11. We have again shown the two limiting
cases. The dash-dotted line is the exact result from Eq. (B.10)
We must now realise that ξ can have two signs. Since E W and hence eW are negative, we
have ξ < 0 for i < 1. For i > 1 we have ξ > 0. Hence we need the two branches of the
Lambert-W function:
(
−1 − W+ (−e−1− f ), for i < 1 (i.e. Iqs < Ihc),
(B.8)
ξ=
−1 − W− (−e−1− f ), for i > 1 (i.e. Iqs > Ihc).
Calculating Vqs The next step in our derivation is the calculation of Vqs , or rather v.
The integral for v can be expressed as
Z
Z
r eW e(1 − i + i /e) − i
r eW
e de
de
=
e dy =
−v =
2
1 − i + i /e
2 0
1−i
1 − i + i /e
0
Z eW 0
Z eW
r 1
r i
de
=
e de −
2 1−i 0
2 1 − i 0 1 − i + i/e
2
reW
i
−
,
(B.9)
=
4(1 − i ) 1 − i
Z

1

where we used Eq. (B.4) for the second integral. Expressing v now in terms of the solution
we found for eW before (using ξ rather than eW ), we get
v=

ri 2 ξ 2
i
−
.
1−i
4(1 − i )3

(B.10)

B.2 The Mextram expression
In Mextram we have from Eq. (3.45) the normalised equation
i=
130

v(1 + rv)
.
1+v

(B.11)
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When we invert this we get
2i
v=p
.
(1 − i )2 + 4ir + 1 − i

(B.12)

We have shown the exact result for Vqs = v Ihc RCv from Eq. (B.10) in Fig. 33, together
with the Mextram result. One can see that the exact result and the Mextram expression are
very similar, although the exact result is somewhat lower. This means that after parameter
extraction the parameter Ihc will be somewhat smaller than the ideal value, which is not
something to worry about.

B.3 The critical current in limiting cases
We can use the analytical solution to find various limits. We will consider Iqs  Ihc ,
Iqs = Ihc and Iqs  Ihc .
Small currents In the case of small currents f is very large and ξ ' −1. The error
in ξ is exponentially small and can be neglected. We then find, both for the analytical
expression derived here as for Mextram, to lowest order:
v'i

Vqs ' Iqs RCv .

or

(B.13)

The situation where Iqs = Ihc The case Iqs = Ihc, or i = 1, is special in the sense
that we can find an expression for v that does not use the Lambert-W function. We must
expand around i = 1, and therefore write i = 1 + δ. One can then find ξ to second order
in δ as
√
4− r 2
2δ
δ .
ξ'√ +
3r
r

(B.14)

Using this in the expression for v, and taking the limit δ → 0, we find
4
v= √
3 r

Vqs =

or

4
3

p

RCv SCRCv Ihc .

(B.15)

The Mextram equivalent is
1
v=√
r

or

Vqs =

p

RCv SCRCv Ihc .
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Large currents In the case of large currents we have f  1. We can then write ξ ' f .
Using this first estimate, we can even give a better estimate by writing ξ ' f + ln f .
Using this in the expression for v, we find
v '

2i
i −1
− 1 + ln
r
r

or

Vqs ' SCRCv (Iqs − Ihc ) + Ihc RCv




2Iqs SCRCv
−1 + ln
.
Ihc RCv

(B.17)

For Mextram we find
v'

132

i −1
+1
r

or

Vqs ' SCRCv (Iqs − Ihc) + Ihc RCv .

(B.18)
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The Kull-model around zero current

When the voltage over the epilayer VC1 C2 is very small, the equations for the current IC1 C2
and for E c , Eq. (3.26), and especially taht for the thickness of the injection region xi /Wepi ,
Eq. (3.47), can become numerical inaccurate [87]. For this reason here we study the Kull
model [19] around VC1 C2 = 0 and discuss the numerical implications.
We assume that the bias VB2 C1 is fixed and express the quantities in terms of V = VC1 C2 .
We start with the expression and derivatives of K 0 :
q
1 + 4e(V +VB2 C1 −VdC )/VT ,
K 0 (V ) =

(C.1a)

−1
dK 0
=
,
dV
2K 0 VT
K 04 − 1
d2 K 0
=
.
dV 2
4K 03 VT2
K 02

(C.1b)
(C.1c)

From the definitions in Section 3.3.1, we also have K W = K 0 (V =0). Next we consider
the quantity E c :

E c = VT
dE c
dK 0
dE c
dV
2
d Ec
dV 2
d3 E c
dV 3

K0 − K W


K0 + 1
,
− ln
KW + 1

(C.2a)

VT K 0
,
K0 + 1
K0 − 1
=
,
2
dK 0
,
=
2 dV
d2 K 0
=
.
2 dV 2
=

(C.2b)
(C.2c)
(C.2d)
(C.2e)

We can now give an expansion for E c around V = 0:
3
dE c
d2 E c
1 3 d Ec
+ 12 V 2
+
V
E c ' E c |V =0 + V
dV V =0
dV 2 V =0 6
dV 3


dK 0
d2 K 0
= 12 V K W − 1 + V
+ 13 V 2
2 dV V =0
2 dV 2 V =0
!
2 −1
4
KW
1
1 2 KW − 1
.
+ 3V
= 2 V KW − 1 + V
3 2
4K W VT
8K W
VT

V =0

(C.3)

Let us now consider the numerical accuracy of E c . For the computer accuracy we write
δ ' 10−15 . Since E c is calculated as the difference of two, possibly large, numbers,
its numerical accuracy can be given by δ · VT K W . For small values of V it is better to
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have an approximation for E c that is numerically more accurate. Of course, the difference
between the approximation and the exact result must be smaller than the typical numerical
error of the exact expression. From Eq. (C.3) we find for the approximation

Ec '

1
2V

KW

dK 0
−1+V
2 dV


V =0



' 12 V K W − 1 + (K 0 − K W )/2 ,

(C.4)

where we used K 0 ' K W + V dK 0 /dV |V =0 . This leads to
E c,appr = 14 V (K 0 + K W − 2] = 12 V ( p0 + pW ) = V pav ,

(C.5)

where pav is used in the model documentation [1]. The error in this approximation is of
the order of the last term in Eq. (C.3), i.e. of the order of or smaller than V 3 K W / VT2 . If
this error is smaller than the numerical error in the exact result, δ · VT K W , it is better to
take the approximation. Both errors are of the same order when
V '

√
3

δ · VT ' 10−5 VT .

(C.6)

So for VC1 C2 < 10−5 VT it is better to use the approximation (C.5) instead of the exact
result (C.2). Note that apart from the error made by the approximation, E c,appr also has
a numerical error. This error is of the order of δ · E c,appr which is a factor V / VT smaller
than the numerical error in the exact result.
Within the Kull model also the thickness of the injection layer is defined:
Ec
xi
=
,
Wepi
E c + VC1 C2

(C.7)

which is already given in Eq. (3.47). Since in this expression we divide two small and
possibly inaccurate numbers when V = VC1 C2 is small, it is very important that we approximate it, using Eq. (C.5), by
pav
xi
.
'
Wepi
pav + 1
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Current crowding at small currents

In Section 5.1.1 we have seen that the effective low current resistance of a distributed
system like the pinched base can be given as a factor times the sheet resistance ρ of the
pinched base. In this appendix we want to give a method to calculate this pre-factor for
more general geometries [47]. The derivation is maybe not so important. So, after we
have given the derivation, we will give a recipe to calculate the pre-factor. At the end we
will present some examples.

D.1 Derivation
Our analysis is based on the analysis of Section 5.1. Here, however, we will only look
at the small current limit, but we will allow for general non-linear currents from base to
emitter. The derivation is therefore much more general than just for the pinched base.
We consider a two-dimensional pinched base, with sheet resistance ρ . The geometry of
this base is not yet fixed. Some parts of its outer boundary are connected to the external
base. These will have a potential VB1 . Where the base is connected current will flow into
the pinched base. Other parts of the outer boundary are, possibly, not connected. The
current that flows in this pinched base is given by J, the base sheet current density (in
units A/m). At every point of the pinched base a part of the current will go to the emitter
(in our case). This amount of current is given by I [V (x)]/ Aem , and therefore depends on
the local potential. When the sheet resistance of the base is zero, we have I (0) = I B , a
constant over the whole base. The equations we need to solve are very similar to those in
Section 5.1
I (V )
,
Aem
∇ V = −ρ J.

∇ ·J = −

(D.1a)
(D.1b)

To solve these equations we need some boundary conditions. First of all, there is no
current leaving or entering the base (under the emitter) where there is no connection. So
at these places we have n̂ · J = 0, where n̂ is a unit vector normal and outward to the
boundary. This directly implies n̂ · ∇ V = 0. At the places where there is a connection,
we have V = VB1 B2 .
Let us now introduce a dimensionless quantity, defined by
f =

V
R Bv
−
.
ρ
IB ρ

(D.2)

Of course, R Bv = VB1 B2 /I B still needs to be determined. From the boundary conditions
we see directly that f = 0 at connected boundaries. At non-connected boundaries we
have n̂ · ∇ f = 0. The differential equation for f can be found from Eq. (D.1):
∇2 f = −

1 I (V )
.
Aem I B
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As mentioned before, we only consider small currents. This also means that V ' 0. We
can therefore write
I (V ) ' I B +

dI
V,
dV

(D.4)

where the derivative is taken at V = 0. In the limit of small V the right-hand-side
of Eq. (D.3) becomes simply −1/ Aem . The differential equation for f is now a very
elementary one, which has no longer any link to the actual expression for I (V ). So f can
be found. Next we need to find R Bv . To this end we need the following integral over all
points of the pinched base
ρ
Aem

Z
f d A = R Bv +

1

Z
V d A.

Aem I B

(D.5)

If the last term vanishes, we have a way of calculating R Bv . To show that it does, we first
consider the integral
Z

Z
I (V )d A = − Aem

Z
∇ · Jd A = − Aem

J · dn̂ = Aem I B .

(D.6)

The second step is by using a general theorem for rewriting a surface integral to a line
integral over the boundary of this surface. The last step is an expression of the fact that
all current must actually enter the pinched base through its boundary. Using Eq. (D.4) we
can express the same integral also as
Z

Z

dI
IB d A +
dV

I (V )d A =

Z

Combining two equations gives indeed

dI
V d A = Aem I B +
dV
R

Z
V d A.

(D.7)

V d A = 0 (since dI /dV 6 = 0).

D.2 Recipe
We are now ready to give the recipe to calculate R Bv . First one needs to solve the differential equation
∇ 2 f = −1/ Aem.

(D.8)

for a dimension-less quantity f . The boundary conditions are f = 0 everywhere where
∇ f = 0 at the boundaries of the pinched
the base is connected to the external base, and n̂ ·∇
base not connected to the external base. The low-current resistance is then given by an
integral of f over the whole area of the pinched base.
R Bv
136

ρ
=
Aem

Z
f d A.

(D.9)
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D.3 Examples
One-sided base contact For a rectangle connected at one side we have only one dimension to take into account. The differential equation is given by
d2 f
= −1/Hem L em .
dx 2

(D.10)

The boundary conditions are f (0) = 0 and d f/dx| Hem = 0 which gives f = (Hem x −
1 2
2 x )/ Aem . We thus find
R Bv = ρ

A−2
em L em

Z
0

Hem

1
Hem
(Hem x − 12 x 2 )dx = ρ
.
3
L em

(D.11)

For a square, contacted at one side, this means R Bv = 13 ρ .
Two-sided base contact Next we consider a rectangle connected at two sides, located
at x = ±Hem /2. The boundary conditions read f (±Hem /2) = 0, so we find f =
2 − 4x 2 )/8 A . This gives
(Hem
em
R Bv =

1
Hem
ρ
.
12
L em

For a square, contacted at two sides, we find R Bv =

(D.12)
1
12 ρ

, just as we mentioned before.

Circular base As a third example we consider a disc, where all around the circular
boundary a connection is made. The radius is R and the radial coordinate is r . The
boundary condition is f (r =R) = 0. Furthermore we demand a non-singular solution to
d
1
1 d
r
f (r) = −
.
r dr dr
π R2

(D.13)

The solution is f = (1 − r 2 /R 2 )/4π which gives
R Bv =

1
1
ρ '
ρ .
8π
25.1

(D.14)

Rectangular base contacted on all sides As a last exact example we will consider a
rectangle connected at all sides. A general expression for f in a rectangular geometry,
such that the boundary conditions are obeyed, is given by
f =

X
m,n

anm sin

nπ x
mπ y
sin
,
Hem
L em
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where we take the rectangle to have the coordinates such that 0 ≤ x ≤ Hem and 0 ≤ y ≤
L em . Solving the differential equation gives
anm

 4
1
2
,
=
2 + m 2 /L 2 )
π
nm Hem L em (n 2 /Hem
em

when both n, m odd, (D.16)

and anm = 0 otherwise. One then finds
RBv

 6 X
1
2
=
2
2
2
2
Hem L em π
n m (n /Hem + m 2 /L 2em )
n,m odd
ρ Hem X
amπ 
16  amπ
−
tanh
,
=
L em m odd a 3 m 5 π 5
2
2
ρ

(D.17)

where a = Hem /L em . In the limit for Hem  L em (a → 0) we regain the case of a base
contacted on two sides: RBv = ρ Hem /12L em. For a square emitter we find
R Bv

ρ
mπ 
16  mπ
− tanh
'
.
=ρ
5
5
m π
2
2
28.45
m odd
X

(D.18)

From numerical device simulations a value of ρ /28.6 was found in Ref. [53].
In the case of a rectangular base with a general value of Hem /L em it is not possible to give
a simple expression. We therefore need a useful approximate formula. For a four-sided
contacted square base the resistance is approximately ρ /28, as presented above. For
non-square base it is assumed that we can apply the well know 1D relation to the middle
region, which has length L em − Hem . Then both resistances are placed in parallel. We
then get
ρ
,
28.45
ρ Hem
,
=
12 (L em − Hem )

R1 =

(D.19a)

R2

(D.19b)

R Bv =

ρ Hem
R1 R2
=
.
R1 + R2
12 L em + 16.45 Hem

(D.19c)

Possibly a better expression [54], giving a result closer to Eq. (D.17) is given by
R Bv

138





ρ Hem 1
1
1
Hem
−
−
.
=
L em
12
12 28.45 L em

(D.20)
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E Crosslinks of variables and parameters
The full equivalent circuit contains a number of current and charges. In Table 2 we have
tabulated for each electrical model-parameter which currents and charges are functionally
dependent on it. A same kind of cross-link is given between the temperature parameters
and the electrical parameters in Table 3.
Table 2: The relation between the parameters and the currents and charges of the equivalent circuit. When some I or Q is given, also the XI or XQ is meant if it exists. We
disregarded the normally unimportant dependence of I avl on G max . We also disregarded
the fact that I B1 depends on many extra parameters when Xrec 6 = 0.
Parameter
EXMOD
EXPHI
EXAVL
Is
Ik
Ver
Vef
βf
IBf
mLf
XIB1
βri
IBr
VLr
Xext
Wavl
Vavl
Sfh
RE
RBc
RBv
RCc
RCv
SCRCv
Ihc
axi
Cj E
VdE
pE

Direct influence
Iex , Isub , Q ex
Q BE , Q BC , Q B1 B2
Iavl
I N , Iex , Isub , I B1 , I BS1 ,
Q E , Q BE , Q BC
I N , Q E , Q BE , Q BC , Iex
I N , Q BE , Q BC
I N , Q BE , Q BC
I B1 , I BS1
I B2
I B2
I B1 , I BS1
Iex
I B3
I B3
Iex , Isub , Q tex , Q ex
Iavl
Iavl
Iavl
RE
R Bc
I B1 B2
RCc
IC1 C2 , Q tC , Q epi
Q tC , Q epi
Q tC , Q epi
Q epi
Q t E , Q tSE
Q t E , Q tSE
Q t E , Q tSE

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2005

Indirect influence

Very indirect influence

I B1 B2
I B1 B2
I B1 B2
I B1 B2

XIsub

XIex , XIsub
I N , Q BC
I N , Q BC
I N , Q BC
I N , Q BC , Q tC

Iavl , I B1 B2 , Q BE
Iavl , I B1 B2 , Q BE
Iavl , I B1 B2 , Q BE
Iavl , I B1 B2 , Q BE

I N , Q BE , Q BC
I N , Q BE , Q BC

I B1 B2
I B1 B2
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Parameter
XCjE
CBEO
Cj C
VdC
pC
mC
Xp
XCjC
CBCO
mτ
τE
τB
τepi
τR
dEg
Xrec
ISs
Iks
Cj S
VdS
pS
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Direct influence
Q t E , Q tSE
Q BEO
Q tC , Q tex
Q tC , Q tex , Q epi , IC1 C2 , Iavl
Q tC , Q tex
Q tC
Q tC , Q tex
Q tC , Q tex
Q BCO
QE
QE
Q BE , Q BC
Q epi
Q ex
IN
I B1
Isub , ISf
Isub
Q tS
Q tS
Q tS

Unclassified report

Indirect influence

Very indirect influence

I N , Q BE , Q BC
I N , Q BE , Q BC
I N , Q BE , Q BC
I N , Q BE , Q BC

I B1 B2
I B1 B2
I B1 B2
I B1 B2

Q ex
Q ex

Iex
Iex

Table 3: The relation between the temperature parameters and the electrical parameters.
Parameter Direct influence
Indirect influence
AQB0
RBv , βf , Is , Ver , Vef , τB Iks
AE
RE , βf
AB
RBv , βf , Is , Ik , τB
Iks
Aex
RBc
AC
RCc
AS
ISs , Iks
dVgββ f
βf
dVgββ r
βri
VgB
VdE , Is , τE ,
CjE , Iks
VgC
VdC , IBr
Cj C
Vgj
IBf
Vgt
τE
VgS
VdS , ISs
CjS , Iks
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F Expression of parameters in physical quantities
In the derivation of several parameters we use a microscopic model. This gives us parameters in terms of microscopic quantities. Here we will summarise these expressions.
From the 1D main current (assuming a constant base doping profile)
q Dn Aem n i2
,
WB N A
= q Aem W B N A ,
= q 2 Dn A2em n i2 ,

Is =
Q B0
Q B0 Is
Ik

(F.1)
(F.2)
(F.3)

4 n i2
4Dn
4 q Dn Aem N A
=
Q B0 = Is 2 =
,
2
WB
WB
NA

τB =

W B2
.
4 Dn

(F.4)
(F.5)

From the 1D epilayer model:
e

VdC /VT

=

2
Nepi

n i2

,

(F.6)

Wepi
,
qµn0 Nepi Aem
= q Nepi Aem vsat ,
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4 τepi VT
RCv Is Q B0 Vd /VT
=
e C .
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(F.14)

Note that for the last expression we assume that the diffusion constants in the base and in
the epilayer are equal. The expression for Vavl is in practice often not valid.
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Figure 34: The full Mextram equivalent circuit for the vertical NPN transistor. Schematically the different regions of the physical transistor are shown. The current I B1 B2 describes the variable base resistance and is therefore sometimes called R Bv . The current
IC1 C2 describes the variable collector resistance (or epilayer resistance) and is therefore
sometimes called RCv . The extra circuit for self-heating is discussed in Chapter 8.
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